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Preface 

ANCRiSST 2019 is the Fourteenth International Workshop on Advanced Smart 
Materials and Smart Structures Technology. ANCRiSST 2019 is organised by the 
Asian-Pacific Network of Centers for Research in Smart Structures Technology 
(ANCRiSST), European Association for Structural Dynamics (EASD) and 
Sapienza University of Rome, at the Faculty of Civil and Industrial Engineering 
from July 18th to 21st, 2019.  

To have reached its Fourteenth edition of the workshop it is a testimony to the 
great success of the prestigious ANCRiSST executive board members. who have 
driven the organization of the meeting over the years in Hawaii, USA 2004, 
Kyungju, Korea 2005, Lake Tahoe, NV, USA 2006, Tokyo, Japan 2008, Boston, MA, 
USA 2009, Champaign, IL, USA 2010, Dalian, China 2011, Bangalore, India 2012, 
Ulsan, Korea 2013, Taipei, Taiwan 2014, Champaign, IL, USA 2015, Cambridge, UK 
2016, Tokyo, Japan 2017. 

The workshop aims to assess the current progress of smart materials and 
structures technology and to develop synergies among researchers. Emerging 
frontiers in automated inspection, sensing and control for civil infrastructure are 
introduced in the discussions. In particular, the workshop is the occasion for the 
dissemination of the initial results of the activities of the EU funded project – 
DESDEMONA - DEtection of Steel DEfects by Enhanced MONitoring and 
Automated procedure for self inspection and maintenance. 

Participants are involved in several scientific and cultural activities including 
three keynote lectures by prominent leaders in the field, a discussion session to 
deliberate on future activities, and parallel sessions for more than 60 papers on 
various topics. The workshop is held along with 2019 Asia-Pacific-Euro Summer 
School on Smart Structures Technology (APESS) at Sapienza University of Rome. 
A technical visit co-organized by APESS is also scheduled on July 25 to L’Aquila, 
where the 2009 earthquake provoked serious damage. We appreciate your active 
participation in these activities. 
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Extended abstracts accepted for ANCRiSST 2019 are published by Sapienza Press 
in hard-copy and made available open access.  Special thanks are due to 
Sapienza Press Staff for their assistance in publishing this book. 

Before concluding, we would like to acknowledge the support of ANCRiSST 
– Asian-Pacific Network of Centers for Research in Smart Structure 
Technology, IASCM – International Association on Structural Control and 
Monitoring, EASD – European Association for Structural 
Dynamics and AIMETA – Associazione Italiana Meccanica Teorica e Applicata.

Special thanks to the Faculty of Civil and Industrial Engineering and Dean, 
Antonio D’Andrea, and the Department of Structural and Geotechnical 
Engineering and its Chair, Achille Paolone. 

We are indebted to all the members of the Scientific Committee for their valuable 
support. We are grateful to the distinguished Colleagues who accepted to give 
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Graphene sensing mesh for distributed strain field monitoring 

S. Gupta1, G. Vella2, W.-H. Chiang3, K. J. Loh1,2,*

1 Department of Structural Engineering, University of California, San Diego, CA, U.S.A. 

*E-mail: kenloh@ucsd.edu
2 Material Science and Engineering Program, University of California, San Diego, CA, U.S.A.  
3 Department of Chemical Engineering, National Taiwan University of Science & Technology, Taiwan. 

ABSTRACT 
A patterned nanocomposite “sensing mesh” was designed, and electrical impedance 
tomography (EIT) was employed for distributed strain field monitoring. Previous works 
showed that EIT, when coupled with piezoresistive nanocomposite thin films, could be 
used for distributed strain sensing and damage mapping. However, only distributed 
strain magnitudes could be determined but not their directionalities. In order to address 
this limitation, a net- or mesh-like, graphene-based, nanocomposite sensing mesh that 
featured high aspect ratio “struts” was designed so that the entire sensing mesh behaved 
like an interconnected network of strain gages. The sensing mesh was fabricated by 
depositing graphene dispersions onto a patterned polymer substrate. The sensing mesh 
was then affixed onto a test coupon and subjected to uniaxial tensile loading. EIT 
measurements were recorded at different strain states, and the induced strains in each 
strut were determined from the EIT-estimated conductivity changes. Good agreement 
between the experimental results and finite element simulations was also observed, 
which served to validate the graphene-based nanocomposite sensing mesh for 
distributed strain field monitoring.  

KEYWORDS: Electrical impedance tomography, graphene, nanocomposite, patterned, strain 
field, thin film  

INTRODUCTION 

Damage in civil, mechanical, and aerospace structures can occur due to long-term 
deterioration, extreme loading, fatigue, aging of materials, and their exposure to 
aggressive environments. Structural health monitoring (SHM) aims to detect the 
presence of damage, their locations, and severity so as to assess residual structural 
performance and to facilitate decision making (i.e., if damage was present) [1]. Among 
the various structural parameters that can be measured and be used for SHM, stress and 
strain remain to be the most critical, especially since the failure of materials is often 
defined by its stress limits. However, since stress is an engineered quantity and cannot 
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be directly measured, it can be calculated from actual measured strains. One of the most 
widely used strain transducer is the foil-based strain gage. Despite their accuracy and 
high resolution, the strain gage can only measure strain at its instrumented location (i.e., 
it is a point sensor). Distributed strain monitoring would require a dense array of gages 
installed on the structure.  
More recently, distributed strain sensing and damage detection was achieved by 
coupling piezoresistive thin films with an electrical impedance tomography (EIT) 
measurement technique and algorithm [2]. While strain distributions could be 
characterized, this approach was unable to extract strain directionalities from the 
reconstructed EIT conductivity maps. The sensing mesh concept introduced this study 
aims to address this limitation. Here, a graphene-based thin film of high strain sensitivity 
was designed and deposited onto a patterned substrate to form the sensing mesh. Each 
strut of the sensing mesh was designed to be of high aspect ratio so as to form an 
interconnected network of distributed uniaxial linear strain sensors. EIT was 
implemented to reconstruct the conductivity changes of the struts in the mesh. The 
estimated conductivity changes were then used to calculate the induced strains in each 
strut. This paper begins with a brief overview of EIT, followed by the experimental 
details and corresponding distributed strain monitoring results. 

EIT Background 
EIT is a soft-field imaging technique that reconstructs the conductivity distribution of a 
conductive body using its boundary electrical measurements [3]. A direct current (DC) 
is injected through a pair of boundary electrodes, and the resulting voltage differences 
between all other remaining electrode pairs are measured. This excitation-measurement 
pattern is repeated for all possible combinations of adjacent boundary electrodes, and 
the recorded voltage set is used to solve an inverse problem to estimate its spatial 
conductivity distribution. More details regarding EIT are described by Vella et al. [4].    

Experimental Details 

Fabrication of the sensing mesh began by dispersing graphene nanosheets (GNS) in 

poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) solution [4]. A laser cutter (Orion Motor Tech) was used for 

patterning and forming the polyethylene terephthalate (PET) substrates to form a grid-

like pattern. The GNS-PVA solution was spray-coated onto PET grids to form the 

sensing mesh (Figure 1a). Conductive threads (Adafruit) were used as electrodes and 

were attached to the sensing mesh using colloidal silver paste (Ted Pella). Then, the 

sensing mesh was affixed onto a 100 × 30 mm2 PET strip using quick-curing superglue 

(Figure 1b). After the glue fully cured, the PET strip with the sensing mesh was mounted 

in a Test Resources 150R load frame, at which point, an initial baseline EIT dataset was 

4
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recorded (corresponding to 0 µε). The load frame then applied monotonic uniaxial 

tensile strain to 6,000 µε at a fixed strain rate of 1,000 µε/min. The load frame was 

manually paused every 1,000 µε for EIT interrogations.  

Results and Discussions  

Following EIT reconstruction of all sensing mesh data, Figure 2 shows the average 

change in conductivity of each sensing mesh strut for three consecutive strain states. 

Figure 2 shows that both the vertical (i.e., V1 and V2) and diagonal struts (i.e., D1 and 

D2) decreased in conductivity with increasingly applied tension, while conductivity 

increased for the horizontal struts (i.e., H1 and H2). These results make sense, since the 

vertical and diagonal struts were subjected to tension, while the horizontal struts were 

compressed due to Poisson’s effect [4]. The induced strain in each strut was calculated 

using known values of the GNS-based thin film’s nominal conductivity at 0 µε (i.e., 

0.1846 S/m) and its gage factor (i.e., ~ 8.25) [4].  

A linear-elastic, plane-stress, finite element (FE) model of the test coupon was created in 

ABAQUS to investigate the accuracy of the EIT results. The strains in each strut in their 

axial directions were estimated by dividing the observed change in their axial lengths 

with their undeformed lengths and then comparing them with the EIT results (Figure 3). 

Figure 3 shows good agreement between the EIT- and FE-estimated strains, with only a 

difference of ~ 5% . This mismatch could be a result of imperfect strain transfer from the 

test coupon to the sensing mesh and/or misalignment and slippage of the test coupon 

from the load frame’s grips, among others. Nevertheless, these results validated 

distributed strain magnitude and directionality sensing on a structural surface.  

Conclusions 

In this study, a GNS-PVA thin film sensing mesh was coupled with EIT for distributed 

strain field monitoring. The test results showed that EIT was able to identify if any of the 

(a) (b) 

Figure 1: (a) The dimensions of the sensing mesh specimen are shown. (b) The sensing mesh 

was affixed onto a PET strip and subjected uniaxial loading. H, V, and D indicate the 

horizontal, vertical, and diagonal struts, respectively.  
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struts in the sensing mesh was subjected to tension or compression, as well as the 

corresponding magnitude and directionality of strain. The EIT-estimated strains were 

compared with FE analysis for verification, and good agreement was observed. Future 

work will consider more complex sensing mesh designs and different load patterns. 
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Figure 2: The estimated average conductivity change of all the struts with respect to its 

undeformed state when the specimen was strained to (a) 2,000 µε, (b) 3,000 µε, and (c) 4,000 

µε are shown.  
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Figure 3: The EIT-estimated strain for the different struts when the specimen was strained to 

(a) 2,000 µε, (b) 3,000 µε, and (c) 4,000 µε are compared with the FE analysis results.  
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ABSTRACT 
Instability-induced morphable structures fall within the large spectrum of mechanical 
metamaterials and give materials unconventional properties by harvesting their 
extrinsic instabilities. This study introduces a 3D-printed mechanical metamaterial, or 
“Active Skin”, that enables on-demand, reversible, surface morphing through 
buckling-induced feature deployment. The unit geometry of the proposed 
metamaterial is a star-shaped, re-entrant structure, first introduced as a topologically 
optimized design exhibiting auxetic behavior (i.e., negative Poisson’s ratio). It was 
noticed that the behavior of the auxetic, star-shaped geometry varied as the geometry’s 
thickness was progressively decreased. As uniaxial strains were applied to the thin, 
elastic, star-shaped pattern, the mechanical instabilities induced out-of-plane (i.e., 2D 
to 3D) deformations in the form of pop-up of surface features. The introduction of 
weak points, or notches, at key locations throughout the structure enabled directional 
control and the possibility of harvesting the instability-induced surface feature 
deployments for different applications. This reversible, on-demand, surface morphing 
mechanism was validated as active surfaces for gripping. The Active Skin is unique in 
that the grippers were actuated by applying tension rather than compression. 

KEYWORDS: 3D printing, actuation, gripper, instability, mechanical metamaterial, 
patterning  

INTRODUCTION 

Many biological organisms possess the unique capability of exhibiting reversible skin 
morphing for various purposes, including camouflage, locomotion, signaling, and 
hunting [1]. Mankind has sought to replicate these unique attributes by developing 
bio-inspired materials with properties that mimic or even potentially outperform their 
natural counterparts [2-4] However, creating structures that could achieve active (and 
reversible) camouflage remains challenging.  
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Mechanical metamaterials, which possess well-ordered and sometimes periodic 
structures, are a new class of materials that exhibit unconventional response to 
mechanical forces, where they can deform, rotate, buckle, fold, and snap. In particular, 
mechanical metamaterials have exploited shape morphing, as well as instabilities and 
nonlinear responses, to achieve and demonstrate various functionalities [5].  

ACTIVE SKINS RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In this study, a star geometry, which was first introduced as a topologically optimized 
design that exhibits auxetic behavior, was leveraged for designing Active Metamaterial 
Skins for actuation (Fig. 1). When strained in uniaxial tension, the petal and sepal tips 
would buckle out-of-plane but in random directions, especially considering the 
thinness of the star pattern and their susceptibility to slight nonuniform load 
perturbations and material inhomogeneities. Therefore, to control buckling directions, 
notches were introduced at precise locations in the unit cell (i.e., red-shaded region in 
Fig. 1(a)). Moreover, to maintain symmetry and to facilitate out-of-plane deformations, 
additional notches were introduced adjacent to the petal tips (i.e., blue-shaded region 
in Fig. 1(a)).  
Unit cell star geometries were 3D-printed, and uniaxial tension were applied. In the 
deformed state, each of the four petal and sepal tips would buckle locally in its 
programmed direction and induce out-of-plane deformations (Fig. 1) (i.e., solid blue 
and red curved arrows in Fig. 1(b), respectively). An additional important benefit of 
introducing notches in the Active Skin’s surface was demonstrated by analyzing its 
mechanical behavior. Fig. 2 plots the stress-strain responses of Active Skin unit cells of 

 

Figure 1: (a) A rendering of the notched Active Skin is shown, with notch dimensions of 

thickness t, depth h, and width w. The arrows indicate the out-of-plane buckling directions 

of the petal and sepal tips. (b) (left) An Active Skin was mounted in a load frame. (right) 

When strained, the petal and sepal tips were deployed accordingly.     

(a) (b)Petal

Sepal

Sepal

Petal

0% stra ined 30% stra ined
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different normalized notch depths (i.e., h/t ratios). The results showed that deeper 
notches or larger h/t ratios effectively reduced the magnitude of stress and strain 
required to trigger buckling-induced out-of-plane deformations. This advantage is 
especially obvious when comparing the response of the notched Active Skins to the 
unnotched results shown in Fig. 2(a). Overall, the Active Skins were shown to be fully 
reservisble, where they can return to its initial flat state when tension is released.  
Based on these results, the unique properties of Active Skins could be leveraged for 
applications related to soft robotics, as an example. Here, two different gripper designs 
based on Active Skins were fabricated. First, two Active Skin unit cells were 
symmetrically placed on opposite faces of an accordion pneumatic actuator as shown 
in Fig. 3(a). It should be clarified that the top accordion actuator in Fig. 3(a) was for 
controlling lifting of the soft gripper. Unlike conventional soft robotic grippers, which 
require compressive forces to be applied to grip an object in between its fingers, 
inflating the accordion structure induced tension in the Active Skins to grip (and lift) a 
gummy bear. The second design was based on 3D-printing a 5×5 array of 
interconnected, notched, unit cell, star geometries. It can be seen from Fig. 3(b) that 
straining the 5×5 array deployed the grippers in its programmed direction, and the 
array was validated for simultaneously gripping numerous fur balls placed on the 
surface. Overall, these two Active Skin structures successfully validated that these 
structures can be used as soft grippers.  

CONCLUSIONS 
In conclusion, Active Metamaterial Skins that exhibit on-demand surface morphing 
and can undergo dramatic shape changes for various purposes when actuated by 
applied in-plane tensile strains were demonstrated. The role of instability-induced 

 

Figure 2: The stress-strain response of (a) unnotched (h/t = 0) and notched ((b) h/t = 1/3 and 

(c) h/t = 2/3) Active Skin unit cells were characterized. Specimens of different substrate 

thickness (where t = 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 mm) were tested, and the results are overlaid.  
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surface features (i.e., purposefully introduced notches) was studied by characterizing 
the mechanical response of unit cell star geometries when subjected to uniaxial tensile 
loading. The stress-strain responses not only showed that the notches reduced the 
magnitude of stress and strain required for deploying these out-of-plane features but 
also enabled the petal and sepal tips to deploy in controlled directions. In short, this 
simple but innovative approach demonstrated that these architected materials could be 
used for different applications, such as for gripping or for surface morphing.  
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Figure 3: (a) Two Active Skin unit cells were combined with accordion pneumatic actuators 

to demonstrate gripping of a gummy bear. (b) A 5×5 array of notched stars was 3D-printed 

and validated for large-area gripping of fur balls. 
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ABSTRACT 
As a demand for long-span bridges is increasing worldwide, effective maintenance has 
become a critical issue to keep the structural safety and prolong bridge lifetime. Given 
that a stay-cable is the principal load carrying component in cable-stayed bridges, 
monitoring the tension forces in the stay-cables provides important information 
regarding the status of the bridge structures. Indeed, various methodologies have been 
proposed to measure cable tension forces, including magneto-elastic effect-based 
sensor technique, direct measurement using load cells, and indirect tension estimation 
based on cable vibration. Particularly, the vibration-based tension estimation has been 
widely applied to systems for tension monitoring, which is known as a cost-effective 
approach. However, full automation considering varying cable tension has not been 
reported in the literature. Accordingly, this study aims to develop an automated cable 
tension monitoring system using smart sensors that is possible to measure varying 
tension forces without prior knowledge of the cable system. A fully automated 
peak-picking algorithm tailored to the cable vibration is developed using the 
convolution neural network to apply the vibration-based tension estimation method to 
automated cable tension monitoring. The developed system features embedded 
processing on smart sensors, including data acquisition, power spectral density 
calculation, automated peak-picking, and tension estimation. A series of laboratory 
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tests are conducted on a cable to validate the performance of the proposed automated 
monitoring system. 

KEYWORDS: Automated cable monitoring, embedded processing, smart sensors, peak-picking  

INTRODUCTION 

This study aims to develop the automated cable tension monitoring system using 
smart sensors, possible to measure the tension under the varying tension conditions. A 
peak-picking algorithm tailored to cable vibration is proposed using a Faster R-CNN, 
one of region-based CNN methods, to apply the vibration-based tension estimation 
method to automated cable tension monitoring. The developed system features 
embedded processing on smart sensors, including data acquisition, power spectral 
density analysis, automated peak-picking, and tension estimation for varying tension 
forces. A series of laboratory tests are conducted on a cable to verify the operation of 
proposed automated monitoring system under the variety of tension forces. The 
experimental results validate the proposed system for automated cable tension 
monitoring with different tension conditions.  

VIBRATION-BASED METHOD FOR CABLE TENSION MONITORING  
This study selects the vibration-based method proposed by [1] to implement cable 
tension estimation in the cable tension monitoring system. As a one of commonly used 
vibration-based method, this method can estimate the cable tension force, T by using 
an explicit relationship with natural frequencies, fn and corresponding mode number, n 
of the cable. If both ends of the cable are assumed pin-connected (Figure 1), a cable 
tension T can be written as a linear regression form in terms of (fn/n)2 and n2 as shown 
in Eq. (1) where cable length L, bending stiffness EI, weight density per length w, and 
the gravitational constant g . 

 
22 2
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Figure 1: Inclined cable with tension force T 
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DESIGN OF AUTOMATED PEAK DETECTOR 
For training the automated peak detector tailored to the stay-cable, a numerical model 
of the stay-cable with four mode numbers was used to obtain training images that are 
power spectral density of a cable response under the white noise. Under the white 
noise input, this study generates cable responses in terms of acceleration with cable 
properties indicated in Table 1. A total of 5,000 cable responses are obtained by varying 
cable tension forces from 1,000 N to 5,999 N with 40 Hz sampling rate for 500 seconds, 
and these data are transformed into frequency domain representation by analyzing 
power spectral density with 2048 fft. Each frequency representation data is converted 
to image format for generating images. As modal information of each training image is 
known, and each image contains four peaks, this study can generate a total of 20,000 
peaks for training data. Note that this study generates boxes containing each peak with 
30 pixels of width and 70 pixels of height. A total of 20,000 peaks obtained from cable 
responses is used to train the automated peak detector.   

Tab. 1. Cable properties used to generate training data 
Mass per unit 

length (m) 
Damping per 
unit length (c) 

Cable length  
(L) 

Number of 
modes (n) 

Cable tension  
(T) 

2.906 kg/m 0.005 kg/s/m 6.95 m 4 1,000 – 5,999 N 

DESIGN OF CABLE TENSION MONITORING SYSTEM 
This study selects a Raspberry Pi 3 B+ model, which is a state-of-the-art Raspberry 
platform with low-cost, as the main body of a hardware of the automated cable tension 
monitoring system (Figure 2). This single-board computer features vibration sensing, 
power spectral density analysis, automated peak-picking, and cable tension estimation. 
This study selects a Raspbian, which is an official operating system for all Raspberry Pi 
model and installs this through the micro SD card. This study implemented an 
automated peak-picking algorithm and vibration-based tension estimation method in 
the Raspbian operating system. Cable vibration is measured by tri-axial MEMS-based 
analog accelerometer, named ADXL 335 which is small, low-cost, and low-power 
consumption (Figure 2). Also, this study uses an ADS1115 16-bit analog-to-digital 
converter (ADC) to convert the analog type of acceleration into digitalized data for 
transmitting the digitalized sensing data to the Raspberry Pi 3 B+ (Figure 2).  

 
Figure 2: Hardware components of the automated cable monitoring system 

Raspberry Pi 3 Model B+ ADXL 335 ADS1115

(a) Main hardware platform (b) Vibration sensing
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RESULT 
A series of experiments were conducted to validate the performance of the developed 
automated cable tension monitoring system under the varying tension conditions. First, 
the system started to acquire a cable response during 30 seconds with 100 Hz sampling 
rate under the impulse excitation, and an exponential window was applied to 
measured data to prevent spectral leakage (Figure 3(a)). The system analyzed a power 
spectral density using the measured response to convert time-history data to frequency 
domain representation (Figure 3(b)). The developed automated peak detector was 
applied to the image of frequency domain representation, and peaks were identified 
with bounding boxes (Figure 3(c)). After the post-processing for peak selection, this 
study examined the actual peaks with natural frequencies and corresponding mode 
numbers (Figure 3(d)). Based on the embedded vibration-based tension estimation 
method, the system calculated the cable tension force from the identified modal 
properties of the (Figure 3(e)). This study validated the performance of the developed 
automated cable tension monitoring system.  

 

Figure 3: Results of Automated Cable Tension Monitoring 
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ABSTRACT 
The chlorides content, the oxygen availability and the amount of humidity in the 
cementitious matrix of the reinforced concrete structures are critical factors in the 
development of active steel corrosion processes. This phenomenon seriously 
jeopardized the structural safety of the buildings. 
Therefore, the quantification of the above-mentioned factors is a key point to the 
buildings proper conservation. The early detection and quantification of them, allow 
taking preventive measures, avoiding critical deterioration states, reducing the 
reparation cost and minimizing the probability of structural failure. 
The voltammetric sensors are capable to quantify these variables. In these sensors, is 
applied a non-steady voltage signal, achieving a current response associated with 
electrochemical phenomena in which chlorides, oxygen and humidity are involved. In 
addition, the electric current response depends on the type of sensor used. Thus with a 
different kind of sensors and by means of statistical multivariate analysis of the signal, 
we can isolate the different processes and identify each one with the phenomenon that 
governs them, furthermore quantify the mentioned parameters. 
In this research, the use of silver electrodes is presented to the development of 
voltammetric sensors for the chlorides detection and the evaluation of oxygen and 
humidity availability in the concrete matrix. 
In order to this, several samples of different W/C concrete ratios with silver embedded 
sensors were prepared. These samples were studied under different humidity conditions 
by means a climatic chamber. On the other hand, the samples were immersed in different 
concentration sodium chloride dissolution. 
 
KEYWORDS: Voltammetric sensors, concrete durability, chlorides penetration, oxygen 
availability  
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INTRODUCTION 

The chloride penetration and the oxygen availability and moisture content in the 

reinforcement concrete structures, are critical factors in the corrosion of the reinforced 

bars [1, 2]. Therefore, the use of monitoring systems capable to monitor the evolution of 

this parameters in the concrete matrix will be very effective in the development of 

forecasting models, these allow us to take a preventive action avoiding the damaging of 

the reinforced bars [1,2]. 

The main objective of this research was the initial study of the voltammetric silver sensor 

efficiency for the detection of the chlorides presences, oxygen availability and moisture 

content in hardened concrete. 

With this purpose, two different experiences were carried out. Experience 1: The 

concrete samples are conditioned over different moisture conditions. Thus, different 

oxygen and humidity availability conditions are achieved in the concrete matrices. 

Experience 2: The concrete samples are submerged in dissolutions with different sodium 

chloride concentration. In this way, the quantity of chloride into the concrete matrices 

was changing with the time.  

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Concrete samples of 4x4x16 cm were made; in each one were embedded two 
voltammetric silver sensors (Figure 1 and Figure 2). 

 
Figure 1: Concrete sample 

 
Figure 2: Voltammetric silver sensor 

In order to study the response of the sensors in different types of concretes, three 
different concrete batches were used: w/c=0.6, w/c=0.5 y w/c=0.4. 
For each concrete three mixes were made, preparing two samples for each mix. The total 
number of samples were 18. Nine of these samples were used in the Experience 1 and 
the other nine in the Experience 2. 
The scenarios studied in the experiences are depicted in the Table 1. 
In the Experience 1, the different conditions were achieved by means of a climatic 
chamber. Whereas, in the Experience 2 the samples were sequentially submerged in the 
different dissolutions. 
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The technique applied to obtain the variables of interest was the cyclic voltammetry [1]. 
Table 1: Scenarios defined in the study

STUDIED VARIABLES CONDITIONS 

EXPERIENCE1 Oxygen and humidity 
availability 

C1: T=20°C, HR=60% 
C2: T=20°C, HR=50% 
C3: T=20°C, HR=75% 
C4: T=20°C, HR=100% 
C5: submerged 
C6: T=40°C, HR≅10% 

EXPERIENCE 2 
Cl- presence detection 

Water without NaCl 
Dissolution [NaCl]=0.1m 
Dissolution [NaCl]=0.25m 
Dissolution [NaCl]=0.5m 

The results were analysed and processed obtaining two parameters: 

• O2-Value: Oxygen availability identifier. It allows us to identify variations in the
available oxygen and humidity into of the concrete.

• Cl--Value: Chlorides presence identifier. It allows us to identify the presence of
chlorides into of the concrete.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In the Figure 3 and Figure 4 we can see the average results for the O2-Value and Cl--

Value for each batch. 

Figure 3: O2-Value evolution over time. 

Average values for each batch.

Figure 4: Cl--Value evolution over time. 

Average values for each batch.

Figure 3 shows how O2-Value is different for each type of concrete for the periods C1 to 
C4 and C6. The higher value in absolute terms is for the less compact concrete (w/c=0.6) 
and the lower absolute value is for the most compactness concrete (w/c=0.4). In the high 
porosity concretes, there is more O2 availability, because the high porosity makes easier 
the diffusion of O2 through the concrete matrix. However, when the samples are 
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submerged the O2-Value tends to be the same in all of the concretes, achieving a 
minimum in absolute terms. In these conditions, the available oxygen is limited by the 
maximum solubility of this gas in the water according to the conditions inside the matrix. 
Therefore, this parameter allows us to detect variations in the humidity and O2 
availability.  
On the other hand, the results showed in Figure 4, prove as by means of the parameter 
Cl--Value we can detect the presence of the chlorides in the concrete matrices and also 
the variation of their quantity. The higher variations of this parameter occur in the 
w/c=0.6 concrete. In that concrete the chlorides penetrate easier and the quantity of free 
chlorides is higher than in the other ones. Our sensor detects the presence of the free 
chlorides, which cause the localized passive layer destruction of the Steel. 

CONCLUSIONS 
By means of the voltammetric silver sensors, we can monitor the oxygen and moisture 
availability into of the hardened concrete matrix. This can allow us to define forecasting 
models for the prevention of active corrosion of the reinforcement bars. Moreover, it can 
support the detection of cracks in the concrete, due to in the cracking zone the 
penetration of humidity and oxygen will be occurred in a massive way, producing a 
sharp change in the O2-Value. 
Regarding to the chlorides detection, the developed sensor has a high potential, due to 
it is very sensitive even at low salt concentrations. Besides, it detects changes in the 
quantity of free chlorides into the concrete.  
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ABSTRACT 
In recent years, one of the main issues in the structural health monitoring is to detect and 
control the durability loss precursors by means of non-invasive techniques. The answer 
to this necessity is the use of embedded multisensor systems, because they allow to real-
time monitor the structure condition. 
 
In this studio, “The Integrated Network Sensors for Smart Corrosion monitoring 
(INESSCOM)” is presented as an autonomous system capable to real-time monitor the 
steel corrosion processes in reinforced concrete structures. This system has been installed 
in a prototype structure where different corrosion levels have been induced in order to 
test the effectiveness of the sensor network. In this paper, the monitoring results 
collected for a period of over one year are presented. 
 
KEYWORDS: sensor network, corrosion, monitoring, structural durability. 

INTRODUCTION 

Reinforced concrete is a widely used construction material, but there is a big concern 
about the damage these structures can suffer during its lifespan. Corrosion of embedded 
steel due to the environment where structures are located is the most critical concern [1]. 
These deterioration problems occur inside the piece and they can be observed outside 
externally once the damage is already advanced. Reparation costs are very high and 
most countries in the world spend a great part of the GDP in periodic repairs of 
reinforced concrete structures [2]. One alternative can be the periodic analysis and 
observation using destructive methods, but this procedure will also imply high costs and 
sometimes the impossibility to check zones as buried or submerged ones. Accordingly, 
since decades there is an increasing interest about using embedded sensors which can 
allow a real-time assessment of the structures in a non-destructive way. This enables to 
detect beforehand the aggressive agents presence and/or the corrosion processes can 
affect the structure durability [3]. 
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In this paper, “The Integrated Network Sensors for Smart Corrosion monitoring 
(INESSCOM)” is presented. It is an autonomous system capable to monitor in real-time 
the corrosion processes of reinforced concrete structures [4].  

EXPERIMENTAL 

RCS Prototype 
The structure has been designed and manufactured by the Department of Architectural 
Constructions of the Universitat Politècnica de València (UPV) and it is located at the 
Escuela Técnica Superior de Ingeniería de Edificación (ETSIE). As seen in the scheme of 
Figure 1, the structure is composed of a slab supported by a wall and three square-
section pillars. The reinforcements were rebars of Ø 12 mm with a minimum concrete 
cover of 20 mm. 
The water-cement ratio (w/c) of the concrete was 0.65 in all the cases. The upper part of 
the wall and the pillar number 3 were chloride contaminated (adding 35 g/L of NaCl to 
the mixing water) to accelerate the corrosion of the reinforcements (Figure 1). 
 
INESSCOM configuration 
INESSCOM is a measurement system conceived to be permanently installed in the 
structure and monitor all its elements simultaneously. For a complete assessment, 
sensors have been embedded in all the supporting elements and in the slab. As a result, 
18 control points (CPs) are monitored, whose location can be seen in Figure 1. 
 
In each CP, two embedded sensors were implemented in order to ensure the 
reproducibility of the measurement (Figure 2a). The working electrode was made of 
mild steel bar. The reference electrode was a metal / metal oxide (MMO) type in solid 
state. The auxiliary electrode was a stainless steel rebar of 12 mm in diameter. The 
corrosion rate of embedded steel is evaluated from the corrosion current density (iCORR), 
which is determined by an approximation of the Tafel intersection technique when a 
sequence of potentiostatic pulses of different amplitudes are applied to the sensors [4]. 
In addition, a K type thermocouple was installed to monitor the temperature. 
 
INESSCOM houses all the electronic components in an accessible central module (Figure 
2b). It consists of a number of miniaturized potentiostats (as many as CP) which register 
the response of sensors twice a day. These electronic devices are controlled by a 
minicomputer that analyzes all the information and stores the real-time monitoring 
results in a remote server. In this case, INESSCOM is power supplied via a photovoltaic 
system (Figure 2c). 
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Figure 1: Scheme of the structure monitored with INESSCOM. 

 
Figure 2: Main components of the INESSCOM system. 

RESULTS 

After more than one year operating, the INESSCOM system has been able to monitor the 
corrosion level of different areas of the structure. In figure 3b density corrosion (iCORR) in 
different pillars is compared. Pillar P3A shows higher iCORR since it is chloride 
contaminated. As a result, the passive layer of the P3A reinforcements could has been 
destroyed and then active corrosion processes have been enhanced. On the other hand, 
in figure 3a several control points of the slab are analysed. In this case, S3 zone shows 
higher iCORR values due to a number of cracks appeared in this zone which could enhance 
CO2 diffusion to the reinforcements destroying its passive layer too. In all cases, it is 
possible to see iCORR variations are directly related with temperature fluctuations (Figure 
3). 
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Figure 3: Corrosion current density (iCORR) and temperature monitoring: slab (a) and pillars (b). 

CONCLUSIONS 

The INESSCOM system has been successfully installed to monitor a real structure 
automatically and simultaneously. In this case, 18 control points have been installed, 
some of them in buried zones, which are inaccessible once the prototype has been built. 
 
The system is able to monitor, analyse and save all data automatically despite the high 
number of control points. In addition, the INESSCOM prototype has detected the 
initiation of corrosion processes in chloride contaminated areas or in cracked zones. 
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ABSTRACT 
Wearable sensors for human motion and physiological monitoring has attracted 
substantial attention in recent years, especially for applications such as sports 
performance, virtual/augmented reality, gesture recognition, and healthcare. Most 
commercial wearable sensor platforms today are based on physical electronic devices 
such as watches, bracelets, and necklaces, which require individuals make a conscious 
effort to incorporate such technologies in their daily life. In contrast, wearable sensors 
in the form of patches or thin films can be worn and be forgotten. Therefore, the 
objective of this study is to integrate sensing functionalities with kinesiology tape 
(K-Tape), which, on its own, is already widely used in athletics and rehabilitation. This 
is achieved by directly spray-coating and depositing graphene-based thin film strain 
sensors onto K-Tape. Upon fabricating smart K-Tape specimens, their strain sensing 
properties were characterized. Then, the sensor was adhered onto a subject’s arm for 
validating its ability to capture and quantify repetitive motions. The results confirmed 
their stable and repeatable strain sensing performance, and this study is the first step 
towards designing multifunctional low-profile sensors for human motion monitoring. 
 
KEYWORDS: Human motion monitoring, graphene nanosheets, strain sensing, wearable 

INTRODUCTION 
“Internet-of-Things” have revolutionized how individuals perceive and interact with 
the world on almost all facets of life. With rising global health issues as well as greater 
desires for improving personal wellness and health, wearable sensors have drawn 
immense interests due to their ability to monitor an individual continuously. For 
instance, many wearable sensors employ conventional accelerometers and gyroscopes, 
which are packaged in the form of a watch, bracelet, or necklace, as means to monitor 
human motion [1]. Although many commercial devices are available and are popular, 
these wearables require individuals make a conscious effort to incorporate such 
technologies in their daily life. These wearables are often too bulky, which remains to be 
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the major limitation for acceptance and use by certain population groups such as 
athletes, the military, and the elderly. Therefore, there is a need to develop lightweight, 
flexible, and low-profile sensors that can be mounted on an individual’s skin and be 
forgotten by the user while continuously recording human performance-related 
parameters of interest. Such wearable sensors could find broad uses cases ranging from 
human performance assessment to personal activity monitoring to gesture recognition 
to rehabilitation to general health and well-being assessment.  
One approach to effectively monitor human physical activity and motion is to directly 
measure strains on the skin. However, conventional strain gages are not suitable for this 
due to their rigid nature. Instead, piezoresistive nanocomposite thin films whose 
electrical resistance changes when strained are promising for designing low-profile, 
conformable, wearable sensors. For example, such strain sensors have been fabrciated 
using dry-spun carbon nanotube fibers embedded in Ecoflex, which is a highly flexible 
elastomer [2]. Wang et al. [3] directly printed graphene ink onto commercial medical 
tape to realize a wearable strain sensor. It was shown that the highly flexible printed 
graphene sensor could be used for monitoring physical motion, eye blinks, and pulse. 
In this study, a graphene-based wearable strain sensor was designed using commercial 
kinesiology tape (K-Tape) as the sensor substrate. K-Tape is a highly elastic cotton tape 
used in sports medicine and rehabilitation, where the tape and acrylic adhesive backing 
are designed to pull the skin surface in a way that could either facilitate or inhibit 
musculoskeletal motions. This study began by spray-coating graphene nanosheet 
(GNS) dispersions onto masked K-Tape strips. Then, their strain sensing properties 
were characterized through electromechanical tests conducted using a load frame. Last, 
the sensor was adhered onto a subject’s arm and validated for capturing repeated 
muscular contraction and extension motions. 

SMART K TAPE FABRICATION  
The smart K-Tape sensors were fabricated by integrating a sprayable GNS-based thin 
film with commercially available K-Tape. The GNS used here was synthesized using 
water-assisted liquid-phase exfoliation [4], and the ink and film formulation followed 
previous work by Vella et al. [5]. To start, poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) was slowly added 
to boiling deionized water and stirred at 300 rpm to make a 5 wt.% solution. Upon 
cooling of the solution to room temperature, a 0.1 wt.% GNS-PVA mixture was 
prepared and then dispersed by subjecting it to 1 h of high-energy probe-sonication 
(150 W, 22 kHz). Then, the GNS-PVA solution was sprayed using a Paasche airbrush 
operated at 30 psi and onto masked commercial K-Tape to form rectangular thin films 
on the substrate. Conductive threads were sewn at opposite ends of the GNS-PVA 
sensing element to form the electrodes. In addition, colloidal silver paste was also 
applied over the conductive threads and film to reduce contact impedance (Figure 1a). 
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STRAIN SENSING CHARACTERIZATION 
The strain sensing properties of smart K-Tape sensors were characterized by subjecting 
them to monotonic uniaxial tensile loading (using a Test Resources 100R load frame) 
while simultaneously recording their electrical resistance. Each specimen was loaded 
to a maximum strain of 72.5% at a constant displacement-controlled rate of 5%/min. 
Electrical resistance was measured using a Keysight 34465A digital multimeter 
recording data at a sampling rate of 2 Hz. Figure 1b shows that, with increasing 
applied tensile strains, the electrical resistance increased as well. From Figure 1b, the 
strain sensitivity or gage factor was calculated to be ~ 28. 

HUMAN MOTION MONITORING  
The next set of tests aimed to validate the smart K-Tape sensors for characterizing 
human motions. Smart K-tape specimens were adhered onto the upper arm of a subject, 
and the subject curled and uncurled her arm for numerous cycles, which resulted in 
the bicep muscles to contract and expand during this test (Figure 2a). Figure 2b shows 
that the smart K-Tape resistance decreased when the arm was curled (i.e., when the 
bicep muscles contracted), and the opposite was true when the arm was uncurled and 
relaxed. This result was expected, since contraction of the bicep muscles would induce 
local compression of the skin in that area, even though that section of the upper arm 
physically becomes thicker. It can also be observed from Figure 2b that the smart 
K-Tape specimen demonstrated relatively stable and repeatable behavior.  

CONCLUSIONS 
In this study, a low-cost, low-profile, and high-performance wearable strain sensor was 
developed by depositing GNS-PVA thin films directly onto commercial K-Tape. The 

 

(a) 
 

(b) 

Figure 1: (a) A smart K-Tape with three discrete GNS-PVA strain sensing elements is 

shown. (b) The normalized change in resistance of a representative smart K-Tape sensor 

subjected to uniaxial tensile strains is plotted with respect to the applied strains to show its 

near-linear performance.  
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electromechanical properties of the smart K-Tape specimens were characterized, and it 
was found that its resistance increased in tandem with increasingly applied tensile 
strains. Its average gage factor was calculated to be ~ 28. The last set of tests validated 
the use of smart K-Tape for human motion monitoring. Smart K-Tape was adhered on a 
subject’s arm, and the sensor’s performance was characterized as the subject performed 
repetitive motions (i.e., curling and contracting/relaxing the bicep muscles). The results 
showed that the sensor was able to capture the subject’s arm motions, and the sensing 
response was fairly stable and repeatable. In the near future, the smart K-Tape 
specimens will be attached onto different parts of the body for characterizing its ability 
to quantify different types of human motions and activity. 
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(a) 
 

(b) 

Figure 2: (a) A smart K-Tape was adhered to a subject’s upper arm for testing. (b) Human 

motion monitoring was validated, where the smart K-Tape sensor’s resistance time history 

showed repeatable changes as the subject curled and relaxed her arm. 
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ABSTRACT 
Major signature structures such as the 30 St. Mary Axe in London and the Hearst 
Tower in New York use the diagrid structural system. The diagrid structural system 
has a unique geometric configuration that has structural efficiency and aesthetic 
potential. However, the seismic performance and vibration control of buildings 
designed with diagrid structural system have not been studied in depth. In this paper, 
a multi-objective soft-computing optimization algorithm is investigated to obtain the 
number and location of actuators and sensors to mitigate vibration of diagrid 
structures subjected to earthquake loading. A modified patented neural dynamic 
model of Adeli and Park is investigated to minimize the dynamic response of the 
building, number and placement of actuators and sensor layout. The results of the 
proposed methodology uses Linear Quadratic Gaussian control algorithm and floor 
acceleration feedback of control vibration of buildings with diagrid structural system 
of different diagrid angle configuration. 
KEYWORDS: Diagrid, multi-objective, optimization, neural dynamic, optimal control  

INTRODUCTION 

The desire for one-of-a-kind signature structures that are comprised of high-rise and 
irregular buildings has increase the design and construction of the diagrid structural 
systems in recent years [1]. The traditional combination of vertical columns and 
horizontal beams in building structures are replaced by diagonal members with rigidly 
connected beams, namely the diagrid structural system. This configuration is an 
efficient structural system that produces, in its majority, axial loads and the shear-lag 
effect is lower than other structural systems [2], allowing more lightweight structures. 
Several efforts have been made to optimize the total weight of the structure based on 
the angle of the members, the aspect ratio and the shape of the building [2], [3].  
Natural disasters continue to pose a great threat to critical infrastructure and are 
becoming more frequent, intense and costly. Earthquakes are especially unpredictable 
and studies on seismic performance of diagrid building structures aim to understand 
the failure mechanism and ductility properties [4], [5]. One of the disadvantages of this 
system is the lower stiffness in stories inside a module, hence, investigating advance 
mitigation strategies to preserve functionality and serviceability is critical. Smart 
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structures have technology installed to dampen the vibration caused by environmental 
loads. To the authors knowledge, structural control of buildings design with diagrid 
structural systems has not been studied in depth. This research studies optimal 
actuator placement for vibration control of diagrid high-rise building structures.  Cha 
et al. [6] use genetic algorithm to obtain the layout of control devices in a structure; 
other optimal placement studies are found in [7]. The patented neural dynamic model 
(ND) for design optimization algorithm of structural buildings was introduced by 
Adeli and Park and also for solving problems in design of reinforced concrete flat slabs 
in irregular buildings [8] and vibration control of high-rise building structures 
subjected to seismic loading [9]. This research novelty is two-fold as it uses a modified 
ND to determine: a) number and placement of control devices and 2) optimal vibration 
control of diagrid building structures subjected to seismic loadings. The proposed 
method is used to find the optimal actuator layout to mitigate vibration of three 
building structures with different diagrid angle configurations subjected to seismic 
loading. 

STRUCTURAL CONTROL MODEL 

This study considers three steel diagrid structures with 24 stories and a story height of 

3.6 m. The diagonal angles are 50˚ 67˚ and 74˚, and a floor plan as shown in Figure 1. 

This configuration has been used in previous studies of weight optimization and 

seismic performance of diagrid structures [3], [4], [5]. 

   

Figure 1: Buildings geometry (a) Diagrid patterns (b) Floor plan 

The models of the buildings are composed of standard W steel sections and their 

preliminary design led to fundamental periods of 2.74, 1.93 and 1.78 s for 50˚ 67˚ and 

74˚, respectively. The state space model considers feedback force for a determined 

vector of actuator location. This study implements the linear quadratic Gaussian (LQG) 

algorithm with weighted matrices 𝑄𝑄 = [𝐼𝐼]24𝑥𝑥24  and 𝑅𝑅 = 𝑅𝑅𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙10−12[𝐼𝐼]24𝑥𝑥24 , where 

𝑅𝑅𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 is a positive value adjusted to generate actuator forces lower than 200 kN, in 

order to compare future results with large-scale MR dampers with this capacity. 
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OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM 

The optimization is carried out using neural dynamics model of Adeli and Park, which 

is based on the integration of neural dynamics concept, Lyapunov stability theorem, a 

penalty function method, and the KarushKuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions. A modified 

version of ND is implemented in this research to solve the multi-objective optimization 

of control of diagrid structure. The objective of the minimization problem is the 

reduction of interstory drifts and total number of actuators. The design variables (𝐗𝐗) 

are the actuator locations and 𝑅𝑅𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙. The total cost function of the nonlinear constrained 

multi-objective optimization problem takes the following form: 

𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡(𝐗𝐗) = ∑𝜆𝜆𝑖𝑖𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖𝐹𝐹1𝑖𝑖(𝐗𝐗)
𝑁𝑁

𝑖𝑖=1
+ 𝜆𝜆2𝜌𝜌2𝐹𝐹2(𝐗𝐗) (1) 

Where 𝑁𝑁 is the number of stories, 𝐹𝐹1𝑖𝑖(𝑋𝑋) = max(|𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖(𝑡𝑡)|) is the maximum interstory 

drift, 𝐹𝐹2(𝑋𝑋) is the number of actuators in the buildings, 𝜆𝜆𝑚𝑚 are relative importance 

factors and 𝜌𝜌𝑚𝑚 are leveling factors for each objective function to ensure that each term 

has no undue dominance. The solution that minimizes the total cost function is 

subjected to 50 inequality constraints to ensure an actuator force lower than the 

maximum stablished and a maximum of 5 actuators in each story. 

RESULTS OF OPTIMIZATION  

The buildings were subjected to El Centro earthquake and the variation in performance 

normalized with respect to each uncontrolled structure is shown in Figure 2. The 

implemented approach shows an improvement in displacement for each proposed 

diagrid structure and the equilibrium point yields a total of 35, 29 and 26 actuators for 

50˚ 67˚ and 74˚, respectively. The algorithm has a tendency of placing more actuators at 

the top 12 stories. The lowest improvement is on the 74˚ diagrid and the best on the 50˚ 

diagrid.  

    

Figure 2: Results (a) Normalized max. displacement (b) Normalized displacement RMS 
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CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper the multi-objective optimization of controlled diagrid structures is 

presented using a modified version of the neural dynamic model of Adeli and Park. It 

is the first time that ND is implemented to obtain optimal layouts of actuators inside a 

structure. The relative importance and leveling factors of the problem play an 

important role in the stability of the algorithm, they dictate the rate of change of the 

design variables and this problem was very sensitive to the LQG controller parameter. 

The variation in the total cost function is not smooth compared to other optimization 

problems with ND due to the sudden changes of actuator layouts. Lower values of 

interstory drift can be obtained if the relative importance of the actuators is reduced 

Future research must be done integrating the sensors as design variables in the ND 

optimization algorithm, implementing different controllers and subjecting the 

buildings to more historical and artificial accelerograms. 
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ABSTRACT 
The following paper present the technology of acoustic detection of wire break of stay 
cables or pre-stressing cables. Tension wires elements in civil infrastructures are 
submitted to fatigue and corrosion that increase the risk of failure despites all technics 
operated to reduce the two phenomena. The USCAN® technology has been developed 
and patented by IFSTTAR and SIXENSE. It is a non-destructive ultrasonic method that 
allows to better know the state of the external post-tensioning cable or stay cable in order 
to anticipate their maintenance, plan their replacement and then avoid unexpected 
failure that generates a loss of serviceability of the infrastructure.  

KEYWORDS: Post-tensioning, stay cables, steel wires, acoustics, ultrasonic, corrosion. 

INTRODUCTION 

Tensioned wire elements like pre-stressing and stay cables are key elements in civil 
structures. However, tensioned wire can be vulnerable corrosion or hydrogen 
embrittlement. To reduce the probability of these phenomenon’s, sophisticated 
protection systems are used. To confirm that the design strength of the tendon is 
available through time, extensive inspection and maintenance regimes are required. 

POST TENSIONNING CABLES 
External post-tensioning cable are used in France and worldwide since the 90’s. This 
technology has allowed for the construction of more and more complex structures 
increasing their main span between two piles. Stay cable, anchored at the top of the 
pylon and down to the deck, acts as an alternative support for the deck. On the other 
hand, the efficiency of the cable bears in the strength and the shape of the cable which 
runs along the bottom of the box girder and then rise up at their two extremities to be 
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anchored at the higher level of the box girder. This shape compensates the traction 
strength at the bottom fiber of the deck generated by the flexion of the span. Each cable 
is made from multi strand technology (generally 19 strands type T15,7) guided in a 
HDPE duct. The load is transferred from the cable to the structure by anchoring the 
strand individually in the two anchorages at the extremity of the cable. Anchoring is 
made by friction with steel wedges. Corrosion protection of the steel strands is made by 
injection of the general HDPE duct with cement grout. The grout also ensures the 
homogeneity of the cable and avoid local friction between two strands. However, the 
injection of the grout inside the general duct is a complex operation due to the length of 
the cable, the “U” shape of the cable and operability of the mixed grout. This can 
eventually result in local lack of concrete where the steel strands are exposed to air and 
later corrosion. This is particularly true at the extremities of the cable, near the 
anchorages where the cables are rising up. This void behind the anchorages create a 
strong risk of corrosion leading ultimately to failure of the wires. 
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TECHNOLOGY 

UScan® is a patented non-destructive testing service that applies to detect flaws in these 

steel wires and strands. The system is applicable to T15,7 strands (7x5mm wires) with 

wedge anchoring. These strands have been widely used for decades as pre-stressing 

active reinforcements or as stay cables. The USCAN® technology allow to detect 

probability of broken wires in the several decimeters behind the anchorage, where there 

is a risk of void in the cement grout, generating corrosion and ultimately failure. The 

technique is based on the fact that once an ultrasonic wave is sent from the tip of a steel 

wire, a reflected signal is generated once it encounters a crack/break along the wire. 

These reflected signals will be recorded by the system and analyzed by a qualified 

engineer. The wave is generated by an ultrasonic transducer held in contact of the 

prepared wireend. The echo in return allows the identification of the damaged wire, and 

the approximate location of the discontinuity in length. The detection is possible from 

several decimeters to a few meters, which is usually the non-accessible zone of the 

anchorage, where the corrosion and crack probability is the highest because of possible 

water presence, reduced strand protection or higher tensile stress.  

 

APPLICATION 

This technology has been applied in signatures bridges in France such as Normandy 

bridge since 2012 and mores recently in Ile-de-Ré Viaduct in 2018 and 2019.  
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CONCLUSIONS 
The technic is applicable in both stay cables and post tensioning cable. It has been 
experience in stays cables for several years and recently applied to post-tension cables. 
Its ability has been demonstrated by visual confirmation of the general acoustic detection 
on a cable cut out from a box girder bridge in France. Considering the increasing events 
of external post-tensioning cable failures in the world, this technic allows to better know 
the state of the cables, anticipating unexpected failure and increase the safety of our 
infrastructure. 

 

REFERENCES 
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Real Time Detection of Wire Failure in Stay Cables or Post-tension Tendons  
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ABSTRACT 
The following paper present the technology of real time acoustic detection of wire failure 
on stay cables or pre-stressing cables. Tension wires elements in civil infrastructures are 
submitted to fatigue and corrosion that increase the risk of failure despites all technics 
operated to reduce the two phenomena. The EVERSENSE® Acoustic technology has 
been developed by SIXENSE. It is a proprietary Structural Health Monitoring technology 
that allows to listen and register the occurring wire failure of tensioned wires in Civil 
Infrastructure. It allows to better know the evolution of the state of a cable in order to 
anticipate their maintenance, plan their replacement and then avoid unexpected failure 
that generates a loss of serviceability of the infrastructure.  
 
KEYWORDS: Post-tensioning, stay cables, steel wires, acoustics, failure, SHM, sensors.  

INTRODUCTION 

Tensioned wire elements like pre-stressing and stay cables are key elements in civil 
structures. However, tensioned wire can be vulnerable to fatigue, corrosion or hydrogen 
embrittlement. To reduce the probability of these phenomenon’s, sophisticated 
protection systems are used. To confirm that the design strength of the tendon is 
available through time, specific monitoring and maintenance regimes are required.  

POST TENSIONNING CABLES 
Post-tensioning and Stay Cables are wildly used in France and worldwide since the 90’s. 
Those technologies have allowed for the construction of more and more complex 
structures increasing their main span between two piles or pylon. Stay cable, anchored 
at the top of the pylon and down to the deck, acts as an alternative support for the deck. 
On the other hand, the efficiency of post-tensioning cables bears in the strength and the 
shape of the cables that run along the bottom of the girder and then rise up at their two 
extremities to be anchored at the higher level of the girder.  
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This shape compensates the traction strength at the bottom fiber of the girder generated 
by the flexion of the span. Both Stay Cables and post-tensioning cable are made of multi 
strand technology, guided in a duct. The load is transferred from the cable to the 
structure by anchoring the strands individually in the two anchorages at the extremities 
of the cable. Anchoring is made by friction with steel wedges. Despite smart design for 
all type of cables, local bending, lack of corrosion protection and fatigue loading leads 
to failure of wires though time. 

 

 

 

TECHNOLOGY 

Sixense developed EverSense® Acoustics, a unique technology capable of detecting wire 

ruptures in all type cable structures: stay cable and suspension bridges, internal and 

external prestressed concrete structures. The system has demonstrated its capabilities to 

detect a single wire failures in structures, even in a noisy traffic environment.  

The technology consists of an array of acoustic sensors which is distributed along the 

Joye, Real Time Detection of Wire Failure structure, detecting and recording the acoustic 
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signal. In case of a potential rupture, real time computation of the waves filters the false 

alarms and provides valuable information about the event: location, origin, energy, 

frequency, etc. The raw data for each event is kept for further analyses, including pre-

trigger. Those custom filters allow the system to be very reliable, even in noisy or 

construction environments.  

Analysis of the data: the events of interest are stored and automatically sent to Sixense’ 

processing center for a detailed analysis by an expert engineer. A sophisticated 

EverSense® custom software module located in our data processing center gives a 

detailed analysis of each acoustic event and determinates: 

 

- Date and time the event 

- Precise localization of the event on the structure 

- Origin of the event (ambient noise, wire break, expansion joint, etc.)  

 

Each structure has its own 'acoustic response' and ambient noises. Thanks to numerous 

years of experience and references, our analysts are able to identify numerous different 

types of acoustic events, which usually occur on structures: joint expansion, construction 

activities, steel/concrete interface slippages, rainfalls, cable vibrations due to traffic, 

concrete cracks, etc.  

APPLICATION 

This technology has been applied in many structures worldwide (bridges stadium, 

nuclear, dam…) for 20 years.  

CONCLUSIONS 
The technic is applicable in all type of structures with tensioned wire (internal or external 
pre-stressing, stay cables). It has been experience in many structures with success. It can 
be installed independently or be integrated to a general Structural Health Monitoring 
architecture. It allows to follow and witness the state of a tensioned element by listening 
to its ageing in real time. Considering the increasing events of external post-tensioning 
cable failures in the world, this technic allows to better know the state of the cables, 
anticipating unexpected failure and increase the safety of our infrastructure. 
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ABSTRACT 
In structural analysis, it is common practice to construct a finite element (FE) model of 
an as-built structure using nominal material properties and idealized boundary 
conditions. However, behaviors of the FE model generally differ from the as-built 
structure in the field. To minimize the differences, selected parameters of the FE model 
can be updated using experimental measurements from the as-built structure. This 
paper investigates the FE model updating of a full-scale concrete frame structure with 
over a thousand degrees-of-freedom. Given experimental measurements obtained 
during a shaker test, frequency-domain modal properties of the concrete structure are 
identified. A non-convex optimization problem is then formulated to update parameter 
values of the FE model by minimizing the difference between the experimentally 
identified modal properties and those generated from the FE model. The selected 
optimization variables include concrete elastic moduli of the columns, beams and slabs. 
Upon model updating, the modal properties of the FE model can match better with the 
experimentally identified modal properties. 

KEYWORDS: model updating, modal analysis, full-scale concrete frame 

INTRODUCTION 

To a certain degree, as-built civil structure always behaves differently from its 
corresponding finite element (FE) model. The reason can be attributed to both model 
idealizations and nominal values of material properties. This paper investigates a 
frequency domain approach to update the material parameter values of an FE model by 
minimizing the difference between the experimentally identified modal properties and 
those of the FE model. The test structure is a full-scale concrete frame excited by a 
hydraulic shaker. Acceleration measurements of the structure are used to extract modal 
properties based on the Numerical Algorithms for Subspace State Space System 
Identification (N4SID). Given the experimentally identified modal properties, the 
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material parameters of the FE model are updated by solving a non-convex optimization 
problem through multiple starting points.  

TEST STRUCTURE 
A full-scale reinforced concrete frame is used as the test structure in this study. The story 
height of the reinforced concrete frame is 3.66 meters, the column spacing is 5.49 meters 
and the width of the two elevated slabs is 2.74 meters (Figure 1). When constructing the 
frame, concrete pouring was conducted in five stages, indicated by five different colors 
shown in Figure 1. During testing, the frame was excited in the in-plane longitudinal 
direction by a hydraulic linear inertia 
shaker mounted at the center of the 
second elevated slab. With a scaled El 
Centro record, the inertia force of the 
moving mass on the shaker excited the 
structure dynamically. Structural 
responses under shaker excitation were 
measured using accelerometers 
(Kinemetrics EpiSensor ES-T and ES-U) 
instrumented at the middle and quarter 
locations of columns and longitudinal 
beams of the frame (see Figure 1 and [1]).  

MODAL ANALYSIS AND FE MODEL UPDATING 

A total of 27 in-plane longitudinal and 17 vertical acceleration channels are used to 

perform modal analysis and FE model updating. Using the experimental measurements 

when the maximum displacement of the shaker mass is scaled to 25.4 mm (1 inch), modal 

properties of the concrete frame are obtained using N4SID (Figure 2). The first two 

modes mainly consist of in-plane longitudinal movement of columns. On the contrary, 

higher modes are mainly characterized by vertical movement of beams. 

An FE model of the concrete frame is built using SAP2000. The initial FE model utilizes 

nominal material properties of the concrete, obtained from cylinder tests for five concrete 

pours. To update the model, the five concrete moduli of the FE model (corresponding to 

 
Figure 1. Accelerometer instrumentation of a 

full-scale test frame 

    
Figure 2. Experimentally identified modes under shaker excitation 
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the five pours) are selected for updating. The structural stiffness matrix is thus 

parameterized on the five concrete moduli as 𝐊𝐊(𝜶𝜶) = 𝐊𝐊0 + ∑ 𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖𝐊𝐊𝑖𝑖
𝑛𝑛𝜶𝜶
𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 . Here 𝛂𝛂 𝛂 𝛂𝑛𝑛𝛼𝛼 is 

a vector representing the relative changes of elastic moduli from nominal values and 

treated as the updating variables (𝑛𝑛𝛼𝛼 = 5); 𝐊𝐊0 is the initial stiffness matrix before model 

updating and using nominal concrete moduli; and 𝐊𝐊𝑖𝑖  is a constant stiffness matrix 

contributed by structural members from one pour and corresponding to one 𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖.  

An optimization problem is formulated as follows to minimize the modal property 

differences between the FE model and experiments. Similarities in mode shapes between 

the FE model and experimental results are quantified using modal assurance criterion 

(MAC). For the i-th mode, the criterion is defined as MAC𝑖𝑖 =

((𝛙𝛙𝑖𝑖
EXP,m)T𝛙𝛙𝑖𝑖

FE,m)
2

(‖𝛙𝛙𝑖𝑖
EXP,m‖2

2‖𝛙𝛙𝑖𝑖
FE,m‖2

2)⁄ , where 𝛙𝛙𝑖𝑖
EXP,m denotes the experimentally 

identified mode shape vector and 𝛙𝛙𝑖𝑖
FE,m denotes the simulated mode shape vector at 

measured DOFs (from the FE model). 

minimize
𝜶𝜶

∑ {(𝜆𝜆𝑖𝑖
EXP − 𝜆𝜆𝑖𝑖(𝜶𝜶)

𝜆𝜆𝑖𝑖EXP
∙ 𝑤𝑤𝜆𝜆𝑖𝑖)

2

+ (
1 − √MAC𝑖𝑖
√MAC𝑖𝑖

∙ 𝑤𝑤MAC𝑖𝑖)
2

}
𝑛𝑛modes

𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
 (1a) 

       𝑳𝑳𝛂𝛂 ≤ 𝛂𝛂 ≤ 𝑼𝑼𝛂𝛂 (1b) 

Here 𝑳𝑳α  and 𝑼𝑼α  denote the lower and upper bounds of the updating variable 𝛂𝛂 ; 

𝑛𝑛modes denotes the number of modes used for updating; 𝜆𝜆𝑖𝑖 denotes the i-th eigenvalue 

of FE model obtained by solving the generalized eigenvalue problem between the 

stiffness matrix 𝐊𝐊(𝛂𝛂) and mass matrix 𝐌𝐌; 𝜆𝜆𝑖𝑖EXP denotes the experimentally identified 

i-th eigenvalue; 𝑤𝑤𝜆𝜆𝑖𝑖 and 𝑤𝑤MAC𝑖𝑖 denote the weights of the eigenvalues and MAC values 

of the i-th mode, respectively. Note here the objective function is an oracle formulation 

of updating variable 𝛂𝛂, which results in a nonconvex optimization problem. An open-

source MATLAB package for structural model updating (SMU) is used to solve the 

optimization problem with the trust-region-reflective algorithm [2]. The upper and 

lower bounds of 𝛂𝛂 are set as 0.3 and -0.3. In this example, the weights are set the same 

to all four modes as 𝑤𝑤𝜆𝜆𝑖𝑖 = 1, 1, 1, 1, for 𝑖𝑖 = 1,𝑖 , 𝑖. The weights for MAC values are set 

as 𝑤𝑤MAC𝑖𝑖 = 𝑤𝑤𝜆𝜆𝑖𝑖 . Starting from 100 randomized points of 𝛂𝛂 𝛂 [𝑳𝑳𝛂𝛂,𝑼𝑼𝛂𝛂] , optimization 

searches are performed. Figure 3(a) plots the objective function values of the 100 runs, 

among which the 96th run (marked as a star) finishes as the smallest. Correspondingly, 

Figure 3(b) shows the optimal/updated values of 𝛂𝛂 from the 96th run.  
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(a) Objective function values of 100 starting points (b) Updated parameters 𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖 from the 96th run 

Figure 3. FE model updating results from 100 starting points 

Finally, for both the initial model and the updated model, Table 1 summarizes the 

relative errors in resonance frequencies, defined as 𝑒𝑒 𝑒 (𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖FE − 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖EXP)/𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖EXP , and the 

MAC values. Overall, a much better match in resonance frequencies of the 2nd to 4th 

modes is obtained, with a relatively small sacrifice in MAC values and a slight increase 

in the relative errors of the first mode. 

Table 1. Comparison of modal properties before and after FE model updating 

Mode 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖EXP (Hz) 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖FE,init (Hz) 𝑒𝑒init MACinit 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖
FE,updt (Hz) 𝑒𝑒updt MACupdt 

1st 1.972 1.964 -0.40% 0.999 1.952 -1.02% 0.997 

2nd 5.453 5.631 3.27% 0.990 5.499 0.84% 0.990 

3rd 13.861 14.957 7.91% 0.959 14.025 1.18% 0.936 

4th 19.864 20.612 3.76% 0.974 19.670 -0.98% 0.969 

CONCLUSIONS 

In this study, material properties of a full-scale concrete frame model are updated using 

experimental measurements during a shaker test. A non-convex optimization problem 

is formulated to minimize the differences between the experimentally identified modal 

properties of the as-built frame and those of the initial FE model. The resonance 

frequencies of the updated FE model match better with the experimental modal analysis 

results than the initial model. 
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ABSTRACT 
A Bayesian dynamic linear model (BDLM) is presented for a data-driven analysis for 
response prediction and load effect separation of a revolving auditorium structure. 
Analyses are carried out based on the long-term monitoring data for static strains on 
several key members of the structure. In this study three improvements are introduced 

to the ordinary regression BDLM, which are a classificatory regression term to address 

the temporary audience load effect, improved inference for the variance of observation 

noise to be updated continuously, and component discount factors for effective load 

effect separation. The performance of the present BDLM has been successfully verified 
based on the simulated data and the real data obtained from the structural health 
monitoring system installed on the revolving structure. 

KEYWORDS: Bayesian dynamic linear model; data-driven method; response prediction; load 
effect separation; revolving structure; 

INTRODUCTION 

The main objective of this study is to develop a data-driven method for the prediction of 
stress response and the separation of various load effects for the revolving auditorium 
structure shown in Figure 1. This structure is a steel truss structure for outdoor musical 
performances. It can revolve on a track system to provide 360-degree panoramic views 
of the stage show and background natural landscapes. An extensive structural health 
monitoring (SHM) system, primarily consisting of 55 wireless channels of wireless strain 
sensors, was installed after the completion of construction in 2015 to assure the safety of 
the audience as well as the integrity of the structure [1]. This revolving structure is 
subjected to various uncertainties in the loading, particularly the audience load and the 
wheel-rail contact conditions during and after the rotating operations. Hence it is 
difficult to create a reliable FE model for the structure condition assessments while in 
service. 
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A Bayesian dynamic linear model (BDLM) [2] is employed in which the predictions for 
the responses and the state variables representing various load effects can be updated 
based on the new monitoring data at each time step. There have been a large volume of 
research works on the BDLM for various applications in the SHM field [2-4]. However, 
the BDLM variants used in the above studies are not suitable for the structures subjected 
to a large-scale temporary load (such as the audience load in this study) and various 
uncertainties related to environmental and operational conditions. Hence, three 
improvements are introduced to the general BDLM in this study. 

Figure 1  Revolving auditorium structure and its wheel-rail system 

METHODOLOGY 
Three improvements are introduced to the BDLM for the revolving auditorium in this 
study. First, a classificatory regression BDLM is employed to address the unknown 
temporary audience load effect. A classificatory regression BDLM is defined as follows: 
Observation equation: t t t t t t ty x z       ,  ~ [ , ]t tN O V  (1) 
System equation: 1t t t θ θ ω , ~ [ , ]t tNω OW  (2) 
where 𝑦𝑦� is the observed structure response at time t; 𝜽𝜽�

� = 〈𝛼𝛼�, 𝛾𝛾�, 𝜆𝜆�〉, 𝛼𝛼� denotes the 
basic structural response due to the self-weight and dead loads; 𝑥𝑥�  is a measurable 
regression variable related to a time-varying load such as temperature; and 𝛾𝛾�  is a 
regression parameter for 𝑥𝑥�; 𝑧𝑧� is the classificatory regression variable, 𝑧𝑧� = 1 when 
structure is under the temporary load, 𝑧𝑧� = 0 when there is no temporary load; 𝜆𝜆� is 
the temporary load effect. The posterior probability distributions for the state 
parameters at t and the distribution for the predicted structural response at the next time 
step t+1 can be obtained by Bayesian inference. 
Second, the variance of observation noise (Vt) is treated as a random variable and 
updated along with other random variables using the Bayesian inference at each time 
step. It follows the inverse gamma distribution [ / 2, / 2]t tIG n d  with the shape and scale 

parameters 𝑛𝑛�/2 and 𝑑𝑑�/2. 
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Ma, Bayesian Forecasting Approach

Finally, component discount factors are introduced to the covariance matrix of the 
system noise to address the different uncertainties in each state parameter, so that the 
load separation result can be improved.  

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
Verification of the present BDLM is successfully carried out using the simulation data 
and the real monitoring data obtained from the long-term online SHM system on the 
structure. To investigate the effectiveness of the model improvements, 4 different 
BDLMs are considered. CRICM represents the BDLM with all three improvements. 
CRIM denotes the BDLM with first and second improvements. CRM represents the 
BDLM with first improvement. RM stands for the basic BDLM with no improvement.  
Figure 2 shows example cases of the predicted stress responses and the 95% confidence 
intervals for a column member C25 by different BDLMs. It can be found that the CRICM 
and CRIM gives the smallest predicted errors and confidence interval compared with 
the other BDLMs. The results of the load effect separation for C25 are shown in Figure 3. 
The mean values by CRICM are found to be consistently close to the true value, while 
the other results are very erroneous. 

(a) Simulation study (b) Real monitoring application

Figure 2  Stress response predictions for Column C25 by four BDLMs 

CONCLUSIONS 
The main conclusions of this study are summarized as follows: 

 The classificatory regression component brings significant improvements not only
in the load effect separation for the temporary audience but also in the total stress
response prediction. The results of the simulation study show that the RMSE levels
of the prediction become less than 6% of the range of the observations by including
the classificatory term.
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 The results of confidence interval indicate that the improved inference for the 
variance of the observation noise results in a large improvement in the probability 
distribution of the prediction, which is essential for the outlier identification and 
reliability assessment of structures. The standard deviations of the prediction become 
less than 7% of the range of the observations by including the improved inference. 
 The component discount factors result in significant improvements in the accuracy 
of the load effect separation.  
 

  
(a) Basic load effect (c) Temperature load effect 

  
(c) Temperature load coefficient (d) Audience load effect 

Figure 3  Load effect separation results for C25 (based on simulation data) 
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ABSTRACT

Increased standards of safety in railway transport require control of train loads on behalf

of railway administration, in view of programmed maintenance and monitoring of wear

and fatigue of rails. This paper presents a procedure that applies interpretative mechan-

ical models to the modelling of time-histories of rail strains, in view of the identification

of travelling loads. On comparing the model output to experimental time-histories, we

verify their ability to describe satisfactorily the real response. Then, given a time-history

of rail strains, the travelling load is identified minimizing an objective function which

measures the match between the experimental time-histories and the model response in

terms of curvatures. The inverse problem is solved in two steps. First, the stiffness of the

foundation is identified using a known load. Then, the unknown loads are determined

by a least square procedure. An application to experimental data recorded on the foot of

a rail is also presented. The identified train load is finally compared to the train loads as

declared by the carrier, providing satisfactory results, with mean errors around 7%.

KEYWORDS: load identification, rail monitoring, rail strains.

INTRODUCTION

The development of methods for the identification of travelling loads is gaining more

and more interest in the industrial environment for the increased standards of safety re-

quired in the railway transport. Awareness of the loads actually travelling on railway

lines enables to timely schedule maintenance and wear, as well as to check unbalanced

loads which can affect vehicle safety. A one-dimensional Euler-Bernoulli beam with con-

stant geometric and mechanical properties, resting on a linear elastic soil with viscous

damping, and subjected to a Dirac delta load travelling at constant speed was used in

past research to describe the response of rocket test tracks (Kenney, 1954) and train tracks

(Lei, 2011). This model has proved its ability to describe the real experimental response.

More complex models involving 2D descriptions of the elastic foundation were also pro-
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posed (Shamalta and Metrikhine, 2002). Identification of the load involves the evalu-

ation of the Dirac delta amplitude, which requires the solution of an inverse problem.

An overview of the different approaches presented in the literature for the solution of

load identification problems can be found in Ouyang (2011). It is worth citing the ap-

proach proposed by Trujillo and Busby (1997), based on dynamic programming, where

not only the forcing term which provides the best match is sought, but also that which

has a certain degree of smoothness according to Tikhonov’s regularization. An appli-

cation of dynamic programming to train load identification is presented by Zhu et al.

(2013). Among other possible approaches, Ronasi et al. (2011) calculate the minimum of

an objective function measuring the distance between experimental and analytical data.

In the framework of an algebraic solution, Meli and Pugi (2014) made hypotheses to sim-

plify the load time-histories and adopted a multibody model for the railway vehicle. In

this paper, we present a procedure for the identification of travelling loads based on the

measurement of the rail longitudinal strains at the foot of the rail.

DIRECT PROBLEM

The rail is represented as a plane beam with constant geometrical and mechanical prop-

erties resting on a linearly elastic foundation with viscous damping, and subjected to a

Dirac delta load moving at constant speed v. On setting E the Young’s modulus of the

cross section, I its moment of inertia, w the transverse displacement, and P the amplitude

of the Dirac delta, the solution takes the form

w(z, t) =




P
EI

(
e(z−vt)k3

(k3−k4)(k3−k1)(k3−k2)
+ e(z−vt)k2

(k2−k4)(k2−k1)(k2−k3)

)
z ≤ 0

−P

(
e(z−vt)k4

(k4−k3)(k4−k2)
+ e(z−vt)k1

(k1−k3)(k1−k2)

)

EI(k4−k1)
z > 0.

(1)

with k1, k2, k3 and k4 the wavenumbers. Figure 1 a shows the analytical time-history of

the strains due to a series of ten Dirac loads with P=78400 N, which is approximately

the load insisting on one wheel of an unalden ETR324, obtained using Equation 1 for a

travelling speed of 28 km/h. Figure 1 b reports, for comparison, the experimental time-

history of an ETR324, travelling at around 30 km/h. The pattern of the time-history

obtained satisfactorily agrees with the time-history observed experimentally.

INVERSE PROBLEM AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The inverse problem consists in the identification of the amplitude of the train loads.

The solution is obtained through minimization of the difference between the measured

time-history of the strain εe at the foot of the rail and the same quantity εa a provided by

the model. The analytical time-histories εa a are modelled as a linear superposition of n
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Figure 1: Analytical (a) and experimental (b) strain time-histories of an ETR324.

strains due to a unit load ε1a , expressed in N−1, with coefficients Pi which are the object

of identification. Since experimental time-histories are actually discrete, we will refer to

them as m-length column vectors εa, whose component εj is the quantity measured at

the j-th time step. The same can be done for the analytical time-histories, whose linear

superposition can be written as:

εa(Pi) =

n∑
i=1

ε1aPi = E1
aP (2)

where the vector P collects the unknown load amplitudes and E1
a is a matrix collecting

n ε1a column vectors with m rows. The time at which the maximum of the load occurs

is not considered a parameter to be identified, as it can easily be determined from the

time-history. Among the system parameters which can influence the result of the load

identification, the soil stiffness kv is one of the most important. The load identification

procedure is hence performed as a two-steps procedure. The first step consists in the

identification of kv: using a known load, an objective function which measure the dif-

ference between numerical and experimental data is minimized. The second step is the

actual load identification. The difference between analytical and experimental data is

minimized in a least-square sense, so that the vector of unknown loads is obtained as:

P = (ε1Ta ε1a)
−1ε1Ta εe (3)

Time-histories of strains were measured experimentally using fiber Bragg grating strain

gauges, with a sampling frequency of 1000 Hz. Six sensors were installed at the foot of

both rails near a station, where trains run at a speed of around 30 km/h. Freight trains

only were analyzed, for some of which the loads were also declared by the carrier. Table

1 reports a sample of the results obtained for one train.
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carriage # ld[tons] li % error carriage # ld[tons] li % error

Locomotor 89 90 -1.12 14 69 69 0.00

2 31 30 3.23 15 70 71 -1.43

3 36 29 19.44 16 64 67 -4.69

4 37 35 5.41 17 63 67 -6.35

5 72 61 15.28 18 67 70 -4.48

Table 1: Sample of comparison of loads declared by the carrier (ld) and identified (li) for

a freight train

CONCLUSIONS

We presented an approach for the identification of travelling loads of freight trains

based on the minimization of the difference between the experimental time-history of

strains at the base of the rail and their analytical counterpart. The model describing the

response is a one-dimensional Euler-Bernoulli beam resting on an elastic soil, whose stiff-

ness is one of the unknowns of the problem. The load is modelled as a Dirac delta load

travelling at constant speed, whose amplitude is unknown. The procedure of identifica-

tion is performed in two steps, first identifying the soil stiffness, then the amplitude of

travelling loads. The results obtained are compared with the loads of a train of known

weights, providing satisfactory results, with mean errors of about 7%.
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ABSTRACT 
This study focuses on the directionality effect of bi-directional ground motions on the 
seismic response of bridge bearings of two types, namely the high damping rubber 
(HDR) bearing and the functionally discrete bearing (FDB) in their bi-directional 
application. Artificially generated spectrum compatible bi-directional ground motions 
are used as the input to specify the directionality effect in terms of the degree of the 
elliptic property. With a special interest in the seismic displacement response, the 
numerical results indicate a notable difference between the two seismic bearings to the 
directionality effect, even though they have almost the same level of response as in the 
unidirectional condition. A method of assessing the directionality effect is proposed 
based on a simple stochastic approximation. 
 
KEYWORDS: High damping rubber bearings, functionally discrete bearings, bi-directional 
ground motion, directionality effect, seismic performance assessment.  

INTRODUCTION 

In the present practice of seismic design based on the Japanese Specifications for 
Highway Bridges, unidirectional seismic loads are applied in various concerned 
directions of bridge systems for seismic performance assessment. This concept is based 
on the idea that the maximum rotated elastic spectral [1] (or bi-axial spectrum) which 
measures the maximum value of the response spectra for the axes of input in various 
directions rotated on the horizontal plane is considered as an appropriate 
representative of bi-directional seismic demand.  
On the other hand, since the response of a single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) oscillator 
to the rotated ground motion can be expressed as a function of the rotation angle and 
time, the directionality effect of bi-directional ground motion is defined as the ratio of 
the minimum value to the maximum value of this function for a given period of 
oscillator. The fact that structural behavior can be significantly affected by the 
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directionality effect of bi-directional loading has been reported by a previous study [2]. 
It is of great importance to investigate whether the unidirectional design of bridge 
systems with seismic bearings satisfies the requirement of the seismic demand under 
bi-directional input with various degrees of directionality effect.  
The spectrum compatible bi-directional accelerograms with the specified elliptical 
component of polarization proposed in Ref. [3] is proposed to be an appropriate 
solution for this purpose, since the bi-axial spectrum of the generated bi-directional 
input consisting of the standard and complementary ground motions is almost the 
same as that of the unidirectional input of the standard ground motion. In the present 
study, the directionality effect of the bi-directional ground motion is investigated in 
two types of seismic bridge bearings in their bi-directional application: the high 
damping rubber (HDR) bearings and the functionally discrete bearings (FDB). A 
method for assessment of the directionality effect is proposed based on a simple 
stochastic approximation. 

BI-DIRECTIONAL INPUT AND MODELLING 
For a given target spectrum and a spectrum-compatible unidirectional input 𝑎𝑎", the 
bi-directional accelerograms that match the target spectrum with a specified degree of 
directionality effect can be synthesized by the following equation proposed in Ref. [3]: 

#
𝑎𝑎"$ (𝑡𝑡)
𝑎𝑎($ (𝑡𝑡)

) = +cos 𝜃𝜃 − sin 𝜃𝜃
sin 𝜃𝜃 cos 𝜃𝜃 3 +

cos 𝜃𝜃 sin 𝜃𝜃
−αsin 𝜃𝜃 αcos 𝜃𝜃3 #

𝑎𝑎"(𝑡𝑡)
𝑎𝑎((𝑡𝑡)

) (1) 

where 𝑎𝑎((𝑡𝑡) = 𝐻𝐻[𝑎𝑎"(𝑡𝑡)] is the complementary orthogonal component corresponding to  
𝑎𝑎"(𝑡𝑡) , by applying Hilbert transform. The constant α  represents the elliptical 
component, which implies the degree of directionality effect ranging from zero to unity, 
and 𝜃𝜃 is the major direction angle. When α is equal to unity, it is a non-directivity 
case with uniform contribution over all directions, while a smaller value indicates a 
greater fluctuation of intensity among various direction. The standard design ground 
motions in the Japanese Specifications for Highway Bridges, are used as original 
components considering different ground condition and intensities: II-I-1, II-II-2, II-III-3, 
II-I-1, II-II-2, II-II-3, II-III-3. 
The dynamic response of a straight girders bridge supported by single columns with 
the HDR or FDB in their bi-directional application is investigated. The system is 
simplified as a lumped mass type with two translational DOFs in the horizontal plane 
in a single span. The assumed weight of the superstructure is 900 tons. 
The FDB system consists of the pure friction bearings and linear elastomeric bearings set 
in parallel. The linear spring representing the behavior of elastomeric bearings are 
independently applied in the longitudinal and transverse directions. The Coulomb 
model with a circular interaction surface is used to represent the bi-directional coupled 
effect of the friction force in the pure friction bearings. The magnitude of the friction 
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force is proportional to the friction coefficient and the self-weight of the girder. Two 
cases of linear spring stiffness with natural periods of 1.0 and 2.0 sec are assumed. The 
friction coefficient is 0.15. 
The modified Park-Wen model [4] to represent the bi-directional behavior of HDR is 
used. The effect of bi-directional shear strain components at high strain levels involving 
increased hysteretic energy dissipation is included with the use of the modified 
Park-Wen model. The planar dimensions of each layer of sample rubber are 
160mm×160mm, with a total thickness of 10mm in 4 layers. The size scale factor is 
selected as 3.38, and five bearings are set in parallel in this study. 

NUMRICAL RESULTS AND ASSESSMENT 
The relationship between the maximum absolute response of the bearings and the level 
of elliptical component compared with the maximum response in the unidirectional 
input case is shown in Figure 1. It is observed that the effect of the elliptical component 
value on the maximum response is different depending on the bearing type. Despite 
some variation due to the ground motion characteristics, the maximum response of 
HDR tends to decrease with a higher elliptical component, while the opposite tendency 
is shown for FDB. As indicated in the hysteresis loops of the two seismic bearings in 
Figure 1, the energy dissipation of these devices subjected to bi-directional 
displacement loading are considerably affected by the directionality effect. The different 
tendencies of the maximum response can be reasonably explained by this mechanism. 

Figure 1: Directionality effect of bi-directional loadings on maximum response and the 
hysteresis loops 

In order to estimate the statistical variance of the response under bi-directional loading 
to that under unidirectional loading, application of a simple stochastic dynamic 
approximation with white-noise excitation to a SDOF system is investigated. The 
equivalent stiffness and damping ratio are evaluated by applying bi-directional 
displacement loading with various amplitudes and specified elliptical component on 
the original bi-directional model. The ratio of statistical variance of the response under 
bi-directional loading to that under unidirectional loading is obtained in Figure 2. It is 
noted that the results for FDB are almost similar for two natural period cases. 
The ratio of the statistical mean of the maximum response for the bi-directional case to 
that of the unidirectional case are shown in Figure 3. A good agreement with Figure 2 
can be seen. 
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 (a) (b)  (c)  

Figure 2: Response variance ratio with various elliptical components (a) HDRs, (b) FDB, 𝑇𝑇 = 1.0 
sec, and (c) FDB, 𝑇𝑇 = 2.0 sec 

 (a) (b)   

Figure 3: Response mean ratio of maximum response with various elliptical components (a) 
HDRs, (b) FDBs 

CONCLUSIONS 
The influence of the directionality effect of spectrum compatible bi-directional input on 
the maximum response of bi-directional seismic bearings of two types is investigated. 
The maximum response of HDR tends to decrease with a higher elliptical component, 
while the opposite tendency is shown for FDB. It is observed that the equivalent 
stiffness and damping ratio of restoring force in the two bearings undergo significant 
change under the bi-directional loading with specified directionality effect due to the 
bearing’s path-dependence feature. A method of assessing the directionality effect is 
proposed based on a simple stochastic approximation. 
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ABSTRACT 
Earthquake is the natural hazard with the largest loss potential even for places of 
moderate seismicity. Central Europe has not experienced strong ground motions in the 
past century, in contrast to the Mediterranean countries, where earthquake triggered 
massive seismic retrofit campaigns and the adaption of strict regulations for the seismic 
design. A large part of the existing building stock in central European countries is not 
designed to fulfill the current seismic standards, while most of them have already 
exceeded the design life span. Unfortunately, the seismic assessment of existing 
buildings is undermined by the perception that low probability translates to low risk, 
which is misleading due to the high consequences of rare earthquake events.  
Given the inherent uncertainties of masonry as a composite material and the 
corresponding difficulty to capture reliably the nonlinear response of such structures, 
data-driven health monitoring provides an efficient way to reduce the epistemic 
uncertainty, to validate the modeling assumptions, and to identify the structural health 
of existing buildings. This work comprises an effort to summarize those SHM 
methodologies, featuring an advanced technological readiness level, for the seismic 
assessment of existing masonry buildings. An outline of the structural categorization of 
the existing masonry building stock with a focus on central Europe is also pursued. 
Finally, a state-of the-art SHM concept is designed for a typical masonry building in 
central Europe and discussed from the practitioner’s point of view.  
 
ΚΕYWORDS: SHM, Seismic assessment, Ambient vibration, Masonry buildings  

INTRODUCTION 

The rapid development in sensor technology allows engineers to gather huge amounts 
of data by measuring the response of real structures. This information, though 
potentially informative for designers and researchers, is not easy to manage and requires 
firm knowledge in a wide spectrum of different disciplines to be interpret. System 
identification methods, nonlinear structural dynamics and data analysis should be 
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implemented to make use of the available information. While such practices are often 
considered as costly for the assessment of common building structures, they inevitably 
resurface as unexploited potential after catastrophic events. Scope of this work is to 
apply advanced monitoring methodologies in order to increase the reliability of the 
seismic assessment of existing buildings.  

EXPERIMENTAL MODAL ANALYSIS AS A TOOL FOR THE SEISMIC 
ASSESSMENT OF EXISTING BUILDINGS 
The seismic assessment of existing structures consists a major challenge for practicing 
engineers due to lack of available structural information. The non-standardized 
materials, the usually incomplete documentation, the effect of ageing and the unclear 
boundary conditions inflate the uncertainty of engineering judgement. Particularly in 
places of moderate seismicity the lack of recent events prevents a realistic assessment of 
the seismic performance, while enhancing the misleading perception that low seismic 
hazard translates to low seismic risk. Several researcher have shown that experimental 
modal analysis (EMA) provides an elegant and cost-effective way to reduce these 
uncertainties by measuring the global dynamic response of the examined structure 
under ambient excitation ([1], [2]). Although EMA is based on small levels of excitation, 
the derived structural properties are invaluable for the reduction of the uncertainties in 
the equivalent elastic range and for the interpretation of the response in the nonlinear 
range [3]. Snoj et al [4] highlight through a parametric study the importance of the 
identified elastic properties of existing structures for the reliable assessment of the 
nonlinear response. The variation of the elastic properties due to the excitation 
amplitude were thoroughly examined by [5], [6]. The experimental findings confirmed 
that for response amplitudes ranging between 10-5 g and 10-2 g, the identified elastic 
properties do not show significant variability. Consequently, ambient vibration tests are 
sufficient to identify the structural behavior in the equivalent elastic domain.  

APPLICATION ON A CASE STUDY 
In order to illustrate the benefits of ambient vibration measurements for the seismic 
assessment of existing buildings, a typical case study of a masonry building constructed 
at the end of 19th century is presented. The available structural information comprises 
an incomplete set of drawings, most of them referring to the numerous retrofit works. 
Based on the available data and extensive visual inspections, the geometry of the 
building was retrieved with adequate confidence (Figure 1). The properties of the 
masonry material, however, cannot be justified a priori and thus they induce a 
significant uncertainty in the analysis. The current guidelines provide a span for the 
elastic properties of unknown masonry material ranging between ± 70 % of the mean 
value. A parametric analysis on the seismic performance of the structure has exposed 
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high sensitivity of the performance point to changes of the elastic properties. 
Considering the large variability of the suggested values, a reduction in the uncertainties 
is essential for a reliable assessment of the seismic performance. Plenty of destructive 
and non-destructive methods have been developed so far for the estimation of elastic 
and capacity properties of masonry. Yet, it should be noted that these methods are rather 
costly and highly depended on the local conditions of the tested area. On the contrary, 
ambient vibration measurements offer an insight into the global response of the structure 
at a significantly lower cost.  
A monitoring concept tailored to the specific structure is designed to identify the natural 
frequencies and the governing modal shapes (Figure 1). Since the contact conditions 
between the studied and the adjacent building are unknown, a further goal of the 
monitoring concept is to verify the usual hypothesis that the two buildings are separated 
through a gap and can be analyzed independently. Since the structural integrity and the 
vulnerability of the masonry walls against local (out of plane) failure mechanisms are 
strongly depended on the floor stiffness, the monitoring concept was conceived to 
provide information regarding the in plane stiffness of the wooden girder floors. Finally, 
yet importantly, sensors have been placed in the basement as well as outside the building 
in order to capture the effect of the foundation impedance.  
A typical response of the system in time-frequency domain is presented in Figure 2 
(right). SHM algorithms allow for the extraction of the modal properties that can be 
implemented for the calibration of the uncertain material properties and the validation 
of the assumptions regarding the floor stiffness and the boundary conditions. Overall, 
the presented monitoring concept offers an efficient and cost-effective solution to 
enhance the reliability of the seismic assessment of existing buildings. 

Figure 1: Structural information and sensor positions for a typical floor. 
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Figure 2: Left: 3D view of the numerical model, Right: Typical response in Frequency domain with 

schematic representation of the identified characteristic modes.   

CONCLUSIONS 
A significant part of the existing building stock in places of low-to-moderate seismicity 
is not designed to fulfill the current seismic standards, while most of the existing 
buildings have already exceeded the design life span. The seismic assessment of such 
structures is challenging due to the lack of structural data and the large uncertainties 
pertaining to material properties and boundary conditions. Ambient vibration 
measurements in conjunction with the implementation of SHM methodologies provide 
an efficient and cost effective solution to reduce these uncertainties and enhance the 
reliability of the seismic assessment of existing structures.  
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ABSTRACT 

This paper outlines a versatile and effective method for operational modal analysis of 
vibrating structures. Considering the quasi-sinusoidal dynamic regime of civil 
infrastructures, the technique extrapolates modal parameters exploiting a Spectral Peak-
Picking (SPP) algorithm. The proposed approach has three main advantages: i) it is not 
based on a priori modal information; ii) it is applicable for inspecting both translational 
and rotational signatures of vibrating structures, iii) it inherently supports the design of 
parallel and automated modal analysis systems. The technique was successfully applied 
to translational and rotational mode shapes experimentally extracted from a pinned-
pinned steel beam. The implemented SPP is highly coherent with respect to theoretical 
predictions and substantially equivalent to traditional eigen-based techniques, which 
are very onerous and must be computed in a centralized manner. As such, the proposed 
method is favorable for distributed, large scale, and heterogeneous monitoring solutions, 
where minimizing communication bandwidth and power consumption is a primary 
requirement. 

KEYWORDS: multi-type sensor node, rotational displacement mode shapes, spectral peak-
picking algorithm, translation displacement mode shapes.  

INTRODUCTION 

In the wide field of vibration-based Structural Health Monitoring (SHM), inclinometers 
have been scarcely adopted to measure structural vibrations due to the poor low-
frequency sensitivity of gyroscopes, which makes them unsuitable for civil applications, 
where the frequency range of interest is quite low. Consequently, they are less often 
adopted for modal analysis purposes, too. This work introduces an effective method to 
infer modal information from tilt signals, gathered from gyroscopes, based on a 
combined exploitation of spectral analyzers and Peak-Picking (PP) algorithm. A similar 
technique, devised in Ref. [1] for an automated modal parameters estimation by means 
of a Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) of accelerometers, has proved to be effective in 
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signal compressing, time-saving and accuracy of inspection. The novelty of the approach 
here proposed consists in feeding the algorithm either with acceleration and tilt angles, 
to extract translational displacement mode shapes (TDMS) and rotational displacement 
mode shapes (RDMS), respectively. 
 
SPECTRAL PEAK-PICKING METHOD FOR OPERATIONAL MODAL ANALYSIS 
Eigen-based approaches, Frequency Domain Decomposition (FDD) [2] being among 
them, are usually applied to extract modal coordinates. To account for the demanding 
computational costs involved in these procedures, in this work a "sensor-near-electronic" 
paradigm is adopted, tackling real-time functionalities and early damage detection. 
Considering a quasi-sinusoidal dynamic regime, typical for civil structures, this strategy 
exploits the spatial dependency of energy embedded within vibration signals. Therefore, 
the parallel estimation of sensor-driven spectra followed by PP algorithms replaces the 
SVD of acquired data performed in a centralized manner. The proposed processing 
scheme is addressed to as Spectral Peak Peaking (SPP). Basing on the desired number of 
𝑚𝑚 output modal components, a handshake method discerns among real and spurious 
peaks. First, the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the data recorded by each of the 𝑛𝑛 
sensing units is obtained. Then the 𝑚𝑚 most energetic acceleration and angular spectral 
peaks and their correspondent modal frequencies are extracted by means of PP 
techniques. These modal values are then forwarded to a majority voter: its output is the 
most probable set of modal frequencies the structure is really experiencing. Designed as 
a 2-step voter, it acts separately on acceleration and tilt peaks, comparing the 𝑛𝑛 tuples 
of 𝑚𝑚 values extracted by each sensing unit. A candidate frequency is selected if at least 
𝑛𝑛 2⁄ + 1 sensors identify it. The resulting peak sets are then combined to notify back to 

every node a common set of spectral bands inside which the PP algorithm must be 
instructed to find local maxima and their associated spectral coordinates. The outcome 
of this process forms the final 𝑚𝑚-tuple of 𝑛𝑛 modal values to designate the 𝑚𝑚 global 
mode shapes. Since spectral maxima are positive quantities, the proposed algorithm 
only provides the magnitude of inspected curves, disregarding any phase information. 
This also helps to avoid the real mode shapes variability in terms of sign across the nodal 
values. Our approach, not requiring an a priori knowledge about the physical quantities 
of the signals, is better suited to reconstruct mode shapes in complex, heterogeneous 
frameworks.  

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS  
A simply supported steel beam was instrumented with a network of seven sensor nodes, 
equipped with DSP functionalities to on-line extract accelerations and tilt values [3-4]. 
The nodes were designed to best exploit the peculiarity of acceleration and tilt signals to 
capture the same vibrational signature in two different directions: while spectral 
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contents are similar, the modal relation occurring in the spatial domain makes RDMS 
the derivative of TDMS. Following this observation, devices were installed exactly in 
correspondence of nodal and antinodal points of the first three modal components, 
strictly symmetric with respect to the mid-span, as sketched in Fig. 1.a. 

Fig. 1 (a) Schematic view of the instrumented beam and (b) spectral trends of acceleration (left) 

and tilt signals (right) computed by means of FFT with identified peaks correspondent to the first 

and second mode of vibration. 

Therefore, 4 was chosen as the majority threshold in the frequency selection procedure. 
The dynamic behavior of the beam was induced by means of hammer strikes at the mid-
point between sensors S5 and S6, allowing the first odd modal component to be excited. 
Predictions about the expected dynamic response of the structure were made using a 
Finite Element discretization of the beam based on its physical and geometrical 
properties (discussed in [4]). Sets of 𝑵𝑵𝒔𝒔=2500 samples were collected at a sampling rate 
𝒇𝒇𝒔𝒔=312.5 Hz. This configuration allows to inspect up to the first two modes, theoretically 
estimated at 𝒇𝒇𝟏𝟏= 6.332 Hz and 𝒇𝒇𝟐𝟐= 25.33 Hz according to a length of 𝑳𝑳 = 𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏 𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎. 
Voted vibration frequencies were experimentally estimated to be 𝒇𝒇�̂�𝟏 =6.394 Hz and
𝒇𝒇�̂�𝟐 =25.31 Hz, resulting in a worst-case error of 𝟏𝟏. 𝟏𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟐𝟐 𝑯𝑯𝑯𝑯, inferior to the frequency
resolution 𝚫𝚫𝒇𝒇 = 𝒇𝒇𝒔𝒔/𝑵𝑵𝒔𝒔 = 𝟏𝟏. 𝟏𝟏𝟐𝟐𝟏𝟏 𝑯𝑯𝑯𝑯, which confirms the high spectral consistency of 
acquired data. Spectral magnitudes |𝑨𝑨𝑯𝑯(𝒇𝒇)|  and |𝚯𝚯(𝒇𝒇)| , respectively referred to 
acceleration and tilt values, are depicted in Fig. 1.b. 

Spectral envelopes computed on acceleration-driven signals appear sharply defined, 

with high Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR), and precisely concentrated around single 

spectral bands. The influence of noise on rotational spectra reduces estimation accuracy, 

especially in the proximity of the second modal component. In Fig. 2, reconstructed 

TDMs and RDMs are superimposed to the outputs of the classical FDD method, whereas 

point-wise Modal Assurance Criterion (MAC) percentages between numerical and 

experimental shapes are reported in legend. 
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Fig. 2 First two translational and rotational envelopes reconstructed by means of SPP method 

compared to traditional FDD results. 

While considering the most energetic vibrational component MAC, percentages above 
98.9% both for translational and rotational shapes show an almost perfect fitting for both 
SPP and FDD. The minor deviation characterizing RDMs is attributable to the lower SNR 
ratio, which reduces the differences in spectral peaks amplitude. The performance of the 
parallel SPP is practically equivalent to the strictly centralized FDD, the difference 
among them being always less than 3%. 

CONCLUSION 
Going through the capability of a multi-type sensor network to locally gather real-time 
accelerations and onboard processed tilt angles, a spectral-based technique was 
successfully applied to experimentally inspect the translational and rotational properties 
of vibrating structures, hereby to increase the accuracy of modal inspection. The 
processing is suited to be straightforwardly implemented on-sensor, thus striving to 
realize a parallel monitoring platform based on a hierarchical orchestration of actors 
involved. 
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ABSTRACT 
Ambient vibration tests are important tools for the calibration of structural models 
targeted at damage detection, health monitoring, seismic retrofitting, vibration control. 
The conceptual process of synthesizing mechanical models unavoidably involves a 
priori simplifications. Their a posteriori validation is a mandatory step to check the 
actual reliability of theoretical results. The in-plane rigidity of diaphragms is a common 
assumption in the seismic assessment of existing buildings, allowing simplified and 
cost-saving structural analyses. In this regard, the paper proposes a vibration-based 
procedure to assess the validity of the rigid diaphragm hypothesis. The procedure, 
requiring at least two bi-axial sensors, exploits a perturbative approach to distinguish 
and separately estimate the time histories of in-plane rotations and shear deformations 
of each diaphragm. A frequency domain representation allows the assessment of these 
variables for the identifiable modes. The effects of measurement noise, errors in sensor 
position and signal desynchronization are discussed through numerical simulations. 
The procedure is experimentally validated on a laboratory frame and applied to 
full-scale vibration measurements of a building. The outcomes highlight how higher 
modes tend to violate the rigid-body assumption. 
 
KEYWORDS: ambient vibration tests, operational modal analysis, power spectral density, 
deformable diaphragms, existing buildings 
  
INTRODUCTION 
Ambient vibration tests (AVTs) offer a valuable support in the updating of mechanical 
models in several fields of engineering. In structural engineering, in particular, AVTs 
provide a straightforward experimental technique to determine the dynamic response 
and assess the seismic behavior of existing buildings. When dealing with building 
stocks, the employment of simplified models is essential to reduce the computational 
costs [1]. To this purpose, low-dimensional shear-type models, based on the in-plane 
rigid diaphragm assumption, are usually employed. Nonetheless, this assumption can 
be violated in the presence of damages, poor design and/or manufacturing, deformable 
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structural components (timber floors or masonry vaults). Based on these motivations, 
the paper aims at defining operational procedures, working in the frequency domain, 
to validate the in-plane rigidity of diaphragms by means of vibration measurements. 
The procedure is checked against unfavorable operational conditions and therefore 
successfully applied to a laboratory scaled steel frame and to a real scale building. 
 
DATA-DRIVEN IDENTIFICATION OF DIAPHRAGM DEFORMABILITY 
The ambient vibration data acquired on a floor diaphragm – measured by two or more 
bi-axial sensors – can be employed to estimate its two-dimensional displacement field 

 𝒗𝒗𝑗𝑗  =  𝒗𝒗0  +  𝑯𝑯 𝜟𝜟𝒙𝒙𝑗𝑗 (1) 

where 𝒗𝒗𝑗𝑗  = (𝑢𝑢𝑗𝑗, 𝑣𝑣𝑗𝑗) is the displacement measured by the j-th sensor in the position 
𝒙𝒙𝑗𝑗 = (𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗, 𝑦𝑦𝑗𝑗), depending - through the coefficient matrix 𝑯𝑯 - on the relative position 
𝜟𝜟𝒙𝒙𝑗𝑗 =  𝒙𝒙𝑗𝑗 − 𝒙𝒙0 with respect to a reference sensor measuring the displacement 𝒗𝒗0 in 
the position 𝒙𝒙0. An inverse problem can be stated to determine the four independent 
components 𝐻𝐻ℎ𝑘𝑘 (with ℎ, 𝑘𝑘 = 𝑘,𝑘) or, equivalently, the physical quantities 

 𝛺𝛺 = 1
2(𝐻𝐻21 − 𝐻𝐻12), 𝛤𝛤 =  𝐻𝐻21 + 𝐻𝐻12, 𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 =  𝐻𝐻11, 𝐸𝐸𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 =  𝐻𝐻22 (2) 

where the diaphragm rigid rotation 𝛺𝛺, shear strains 𝛤𝛤 and normal strains 𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥, 𝐸𝐸𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 can 
be regarded as the analogous to the components of the (infinitesimal) rotational tensor 
𝜴𝜴 and strain tensor 𝑬𝑬 in solid mechanics 

 𝜴𝜴 = 𝑘𝑘 (𝑮𝑮 − 𝑮𝑮
𝑇𝑇) =  (0 −𝛺𝛺

𝛺𝛺 0 ) , 𝑬𝑬 = 𝑘𝑘 (𝑮𝑮 + 𝑮𝑮
𝑇𝑇) =  (

𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 1
2𝛤𝛤

1
2𝛤𝛤 𝐸𝐸𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦

) (3) 

Introducing the unknown vector 𝒚𝒚 = (Ω, 𝛤𝛤, 𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥, 𝐸𝐸𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦), if vibration data from a number 
𝑁𝑁 𝑁 𝑘 of bi-axial sensors are available, the general identification problem reads 

 𝐀𝐀𝒚𝒚 = 𝒃𝒃, 𝑨𝑨 =

(

 
 
𝑨𝑨1
⋮
𝑨𝑨𝑗𝑗
⋮

𝑨𝑨𝑁𝑁−1)

 
    𝒃𝒃 =

(

 
 
𝒃𝒃1
⋮
𝒃𝒃𝑗𝑗
⋮

𝒃𝒃𝑁𝑁−1)

 
   (4) 

where the matrices 𝑨𝑨𝑗𝑗, 𝒃𝒃𝑗𝑗 are related to the identification problem  𝑨𝑨𝑗𝑗𝒚𝒚 = 𝒃𝒃𝑗𝑗 of the j-th 
sensor. Assuming that sensors are well placed (matrix 𝑨𝑨 full row ranked) and recalling 
that 𝑛𝑛 = 𝑛 is the number of unknowns, in the case of minimum sensor availability 
(𝑁𝑁 = 𝑘) the linear system (4) is underdetermined (𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑛𝑛𝑘𝑘(𝐀𝐀|𝒃𝒃) < 𝑛𝑛). However, a suitable 
solution [2] can be obtained through a perturbation approach, assuming the ordering 

 𝛺𝛺 =  ε𝛺𝛺′ + ε2𝛺𝛺′′,      𝛤𝛤 =  ε2𝛤𝛤′′,     𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 =  ε3𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥′′′,     𝐸𝐸𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 =  ε3𝐸𝐸𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦′′′           ε ≪ 𝑘   (5) 

which states that the shear strain 𝛤𝛤 and the normal strains 𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥, 𝐸𝐸𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 are respectively 
small (𝑂𝑂(ε2)) and extremely small (𝑂𝑂(ε3)) with respect to the rigid rotations 𝛺𝛺 (𝑂𝑂(ε)).  
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Solving the perturbation problem at each order, reconstructing the general solution 
and then reabsorbing the auxiliary parameter ε leads to 

 𝛺𝛺 = 1
2 (𝛥𝛥v

𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥 + 𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥
𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥) , 𝛤𝛤 =  𝛥𝛥u

𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥 + 𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥
𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥 , 𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 =  0, 𝐸𝐸𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 =  0  (6) 

where it should be remarked that other orderings of the variables – based on different 
engineering considerations – would result in different analytical solutions. 
 
NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS AND LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS 
Numerical simulations have been run to apply the procedure to pseudo-experimental 
vibration data. The dynamic response of the finite element model simulating a scaled 
two-storey frame under white-noise base input has been used as benchmark. A pair of 
ideal (noise-free and synchronized) bi-axial accelerometers (𝑁𝑁 = 2) have been assumed 
to apply the perturbation solution (6). The Power Spectral Density (PSD) show that the 
shear strains 𝛤𝛤  are ideally negligible and frequency-independent, while the rigid 
rotation 𝛺𝛺 peaks at the frequencies of the torsional modes (Figure 1a). Errors in the 
sensor position cause the rising up of 𝛤𝛤-peaks at the same frequencies of 𝛺𝛺-peaks, 
with error-dependent magnitude (Figure 1b). Measurement noise determines an uplift 
of the 𝛤𝛤 noise floor without affecting its spectral content (Figure 1c). Lastly, the 
desynchronization causes disturbing unphysical 𝛤𝛤 -peaks at several resonance 
frequencies, approaching the magnitude of the actual rigid rotation (Figure 1d).  
 

  

  
Figure 1: Pseudo-experimental PSD of the rigid rotation 𝛺𝛺 and of the shear strain 𝛤𝛤: (a) error- 

free condition and effects of (b) position errors, (c) measurement noise, (d) desynchronization. 
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Figure 2: PSD of the rigid rotation 𝛺𝛺 and of the shear strain 𝛤𝛤 from the ambient response of the 

Pizzoli town hall using (a) two sensors and (b) three sensors placed at the second floor. 

FULL-SCALE MEASUREMENTS 
Ambient vibration measurements have been carried out on the Pizzoli (AQ) town hall, 
a monitored two-story masonry building [3]. The PSD of the rigid rotation 𝛺𝛺 and the 
shear strain 𝛤𝛤 have been estimated trough the perturbation solution based on two 
sensors (𝑁𝑁 𝑁 𝑁) and through the exact solution based on three sensors (𝑁𝑁 𝑁 𝑁). A good 
agreement is found in the frequency band of the lowest three modes, supporting the 
reliability of the approximated solution (Figure 2). The spectra highlight a leading 
𝛺𝛺-peak at the frequency of the torsional mode (labeled “R”) two orders of magnitude 
higher than the 𝛤𝛤-PSD value, pointing out a quasi-rigid diaphragm behavior. On the 
other hand, the shear strain 𝛤𝛤 tends to overcome the rigid rotation 𝛺𝛺 in the high 
frequency band. The non-rigid behavior of the fourth mode (labeled “H”) is evidenced 
by a significant 𝛤𝛤-peak. The higher magnitude of 𝛤𝛤 estimated from the exact solution 
reflects the not-negligible floor deformation in the proximity of the third sensor. 

CONCLUSIONS 
A mathematically consistent procedure, solving an inverse linear kinematic problem 
based on ambient vibration data, has been proposed to operationally validate the 
in-plane rigidity assumption in structural shear-type models of multi-storey buildings. 
The procedure is successfully verified through numerical simulations and experiments.    
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ABSTRACT 
Accurate and dependable measurement of bridge displacement is important to obtain 
bridge’s condition under loads, and safety of operations. This paper summarizes the 
development of a new Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) system that enables 
measuring reference-free real-time total transverse displacement of railroad bridges 
using Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS). Researchers selected a wide range of low-cost 
lasers for efficient measurement of transverse displacements and tested them first in a 
shake table and later using an UAS. Researchers validated their estimation in a 
laboratory environment. The accuracy of the results using the laser and the cost of the 
investment were compared to help selecting an efficient implementation for the railroad 
bridge industry, with recommendations for different operations, budgets, and resolution 
needs. The implementation of this experiment has been designed in collaboration with 
the Transportation Technology Center, Inc. (TTCI) of the Association of American 
Railroads (AAR). The research team visited TTCI and collected information about 
railroad bridges needs and train crossing information. The field implementation will be 
tested on Fall 2019 under train traffic crossing railroad bridges.  
 
KEYWORDS: Railroad Bridge, Unmanned Aerial System (UAS), Bridge Displacement, 
Laser, Real-time Monitoring  

INTRODUCTION 

Reference-free displacements are of great interest for structural health monitoring (SHM) 
that can be applied towards the maintenance of railroad bridges (F. Moreu, 2016; Yoon, 
H,2018). It will be low-cost, high safety and effectively than traditional methods such as 
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manual inspection (Judi E. See, 2017). This paper summarizes the development of a new 
vision-based SHM system that enables measuring reference-free real-time total 
transverse displacement of railroad bridges using UAS. The method of using UAS to 
measure the displacement of bridge is validated in structure lab by lasers, cameras and 
dynamic 3D cloud data acquisition. Displacements of the railway bridge is collected by 
low-cost sensors on UAS with a laser attached on it. The results are compared to LVDT 
displacement for validation. 

HARDWARE DEVELOPMENTS 
For higher displacement accuracy, the team tested three different lasers from the 
manufacturer Keyence. Researchers tested the accuracy of the three lasers vs. the 
accuracy of the LVDT. The goal was to select the best laser to test using the UAS that 
satisfies railroad accuracy standards. Figure 1 shows the layout of the experiment. The 
three lasers work with 8.6 Volts power, which is beneficial to make the drone payload 
lighter. 

 

Figure 1: Lasers-shake table experiment layout. 

For validation purposes, the research team compared the lasers’ and LVDT’s 
measurement to sinusoidal and various bridge train crossing events collected previously 
in the field. Figure 2 shows the result of the three different laser experiments measuring 
a railroad bridge crossing event simulated using the shake table. Considering accuracy 
and range aspects, the research team selected the IL-600 which accuracy is comparable 
to that of the LVDT. 
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(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 2: Lasers' and LVDT's measured displacement to train bridge crossing event: (a) results 

of laser Keyence IL-100; (b) results of laser Keyence IL-300; (c) results of laser Keyence IL-600. 

ALGORITHM EXPERIMENTS "SHAKE TABLE" 
For a preliminary test of the algorithm, an iPhone was attached to the shake table and a 
sinusoidal signal with the amplitude of 20 mm was imposed, after that target was filmed. 
By use of the algorithm, calculated displacement is plotted and compared with an LVDT 
measurements as shown in Figure 6. The results show that that the algorithm can 
estimate dynamic displacements within a 15% error. Further development of the 
algorithm will be conducted using the UAS. 

 
Figure 3: Displacement recorded by LVDT and calculated by algorithm. 

 
PRELIMINARY LABORATORY 3D HOVERING DATA ACQUISITION 
The next stage of this experiment is testing the positioning of the drone with the camera 
in comparison with the Vicon data to enable researchers to obtain total displacement of 
the moving bridge under trains with an UAS, laser, and camera (Figure 4). This data is 
used to validate the camera displacement algorithm and to inform of the hovering of the 
drone carrying the laser in the field in subsequent phases of the research. 
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FUTURE WORK 
The future stages of this research will combine the laser technology, the displacement 
from the camera and validate it against the LVDT displacement collected in the 
laboratory. 

Figure 4: UAS laser/camera experiment; (a) new system in laboratory; (b) movement captured by 

the VICON cameras. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The results of the algorithm comparing LVDT’s measured displacement with phone 
displacement will enable the total displacement estimation of the transverse movement 
of the bridge while the UAS is flying near to it. Future applications include testing at the 
Transportation Technology Center Inc. (TTCI) of the Association of American Railroads 
(AAR) and the CN railway. 
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ABSTRACT 
Computer vision-based methods for structural displacement measurement have 
typically used targets with predefined clear patterns. Although the use of the targets has 
advantages such as robust pattern tracking and transformation between the images and 
displacement, the nontarget-based measurement has been desired because of its 
installation convenience which allows a wider adoption in practice. As RGB images 
taken from digital cameras are projected two-dimensional information, displacement in 
the three-dimensional space cannot be fully recovered. This research proposes a 
nontarget-based method to measure structural displacement using a RGB-D camera that 
produces three-dimensional (3-D) information of a target object. The proposed method 
utilizes the RGB-D information, from which 3-D coordinates are extracted and converted 
to displacement measurement in the physical domain. Experimental validation is 
conducted in the laboratory environment using a pan-tilt that are designed to provide 6-
DOF translational and rotational displacements.  

KEYWORDS: Nontarget, Vision-based method, Displacement Measurement, RGB-D camera, 
Coordinate Transformation  
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INTRODUCTION 
As displacement is a useful measurement for structural maintenance purposes, various 
displacement measurement methods have been developed for SHM of civil 
infrastructure [1]-[7]. The computer vision-based measurement has been recently drawn 
great attention as a promising alternative to the traditional contact-type sensors [8]. In 
particular, the nontarget-based method, which uses the structural features such as edges 
or textures on the structure instead of targets, is developed for the vision-based 
displacement measurement in practice [9]. Despite the convenience in the pre-designed 
target installation, the previous nontarget-based method still requires the calibration 
process using target to obtain the scale factor for the conversion of the image information 
to physical displacement. This prevents a wider adoption in the field tests because the 
camera should always be in the designated position [10]. As such, the development of 
conversion algorithm that allows the flexibility for camera position is required to 
improve the applicability to the field measurement.  

This study proposes a nontarget-based method to measure structural displacement 
using a RGB-D camera. Using the combined RGB and real-time depth information, the 
coordinates are extracted from the images and converted to displacement measurement 
in the physical domain. The laboratory experiment using pan-tilt, which provides the 
translational and rotational displacements of structure, is conducted to validate the 
proposed method.  

NONTARGET-BASED DISPLACEMENT MEASUREMENT 
To obtain the physical displacement, the image coordinates should be converted to the 
RGB camera coordinates and subsequently to the world coordinates. The RGB camera 
coordinates c(x, y, z) can be derived using the following relationship with the RGB image 
coordinates (u, v) [11]: 

0
0

1 0 0 1

x x

y y

u f p x
s v f p y

z

     
          
          

(1) 

where s is the scale factor; (fx, fy) and (px, py) are the focal lengths and principal points of 
the RGB camera in the x and y directions, respectively. Because the RGB-D camera 
provides the real-time depth, the RGB camera coordinates in Equation (1) can be directly 
obtained. The obtained RGB camera coordinates need to be converted to the world 
coordinates. The world coordinates w(X, Y, Z) has the following rotational and 
translational relationship with the RGB camera coordinates: 

( )w R c T    (2) 

where R is a rotation matrix, and T is a translation vector. To obtain the relationship 
between two coordinate systems in Equation (2), the axes of world coordinate system 
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are defined using the structural features: for example, the horizontal line of structure is 
specified as X-axis while the vertical line is selected for Y-axis. The cross product of two 
axes yields the Z-axis in the transverse direction. Once the RGB camera coordinates are 
converted to the world coordinates, the structural displacement can be finally estimated 
based on the rotational and translational changes of world coordinates.   

EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION 
The experimental validation using pan-tilt is conducted to validate the proposed method. 
The experimental setup consists of RGB-D camera (i.e., Kinect), DSLR, user-defined 
target, and pan-tilt. Kinect and DSLR are placed 1.2 m and 0.5 m away from the target, 
and DSLR is used to provide the reference data for comparison. The user-defined target 
has two parts, which are the picture of concrete bridge for Kinect and checkerboard for 
DSLR, is placed on the pan-tilt. The target rotates around Z-axis as the pan-tilt produces 
rotations. The world coordinate system is defined on the vertical and horizontal lines on 
the concrete bridge.  

The structural displacement is measured by the proposed nontarget-based method 
and compared with those of DSLR as shown in Figure 1. The comparison result shows a 
good agreement even though the results from the proposed method presents high noise 
in displacement measurement due to its depth measurement error. The translations in 
X- and Y-axes are produced as the origin of the world coordinate system is moved when
the target rotates around the Z-axis. The X- and Y-rotations are negligible while the Z-
rotation is observed that is consistent with the experimental setup. As such, the proposed
nontarget-based method can accurately measure the displacement of structure.

Figure 1: Comparison of the measured displacements for Z-axis rotation test 
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CONCLUSIONS 
This paper proposes the nontarget-based displacement measurement method using the 
RGB-D camera. The combined RGB and real-time depth information that is used to 
convert the RGB image coordinate system to the world coordinate system. The structural 
displacement can be estimated based on the transformation and rotation of the world 
coordinates. The proposed approach was validated in the laboratory tests using the pan-
tilt with the measurement plate that rotates in Z-direction. 
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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, we study an optimal energetic solution applied to a Joule heating 
solution for prevention from black-ice occurring at the surface of transport 
infrastructures. After a presentation of the heating system, several control laws are 
presented with the objective to prevent ice formation while avoiding excessive energy 
consumption. The adjoint state method is applied to perform optimal control. To 
preserve the structure and maintain its lifetime, operational constraints are added. 
Different adaptations for the control law are proposed and presented. Results obtained 
by numerical simulations for different operative conditions and with regularly 
updated weather forecasts are presented and discussed. Finally, conclusion and 
perspectives are proposed. 
KEYWORDS: Optimal control, adjoint state method, finite element method  

INTRODUCTION 

In temperate regions, winter season is favorable to formation of black-ice on transport 
infrastructures, what impacts on economy and transport safety. Salt pouring is a 
common solution, but it pollutes aquifer and accelerates corrosion of cars and bridges. 
Furthermore, for some infrastructures devoted to guided transport systems salt 
pouring is also not recommended to preserve electrical components. To prevent from 
black-ice occurring, some solutions have been developed to heat the surface of the 
infrastructures. For instance, a fluid can flow inside [1]. Another solution consists in 
putting heating wire with Joule effect inside the structure. This is this solution that is 
studied in this paper. In particular, a focus is performed on the command strategy, 
aiming at prevent from icing and minimizing needs in energy. Some adaptations are 
described to take into account operational constraints. Finally, conclusions and 
prospects are proposed. 

Modelling of Joule effect heating 
The studied structure is shown in figure 1. A domain Ω contains four heating wires 
denoted by 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆. The aim is to prevent from black-ice occurring on the surface Γ𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 by 
activating heating when necessary. 
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Figure 1: Structure scheme with heating wires (left), example of environmental conditions 

evolution (middle) and surface temperature evolution (right) 

Temperature field in the structure is computed from internal thermal properties, 
supposed given, and environmental conditions. These one can come from local 
weather forecast services (here simulated by using weather databases). Heat tranfer 
equation (equations (1) and (2)), allows to calculate the temperature field evolution 
with time. The studied structure is supposed to be submitted to environmental 
solicitations only at its surrounding boundary. Other boundaries are supposed 
adiabatic. A finite element formulation for spatial solving and a Crank-Nicolson 
scheme for temporal dimension are used [2]. 

𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

− ∇ ⋅ (𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘∇𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕) = � 𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞 in  𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆
0 elsewhere (1) 

𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘∇𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕 ⋅ 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛�⃗ = �Φ𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 + ℎ(𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 − 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕) + 4𝜖𝜖𝜖𝜖𝜖𝜖𝜖𝜖𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠3 �𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 − 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕� at the surface
0 elsewhere

 (2) 

Environmental conditions are considered for Nancy during winter and plotted in 
figure 1 (middle) from MeteoNorm database. Evolution of surface temperature without 
heating is plotted in figure 1 (right). This figure shows that the surface temperature can 
be negative, particularly during the night. 

Command law 
To prevent from black-ice occurring at the surface, the temperature is maintained 
higher than a given set point 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 on Γ𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 with a minimization of energy needs. This 
optimization problem is written under a weak formulation: 

find 𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞 = arg min
𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞�∈𝒰𝒰𝒰𝒰

𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽(𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞�)  with 𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽(𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞) =
1
2
��𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 − 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕�+�

ℳ

2
+
𝜀𝜀𝜀𝜀
2
‖𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞‖𝒰𝒰𝒰𝒰2  (3) 

Where (⋅)+  is the positive part and 𝒰𝒰𝒰𝒰 = 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿2([0, 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡])  and ℳ = 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿2�Γ𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 × [0, 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡]� 
refer respectively to spaces of parameters and surface temperature, 𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂 being time 
horizon. ‖⋅‖𝓤𝓤𝓤𝓤 and ‖⋅‖𝓜𝓜𝓜𝓜 are norms associated to natural inner products 〈⋅,⋅〉𝓤𝓤𝓤𝓤 and 

〈⋅,⋅〉ℳ  on 𝒰𝒰𝒰𝒰  and ℳ . 1
2
��𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 − 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕�+�

ℳ

2
 represents the gap between setpoint and 

temperature on Γ𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 and 
𝜀𝜀𝜀𝜀
2
‖𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞‖𝒰𝒰𝒰𝒰2  the energy consumption. 𝜺𝜺𝜺𝜺 is chosen such that 
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the solution allows to respect the constraint 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕 ≥ 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 with a fixed tolerance Δ𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕 ≈ 0.1°C 
in the present study. For a surface Γ𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 of 1 m², a value 𝜀𝜀𝜀𝜀 ≈ 10−12 is used. 
To minimize 𝑱𝑱𝑱𝑱, gradient of the functional is computed with adjoint state method [3]. 
Adjoint problem, equation (4) and (5), has the same structure as the direct problem 
(equations (1) and (2)) and can also be solved with the same techniques. 

−𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕∗

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
− ∇ ⋅ (𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘∇δ𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕) = �−�𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 − 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕�+ in  Γ𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡

0 elsewhere
 (4) 

𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘∇𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕 ⋅ 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛�⃗ = �−�ℎ + 4𝜖𝜖𝜖𝜖𝜖𝜖𝜖𝜖𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠3 �𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕∗ at the surface
0 elsewhere

 (5) 

From adjoint problem solution 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕∗, gradient of functional 𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽 can be computed with 
equation (6) and conjugate gradient method is used to minimize 𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽. Optimal heat 
source 𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞 can then be computed from environmental conditions. 

𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽′(𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞)𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞 = 〈𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞,�𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕∗𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑Ω
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆

+ 𝜀𝜀𝜀𝜀𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞〉𝒰𝒰𝒰𝒰 (6) 

To maintain the lifetime of some electrical power components, a minimal duration for 
commutation is used. Furthermore, to take into account the limitation of power supply, 
a maximal value is used for thermal source. Both operation constraints lead to consider 
a subset of 𝒰𝒰𝒰𝒰 for 𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞: this source is constant on time intervals and bounded in [0, 𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚]. 
A projection of (6) in this subset is performed to get source evolution. For the set point, 
two approaches can be considered: a constant set point, higher than ice fusion 
temperature can be used with a margin, for instance +4°C. On another hand, humidity 
can be taken into account. In fact, black ice cannot occur if the temperature is higher 
than frozen point. In particular, for a dry air, this frozen point is largely lower than 
0°C. It can be computed from humidity value [4]. 
Power needs 𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄  is computed from integration of 𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞  on heating wires as 𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄(𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕) =
∫ 𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞(𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕)𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 Ω and shown in figure 2 for both set points. Surface temperature stays globally 

higher than the set point if the mean difference 𝒆𝒆𝒆𝒆(𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕) =
∫ �𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔−𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻(𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕)�+𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒆𝒆𝒆𝒆𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕

𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒆𝒆𝒆𝒆𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕
 is lower than 

about 0.1°C during the four days. Figure 3 shows also that source needs to reach about 
180 W/m for 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = +4°C and 100 W/m for 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 + 4°C. 

More than a decrease of system dimensioning, heat consumption also decreases by 

taking into account frozen point as set point: consumption goes from 9.60 kWh/m with 

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = +4°C (𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = 180 W/m) to 6.16 kWh/m (-36 %) with 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 + 4°𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶  

(𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = 100 W/m). 
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Figure 2: Source consumption for 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = +4°C (left) and 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 + 4°C (right) 

   

Figure 3: Mean difference between set point and surface temperatures with 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = +4°C (left) 

and 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 + 4°C (right) 

CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, a command law has been presented to prevent surface of transport 
infrastructures from black-ice occurring. By using adjoint state method, optimal heat 
source has been computed. Results shows an important decrease of energy needs by 
considering frozen point as a set point. To take into account system operation, 
adaptations have been added for commutation duration and maximum power supply. 
To go further, effects of rainfall can be considered and a validation with a mock-up will 
be realized. 

Acknowledgments: French Ministry of “Transition Ecologique et Solidaire” for 
supporting part of this work under grant agreement DGITM N 17/389 
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ABSTRACT 
To measure  the deflection  of  concrete  beam  strengthened with UV‐cured  glass‐fiber 
reinforced  polymer,  a  stereovision measurement method  is  proposed  in  the  present 
paper,  and  the  structural  displacements  are  acquired  by  establishing  the  structure 
coordinate system. To testify the effectiveness of the proposed method, a destructive test 
of  concrete  beams  strengthened  with  ultraviolet  (UV)‐cured  glass  fiber  reinforced 
polymer (GFRP) is conducted in lab. Results indicate that the load‐displacement curves 
attained by the proposed vision method agree well with that of LVDT, this demonstrate 
that the proposed vision method is feasible and effective for measuring the deflection of 
concrete beam in a destructive test. 
 
KEYWORDS: Structural health monitoring, vision, structure coordinate system, measurement. 

INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, the stereovision measurement method based on DIC attracts more and 
more attention. However,  the 3D DIC method usually need  to spray speckles or plot 
grids on structural surface, and  the prepare work  is complicated. Essentially  the DIC 
method is a kind of area matching algorithm, it’s difficult to ensure the uniqueness of 
any grid or speckle. Therefore, there exist the image mismatch when the DIC method is 
used to conduct 3D matching in stereovision measurement1. 

To solve the problem of image mismatch, a stereovision displacement measurement 
method based on structure coordinate system is proposed in the present paper. To testify 
the  effectiveness  of  the  proposed  method,  a  destructive  test  of  concrete  beams 
strengthened with UV‐cured GFRP is performed in lab. 

Stereovision measurement method based on structure coordinate system 
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Considering the general case, that is no requirement of two cameras’ position. As shown 
in Figure 1, assume  that  the  left camera coordinate system  l l l lo x y z   coincides with 

the world coordinate system w w w wo x y z .   

 

Figure 1: Binocular stereovision model. 

The  3D  coordinates  of  a  spatial  point  P   in  the  left  camera  coordinate  system 

l l l lo x y z   can be obtained by equations (1) 2.                                             

7 8 9 1 2 3

( )
( ) ( )

l l l l

l l l l

l r x r z
l

r l l l r l l l

x z X f
y z Y f

f f t X tz
X r X r Y f r f r X r Y f r


 


      
                                            (1) 

where  lf   and  rf   are the scale factors of left and right cameras, respectively. 
The 3D  coordinates of  the  spatial point  in  left  camera  coordinate  system  can be 

calculated  provided  that  rotation matrix 
1 2 3

4 5 6

7 8 9
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r r r
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t
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T   can be solved by Zhang’s calibration algorithm based on 2D planar pattern3. 

To visually express structural displacement,  xoy   plane of the structure coordinate 
system  o xyz   is usually established on structural surface as shown in Figure 2.   

X

Y

Image 
coordinate 

system

O

Structure 
coordinate 

system

Z

 
Figure 2: Establishing the structure coordinate system on structural surface 

The structure coordinate system does not coincide with the left camera coordinate 
system. The transformation matrix   R T   between structural coordinate system and 
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the left camera coordinate system must be firstly obtained. The solving process is given 
in Figure 3. 

Figure 3: Flowchart of establishment of structure coordinate system by checkerboard pattern.
Therefore,  the 3D  coordinates of  the measured point  in  the  structure  coordinate 

system  o xyz can  be  given  by  equation  (2),  and  the  out‐of‐plane  and  in‐plane 
displacements of structure at each moment can also be acquired from equation (2).   

1( )
l

l

l

x x
y y
z z



   
       
      

R T       (2) 

Destructive test of concrete beams strengthened with UV‐cured GFRP 
As shown in Figure 4, the UV‐cured GFRP sheet was pasted on the middle part of bottom 
side of concrete beam. The size of UV‐cured GFRP sheet was 200 20mm mm 1.3mm . 
In  test, a  linear variable differential  transformer  (LVDT) was put on  the mid‐span of 
concrete beam. A circular target with 15mm diameter was pasted on one side of concrete 
beam, which was right under the position where the universal testing machine applied 
the load. The sampling frequency of stereovision system is 1Hz.   

F

RollerRoller

Circular point

Concrete beam

Cured UV-GFRP sheet a) 

Circular 
target

UV-GFRP 
strengthened 
concrete beam

Universal testing 
machine

Stereovision 
system

LVDT

 c)   b)	
Figure 4: Experimental setup: a) loading schematic; b) local photo; c) experimental photo. 

The measurement result of three concrete beams strengthened with UV‐cured GFRP 
are  shown  in Figure 5. From Figure 5,  the  load‐displacement curves obtained by  the 
proposed stereovision method and LVDT have the same trend and agree well with each 
other. The reason of slightly different between the two methods is the difference in the 
measurement positions and the local compression damage of concrete beam. 
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Figure 5: Load‐displacement curves of concrete beams strengthen with UV‐cured GFRP: a) 1st 
beam (indoor environment); b) 2nd beam (alkaline solution); c) 3rd beam (alkaline solution). 

CONCLUSIONS 
Based on  the stereovision model, a 3D displacements measurement method based on 
structure  coordinate  system  is  proposed  in  the  present  paper,  and  the  absolute 
displacements  of  structure  can  be  acquired  by  establishing  the  structure  coordinate 
system. Stereovision measurement results are compared with the corresponding results 
of LVDT,  results  show  that  the  load‐displacement  curves  obtained  by  the proposed 
stereovision method and LVDT agree well with each other, this verifies the effectiveness 
of the proposed stereovision measurement method. 
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   b)  

Figure 1: Battery-powered devices: a) “Portable 1” ; b) “Portable 2” measurement system 

a)    b)  

Figure 2: Battery-powered “Portable 3” devices: a) 15 days autonomy ; b) 6 months autonomy 

a)    b)  

Figure 3: Solar-powered devices: a) “Solar 1” ; b) “Solar 2” 
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ABSTRACT 
In this paper, we address a review of studies, carried-out at IFSTTAR this last decade, 
and based on the use of uncooled infrared thermal cameras at ground level. We present 
different outcomes extracted from Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) laboratory studies 
and experiments. Analysis of their extension to outdoor application is proposed and 
discussed. Long term thermal monitoring by uncooled infrared thermal camera is 
introduced with its natural environment constraints and issues. On-site instrumentation 
studied is presented and results obtained on some structures are discussed. Finally, 
conclusion and perspectives are proposed, with a focus on last trends in term of 
uncooled infrared sensor technological evolution, instrumentation system and ongoing 
research works associated. 
KEYWORDS: Infrared thermography, Long term thermal monitoring, Thermal model, 
Transport Infrastructure, Non Destructive Testing 

INTRODUCTION 
Being able to perform full field easily non-invasive diagnostics for surveillance and 
monitoring of transport infrastructures and structures is a major preoccupation of many 
technical offices. Among all the existing electromagnetic methods [1], using uncooled 
infrared camera is a promising full field technique both for long term thermal 
monitoring [2-3] and non-destructive testing [4-7]. In this paper, we first introduce the 
problematic of long term thermal monitoring by infrared thermography using uncooled 
infrared camera and discuss on complementary environmental conditions monitoring. 
Furthermore, we present some laboratory non destructive testing methods based on 
active infrared thermography and their potential application to real site. Finally, an 
example of coupling of long term thermal monitoring with data processing mainly used 
for NDT by active infrared thermography in controlled conditions is presented and 
discussed. Conclusion and perspectives are proposed. 

LONG TERM THERMAL MONITORING BY INFRARED THERMOGRAPHY 
Temperature retrieval from infrared measurements in outdoor conditions on built or 
natural targets is facing, in many real situations, lack of knowledge about the observed 
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surfaces and surrounding environment. The irradiance received at camera’s sensor level 
is a combination of all the scene contribution as illustrated in Figure 1. Therefore, one 
needs to gather information about the geometry of the scene, the meteorological 
conditions, and the radiative properties of the observed surfaces in order to retrieve the 
temperature from those measurements. Such approach can be achieved by 
implementing multiple sensors in-situ. 

 
Figure 1: Schematic representation of radiative heat flux composition received by the infrared 

camera in outdoor conditions. 

To extract the direct contribution of the monitored structure 𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝒐𝒐𝒐𝒐𝒐𝒐𝒐𝒐𝒐𝒐𝒐𝒐
𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊,𝒐𝒐𝒐𝒐  (i.e. estimate its 

apparent temperature with time) from the total radiative heat flux received at sensor 
camera level 𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒐𝒐𝒐𝒐𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕

𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊,𝒐𝒐𝒐𝒐 , the simplified radiative transfer equation [8] has to be extended and 
takes the following expression: 

𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡
𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 = 𝜖𝜖𝜖𝜖𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗

𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 + �1 − 𝜖𝜖𝜖𝜖𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗�𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡(𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 + 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 )

+ (1 − 𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎)𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 + �1 − 𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡�𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 
(1) 

In outdoor conditions, environmental quantities can be derived from local weather 
station’s data. The emissivity, the reflection coefficient and the transmission coefficient 
of the added protective window are computed by injecting a priori knowledge about the 
monitored objects and the components of the infrared system implemented. 
Furthermore, in particular when no reference targets can be implemented on real site, a 
sky temperature correlation [9] combined with inputs from in-situ solar and 
meteorological measurements can be used to estimate the reflected radiance 
contribution and atmospheric transmission [10]. In other case, when data are missing, 
environmental information can be retrieved from meteorological aerodrome report 
(METAR) data, if available and by taking care of the scene geographical location. 
In order to get consistent measurements, a thermal calibration has to be performed in 
laboratory conditions, prior to the experiment. Then, alteration of measurement 
performances and accuracy have to be checked during the life cycle of the implemented 
instrumentation. 
Example of results obtained, on a concrete structure, with and without Tsky correction 
effect is presented in figure 2.  
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Figure 2: Sky temperature correction using correlation with local measurements 

Comparison with surface temperature measurement carried out with local temperature 
sensor shows a decrease of the standard deviation. 

NDT ANALYSIS METHODS APPLIED TO OUTDOOR MEASUREMENTS 
A measurement campaign, with an IR thermography system designed for long term 
thermal monitoring and implemented on a viaduct, was carried out during several days 
on top of the deck using a signaling arch. 
A Fourier analysis was applied to temporal evolution of each pixel of the whole thermal 
image sequence acquired. The magnitude and phase maps were analyzed to detect 
constitutive elements in the inner structure of the bridge deck, Figure 3.  

 

Figure 3: Amplitude and phase maps 

The inner structure of the bridge deck could be observed on both images. In particular, 
post tensioned transversal tendons could be detected in the upper part of the maps 
around no50 pixel (supposed to be located in the upper part of the concrete deck under 
the asphalt wearing course). For longitudinal post-tensioned duct complementary 
analysis should be required. Nevertheless, the phase map seems more affected by the 
presence of some security signal on the deck during lane closing due to temporary access 
to the arch for other different measurements realized during this trial. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Different parameters involved into the long-term monitoring of structures through 
infrared thermography were introduced. The temperature estimation from IR 
measurements needs to take into account many parameters or at least be aware of the 
involved difficulties to consider the estimation uncertainties. Using coupled 
measurements with those infrared data enables the temperature estimation to be more 
accurate as presented for real concrete structure in oudoor conditions. An example of 
transposition from laboratory to real structure of NDT analysis methods to outdoor 
measurements on real bridge was presented. Analysis of results obtained showed that 
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inner structure of the bridge deck was retrieved by FFT analysis; in particular, post-
tensioned duct was detected and located in the concrete deck. Future works will address 
conjoint estimation of emissivity and temperature with IR system and study robotized 
active infrared NDT approaches. 
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ABSTRACT
Variational auto encoder (VAE) is a generative model in terms of latent variables, which
is amenable to extracting intrinsic feature and handling uncertainty inherent in data.
Recent years have witnessed the huge successful progress of generative models in many
domains, including image generation, text generation and other fascinating applications.
In this study, the VAE for structural health monitoring using only dynamic response
data that contains uncertainty of different sources is explored based on a reconstruction
based theory. The monitoring data collected under healthy condition is used to train a
model in the auto encoding framework, and the structural health index based on
reconstruction probability is operated as a core indicator for identifying possible
structural damage when a new set of data from an unknown status of the structure is
available. A case study on the detection of high speed train wheel defects using the
online monitoring data of dynamic strain on the rail track collected during the passage
of the train is provided to illustrate the applicability of the proposed method.

KEYWORDS: Structural health monitoring, Generative model, Variational auto encoder
(VAE), Online monitoring system, Wheel defect detection

INTRODUCTION

Variational auto encoder (VAE) [1] is a promising generative model. Apart from the
original function: “generation”, it also could be exploited to achieve anomaly detection.
The aim of anomaly detection is to search the objectives with patterns that are different
from the expectation. This is consistent with the goal of structural health monitoring
(SHM), which is to detect the location and severity of damage in a structure. For now, a
mature solution approach on exploiting VAE to detect anomaly is the reconstruction
based theory, which has been employed in the anomaly detection of image [2, 3] and
multimodal [4]. The main principle behind it is to train a model in the auto encoding
framework using monitoring data collected under healthy condition. When the data
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gathered from the structure with damage is fed into the model, the reconstruction
probability would be very low and can be operated as a core indicator for identifying
possible structural damage.

In this study, a framework based on variational auto encoder (VAE) is built to detect the
wheel defects in high speed trains in real time. During the long term service period, the
wheels of high speed trains would encounter a variety of inevitable defects and further
affect the safety of the train’s operation, passenger comfort and the service life of railway
components. This study focuses on the detection of wheel flat spot, which is a common
local defect. The reconstruction probability of each set of strain data is treated as the
structural health index (SHI). If contiguous data’s SHIs are lower than the threshold,
then the corresponding location can be perceived with the existence of wheel flat spot.
The online monitoring data of dynamic strain on the rail track collected using an FBG
based wheel impact load detector (WILD) during the passage of the train is used to
illustrate the applicability of the proposed method. A comparison between the detected
and offline inspection results verifies that the proposed framework is competent to
detect the wheel flat spot effectively.

MODEL FORMULATION

The philosophy behind a generative model is to learn the distribution inside the data.
The proposed framework for SHM and the basic structure of VAE are shown in Figure
1. Basic VAE model is comprised of two parts: one is variational inference network
(Encoder) and the other one is the generation model (Decoder). The model is trained by
maximizing the evidence lower bound (ELBO):

ELBO(q)= KL [ ] [ (1)

Sliding window x

Encoder

Latent variable z

Latent variable z

Decoder

Reconstructed x

Sliding window x

Data normalization

VAE model training

Training data

Damage detection

modelTesting data

Figure 1: Proposed framework for damage detection: (a) structure of framework, (b) variational

net , and (c) generative net
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The first term on the right hand side of Eq. (1) is the KL divergence between the
approximate posterior and the prior of latent space, which acts as the regularization
term. The second term is explained as the reconstruction probability [2]. It can be
understood in terms of reconstruction of x through maximizing the log likelihood

with sampling from .

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The online monitoring data of strain on the rail track collected using an FBG based WILD
during the passage of a train is used to illustrate the applicability of the proposed
method. The monitoring data from wheelset No. 6 under the running speed of 50 (kph)
is used for illustration. Figure 2(a) gives the structural health index for each data set
gathered from one FBG sensor. First, the structural health index (SHI) for the majority of
normal strain data falls inside the range of [0, 2.5]. Meanwhile the threshold of SHI is set
to be 10. If there are more than 3 data point’s SHI lower than 10, it can be determined
as the occurrence of wheel flat. Figure 2(b) illustrates the variation of SHI versus train’s
speed. Both mean value of positive SHI and best SHI would decrease with the increase
of train’s velocity due to the amplified influence of wheel flat spot on strain response.
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Figure 2: Testing results: (a) SHI of each data set, and (b) variation of SHI with train’s speed
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Figure 3: Wheel flat detection result for right wheel of wheelset No.6 (Unit: degree, one quarter

of wheel): (a) detected location of flat spot, (b) offline inspection result (centre radian of flat)
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The detected location of wheel flat around circumference for wheelset No.6 is shown in
Figure 3(a). The offline inspection location of flat 1 (135 ) falls within the detected range
[120 , 146 ] and the radian of flat 2 (170 ) is also very close to the detected range [161 ,
167 ]. Besides, the detected angle between the two flats is . This is close to the offline
inspection result: 35 .

CONCLUSIONS

This study presents a VAE based framework for high speed train’s wheel flat detection.
The VAE is a probabilistic model which assumes that the latent variables satisfy the
Gaussian distribution and are sampled from the mean vector and standard deviation
vector, thus making them more stochastic and suitable for accommodating uncertainty
in the real world monitoring data. The reconstruction probability of the monitored
dynamic strain data is derived to formulate the structural health index (SHI). The
effectiveness of the method is verified by using the data gathered from an FBG based
online monitoring system and the results show high accuracy for flat detection.
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ABSTRACT 
Mobile phones are rapidly evolving and are being equipped with sensors of growing 
accuracy, mainly due to the precision needed for various functions that are not directly 
related to structural monitoring. The paper describes the results of an experimental 
activity carried out on a prestressed concrete prefabricated slab of peculiar slenderness 
through walking-induced vibrations. Data obtained for the input motion, easily 
recorded with phones positioned at the pedestrian center of gravity, allowed to 
reproduce the test results within a finite element model. Test results were not 
reproducible with standard load models for a walking person. 
 
KEYWORDS: walking vibrations, prestressed floors, smartphones, sensors, monitoring  

INTRODUCTION 

Modern buildings have the tendency to adopt longer floor spans than what it was usual 
a few decades ago. At the same time the mass of the floor and of non-structural elements 
tends to decrease, due to advances in the building industry and materials and the request 
of multifunctional space arrangements. This results in an increased importance of 
vibrations on the serviceability (comfort) of new structures. 
Due to the expected response to human walking, floors are categorized as either low-
frequency floors (LFFs) or high-frequency (HFFs) ones depending if the frequency of 
their first vertical mode falls below or above a threshold of approximately 10 Hz. 
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LFFs are expected to develop a resonant build-up type of response. HFFs are expected 
not to undergo a resonant response, but rather a transient response to each individual 
footfall impact. The 10 Hz limit is somewhat conventional, see [1] and [2]. 
Assessment of vibration serviceability requires appropriate modeling of the vibration 
source, the vibration transmission path and the vibration receiver. 
Mobile phones are rapidly evolving and are being equipped with sensors of growing 
accuracy, mainly due to tasks not directly related to structural monitoring. The 
performance of the phone accelerometers is studied in this paper with reference to 
walking tests conducted on a prestressed concrete prefabricated slab of peculiar 
slenderness. Data obtained on the input motion, easily recorded with phones, fixed with 
a belt close to the pedestrian center of gravity, were crucial to enhance numerical 
simulations of the tests and reconcile them with the experimental measurement. This 
result was not obvious, since experimental measurements have highlighted as a 
nominally LFF was actually responding as an HFF one. 
 

THE TESTED STRUCTURE 
The general view of the plan of the tested floor structure is depicted in Figure 1. The 
floor system is made of prestressed voided elements connected to each other at a quarter 
of the span by 10 cm long butt-welds of embedded steel plates. 
The structure was instrumented with 4 accelerometers Wilcoxon Research Model 731A, 
arranged in different configurations, the results here analyzed pertain to the instrument 
layout depicted in Figure 3.  
The natural frequencies and damping ratios were estimated from experimental results. 
The natural frequencies of the first four modes of the floor system are f1 = 8,2958 Hz; f2 = 
10,6946 Hz; f3 = 14,6926 Hz; f4 = 19,3903 Hz. The corresponding damping ratios are: z1 = 
1,10%; f2 = 1,04%; f3 = 0,90% Hz; f4 = 0.80%. 
Accordingly, the floor can be classified as a LFF, and thus being prone to resonance built 
up of vibrations. The tests outcome, however, proved differently. 
In the following, the results for a person walking along trajectory T1 (from right to left) 
in Figure 1 will be shown. Figure 2 depicts the readings from the 4 Wilcoxon 
accelerometers, located at stations “A1”-“A4” as shown in Figure 1. 
A first attempt at reproducing the experimental behaviour was carried out with a Finite 
Element (FE) model applying a traditional continuous forcing function (computed 
according to [3] for fpacing = 1,625 Hz, person weight G = 0,9 kN, 3 harmonics) applied at 
mid span. The predicted vertical accelerations are shown in Figure 3, and highlight a 
HFF trend with way too small accelerations. 
By subsequently applying on the FE model as Ground Reaction Force (GRF) the scaled 
vertical accelerations registered near the CM of the walking individual, similarly to the 
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approach in [4], the results in Figure 4 were obtained. These are in much better 
agreement with the experimental measures, both in amplitude and general trend. 

Figure 1: Plan view of the tested floor. 

Figure 2: Experimentally measured accelerations (units are m and s) at stations from A1 to A4.. 

Figure 3: Numerically computed accelerations with standard forcing function. 
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Figure 4: Numerically computed accelerations (measures in meters) with GRF obtained from 

recorded vertical acceleration near the CM of the walking person. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 
In spite accelerometers in smartphone have been introduced for different tasks, their 
precision is sufficient to serve as monitoring instruments. A GRF derived from data 
obtained from phone recordings of the vertical acceleration of the CM of the person 
walking allowed to reproduce the test results within a finite element model. Test results 
were not reproducible with standard load models for a walking person, based on a 
Fourier series expansion. 
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ABSTRACT 
Bolt connection, as an important form of structural connection, which is widely used in 
the structure and equipment of various industries and is very important to guarantee 
the safety of overall structure. However, bolt looseness or preload deterioration may 
threaten the safety of the structure, so it is necessary to monitor the bolt group joints in 
real time. This article presents a study of assessing the loosening/tightening health state 
and identifying the loose bolt by using ultrasonic guided wave in a bolt group joint. A 
bolt-tightening index was proposed for evaluating the looseness of a bolt connection 
based on correlation coefficient. The tightening/loosening state of the bolt was 
simulated by changing the bolt torque. With the bolt torque increases, value of the 
proposed bolt-tightening index increases. The proposed bolt-tightening index trend 
was very well reproduced by an analytical expression using a function of the torque 
applied. To verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, a bolt group joint 
experiment with different damage levels was performed. Experimental results show 
that the proposed approach is effective to detect and locate bolt looseness and has a 
good prospect of finding applications in real-time structural monitoring.  

KEYWORDS: Ultrasonic guided wave, Bolt looseness, Correlation coefficients, Structural 

health monitoring 

INTRODUCTION 

The general methods of detecting the preload force of the bolt used in the project are 
torque wrench method, resistance strain gauge measurement method, detection 
method based on structural modal information and ultrasonic guided wave method. 
Ultrasonic guided wave is a kind of stress wave , which can interact with different 
damages in structures by advantages of their high sensitivity to micro-damage and low 
energy attenuation through long distance, so it has tremendous potential in structural 
non-destructive evaluation(NDE)[1-4].In view of the virtues of ultrasonic guided wave, 
which can be applied to bolt joints damage detection. Lighth et al.[5] identified the 
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damage characteristics of the bolt and found that the bolt looseness damage has a 
certain relationship with the wave group velocity by measuring the speed of the 
reflected waves. Yang and Chang [6,7] proposed the mathematical relationship 
between the energy attenuation of ultrasonic guided wave propagation and the specific 
damping of the system according to the Hertzian contact theory and the damping 
principle. An and Sohn[8] presented a combination of methods using impedance and 
elastic wave techniques. Contraposing the problems of the Lamb wave method in bolt 
debonding monitoring of composite joint, Wang et al[9] studied the method based on 
the time-reversal theory to improve the Signal-to-Noise quality of monitoring signal 
and the monitoring system stability.  
In this study, piezoelectric patches were utilized as transducers to assess the health 
state of a bolted joint. Various tests were performed by increasing the applied bolt 
torque to simulate various configurations, i.e. from a full loosened state to a tight 
configuration. For the ultrasonic method, a tightening/loosening state index based on 
the correlation coefficient of mathematical statistics was developed. In contrast with 
the previous studies which used a damage index to estimate bolted status, in this 
approach, the relationship between correlation damage index and the bolt torque is 
established. The experimental results show that the proposed tightening/loosening 
state index is exponentially increasing with bolt torque.. 

BOLT LOOSENESS DETECTION 
The change of torque to bolts was chose as the variable in the paper to learn the 
influence of the damage degree to the signal. The torque of No.1 bolt changes from 
0Nm to 50Nm with the interval torque 5Nm. During experiment, other bolts was set 
fixed torque of 50Nm, which were applied through the digital torque wrench. Due to 
the complexity of joint damage of the bolts, the general bolt-tightening index is often 
difficult to apply. The correlation coefficient was developed as the bolt-tightening 
index. The DICC of two waveforms can be expressed as follow: 

100%BD
CC

B D

CDI
 

                          (1) 

where CBD is the covariance of two waveforms. 

Figs. 1(a)-(d) shows the bolt-tightening index DICC under different bolt torque value 
from 0 to 50 Nm in six kinds of loosened configurations experiments. The analysis 
shows that the sensitivity of the DICC value is related to the angle between the two 
piezoelectric ceramics and the loosened bolt. The increase of the angle will make the 
superposition and dispersion phenomenon of waves more serious, and also make the 
difference between the detection signal and the baseline signal more obvious. The 
results highlighted that the DICC index is highly sensitive to the bolt-tightening state, 
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providing a reliable and promising index able to assess the health state of bolted joints. 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d)

Figure 6: DIcc results vs torque, for the six kinds of loosened configurations: (a) No. 1 loosened 

bolt, (b) No. 2 loosened bolt, (c) No. 3 loosened bolt and (d) No. 4,5 and 6 loosened bolts 

Figure 1 shows how the DIcc Trend value changes, by increasing the torque applied at 

the joint. The graphs highlight, in all cases, that the trend is well approximated by a 

exponential function: 

max( - )(1- ) a T T
ccDI e        (2) 

This equation is a fitting curve where the parameters in the equation have been 

extrapolated by a careful study of the experimental results. Where T is the bolt torque, 

Tmax the maximum torque bolt，ξ the index value which related to the angle between 

the loose bolt and the Piezoceramics, α a factor proportional to the slope of the curve. 

As shown in Figure 6, the accuracy of the exponential function, with respect to the 

experimental results, is higher than 95%. This means that the correlation coefficient 

method, based on the calculation of the DIcc, provides a reliable and thoroughly 

sensitive index in detecting the health state of bolted structures.  

CONCLUSIONS 

R1
2=0.9605 R2

2=0.9799
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In this study, new indices were developed to assess and locate the loosening/tightening 
health state of a bolted structure by using the ultrasonic method. The correlation 
coefficient index provided results to be able to assess the health state of a bolted joint 
with an overall percentage error lower than 5%. It was observed that the index trend as 
a function of the applied torque was well approximated by a exponential function. This 
means that the calculation of the bolt-tightening index, provides a reliable and 
thoroughly sensitive index in detecting the health state of bolted structures. The 
proposed method of using a small number of active piezoelectric actuator/sensors to 
quickly and conveniently obtain the health state of the bolt group joint by calculating 
the correlation index has better engineering applicability. Detection of multiple bolt 
damage is another issue worthy of investigation. The use of Lamb waves seems more 
viable than other tools for its exclusive responses to different damage status, so 
intensive investigation and improvement are matters for further research. 
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experimental results, is higher than 95%. This means that the correlation coefficient 

method, based on the calculation of the DIcc, provides a reliable and thoroughly 

sensitive index in detecting the health state of bolted structures.  

CONCLUSIONS 
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ABSTRACT 
On-site vibration impact monitoring and assessment is an effective way to ensure 
structure safety, equipment functionality and human comfort during construction 
processes. However, many existing vibration monitoring devices have some 
deficiencies, including high costs, specialized operation requirements, and complicated 
management. With the advancement in wireless sensing technology that processes 
high performance, cost-effectiveness and other merits, integrating vibration monitoring 
and assessment with Internet of Things (IoT) becomes an alternative choice. The 
implementation of IoT system paves an effective and reliable way for real-time data 
transmission and accurate analysis. In addition, it reduces the installation and 
maintenance costs compared with adoption of wired ad-hoc sensing system. The 
proposed system consists of an Arduino Mega board, an IoT shield kit, a real time 
clock module, and a micro-electromechanical (MEMS) accelerometer. In this system, 
Arduino board collects data and uploads it to the cloud, while the IoT shield kit 
provides the latest cutting-edge LTE CAT-M and NB-IoT technology. The 
measurements are stored and analyzed in the cloud, which is available for remote 
access by any authorized mobile device through Internet.  
 
KEYWORDS: Internet of Things (IoT), cloud computing, construction-induced vibration 
monitoring and assessment 

INTRODUCTION 

Construction activities, such as piling and excavation, often generate excessive 
ground-borne vibration that may affect the surroundings. Increasing demand for the 
expansion and renovation of existing buildings leads to inevitable impact on structural 
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safety, equipment functionality and human comfort. It is necessary to give a 
knowledge of vibration levels from mechanized construction activities that may cause 
environmentally intrusive ground-borne vibration. Ground-borne vibrations are 
estimated by different indices, including peak particle velocity (PPV), 
root-mean-square (RMS) velocity and acceleration in 1/3 octave band spectrum. PPV 
has been found to be correlated with structural damage since particle velocity is 
proportional to the strain induced during the passage of a wave [1]. RMS velocity in 
1/3 octave band spectrum is defined as vibration index with regard of sensitive 
equipment and facilities, while RMS acceleration in 1/3 octave band spectrum has been 
used in a baseline standard curve corresponding to perception level of human comfort. 
Over the past decades, the effects of construction-induced vibration have attracted 
attention from academic and industry. For example, ISO [2], British Standards [3], 
Eurocode [4], as well as Hong Kong Government [5], have suggested acceptable 
vibration limits. On the other side, there is an increasing need to minimize the 
instructive effects of vibration that induced by construction works. As early as 2014, 
Hong Kong Hospital Authority stipulated a compulsory guideline that requires all 
hospital redevelopment projects to consider the negative impact of 
construction-induced vibrations on ultra-precision medical equipment and facilities. 
Even though commercial monitoring devices are adopted by local construction 
industries, limitations such as high costs, specialized operation requirements, 
inaccurate monitoring results are identified. In addition, it is hard to realize continuous 
monitoring and remote data sharing when using such devices.  
 
The Internet of Things (IoT) provides a new solution to this problem. The “things” in 
the concept of IoT have the capability to sense physical phenomena and trigger actions 
on physical actuators. With the integration of IoT and cloud computing, the efficiency 
and performance of the construction-induced vibration impact monitoring and 
assessment system can be improved.  
 
IoT relies on a wide range of materials, network infrastructure, communication 
protocols, Internet services, and computing technologies [6]. WSN is considered as one 
of the key technologies in IoT and it is widely used. For example, one of the most 
popular low-power WSN protocols is ZigBee, but it has disadvantages in low data rate. 
Compare with ZigBee, data communication of Wi-Fi can reach up to 54 Mbps and 
distance up to 100 m. But it consumes more power. Besides standard protocols, other 
low-power communications protocols, such as NB-IoT and LTE M1, can be connected 
in mobile environment due to high spectral efficiency, bandwidth, and coverage. They 
are suitable for long range transmission while maximizing the battery lifetime.  
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SYSTEM DESIGN 
The adopted IoT-based sensor module consists of a high-sensitivity 
Microelectromechanical system (MEMS) accelerometer, a data acquisition system 
(DAQ), and IoT shield for remote data transmission.  

MEMS sensor advantages in small size, light weight, low power consumption, high 
reliability, high sensitivity and easy integration. In order to prove the effectiveness and 
accuracy, three different MEMS accelerometers, namely, MMA8451Q, MPU-6050 and 
BMI160, were selected and calibrated through shaking table tests. Calibration to the 
gravitational reference of all MEMS accelerometers were conducted before shaking table 
tests. One commercial tri-axial piezoelectric accelerometer, PCB356B18, was tested as 
well for comparison. The data processing was conducted using MATLAB software 
(MATLAB 2016a). The shaking table tests proved that the MEMS accelerometers can 
accurately measure harmonic vibration as low as 2 Hz, a lower limit of frequency 
relevant to vibration impact on structural damage, equipment accuracy, and human 
feelings. 

Arduino is a widely used open-source board that could meet the specific requirements 
of different applications and provides the possibilities in paring with MEMS sensors. 
Data collection and transmission are conducted by Arduino Mega 2560, which could be 
powered by a micro-USB connector or an external power supply (e.g. a battery). The 
low-power cellular module, named SIM7000C, supports the new LTE CAT-M1 and 
NB-IoT technologies. It can be used by plugging the shield into an Arduino board, 
inserting a compatible SIM card, and attaching the dual LTE/GPS antenna. The price of 
Arduino Mega 2560 and SIM7000C are 40 US dollars and 70 US dollars respectively.  

Figure 1: The proposed IoT sensing system 
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For long-term field monitoring, IoT devices suffer from limited battery volume, and the 
replacement or recharging the battery is difficult. A solar panel and LiPo battery are 
equipment in the system. Solar energy is retrieved to recharge LiPo battery which 
powers the Arduino board. To balance the computation power and service time, the 
measurement data will be transferred to the cloud and post-processed by the cloud. The 
cloud system consists of software that realizes data storage and data processing. 
Real-time data cleansing, analyzing, and vibration impact assessment are conducted via 
different algorithms. The software also integrates the database of vibration limits for 
various types of medical equipment that cloud evaluate real-time vibration level 
through comparison.  
 

CONCLUSIONS 
An IoT based monitoring and assessment system for construction-induced vibration is 
developed. This system combines novel IoT and cloud computing technologies, as well 
as low-cost MEMS accelerometers and Arduino Mega 2560 board as DAQ. The 
accuracy of MEMS accelerometers, as well as the capability of Arduino board and 
SIM7000C IoT shield have been tested. The Cloud allows the measurements to be 
stored and processed, which reduces the computational time and costs. Considering 
the electricity in the battery is limited, renewable energy source (e.g. solar energy) is 
proposed to use as power supply for Arduino board. In the future, this newly 
developed system should be tested in real construction projects for validation purpose. 
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ABSTRACT 
The surrogate model is widely used to reduce the computational cost of the Monte 
Carlo Simulation (MCS) in structural reliability assessment. The prediction accuracy of 
surrogate model is heavily determined by model accuracy around the limit state surface. 
Most sampling method distribute the representative samples in the sampling space, 
while it will loss the model accuracy around the limit state surface. Deep reinforcement 
learning is expert in observing state and taking action to achieve a goal. Inspired by this, 
this paper proposes a new sampling method for structural reliability assessment based 
on the deep reinforcement learning (DRL). First, the sampling space and the existing 
samples are transformed into an array which is treated as the state. Second, deep neural 
network is designed as the agent to observe the sampling space and to select new 
representative samples, the samples are treated as the actions. Finally, a specific reward 
function is proposed to guide the deep neural network to select representative samples 
along the limit state surface. The numerical example demonstrate that the proposed 
method learns to select representative samples along the limit state surface. The results 
show that the proposed method can achieve higher accuracy in sample classification 
and structural reliability assessment than the uniform sampling method.  

KEYWORDS: Structural reliability, Deep reinforcement learning, Surrogate model 

INTRODUCTION 

Surrogate model methods are widely developed in recent years, which aim at finding 
an approximate response function to replace the finite element model in the MCS 
method, so as to reduce the computational cost [1][3]. However, the accuracy and 
efficiency of surrogate model method are heavily affected by the selection of training 
samples. Conventional strategies for select training samples are based on the theory of 
design of experiments [4]. These methods try to fill the sampling space with the 
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selected representative samples, and the surrogate model may lose the accuracy 
around the limit state surface, which is the key area in sample classification.  

Deep learning-based artificial intelligence has been developed rapidly in recent 
years. AlphaGo Zero carries out self-learning with a reinforcement learning algorithm; 
the trained program can select the move with the maximum winning probability in each 
position[5]. Inspired by this, we propose a sampling method for structural reliability 
analysis based on a deep reinforcement learning (DRL) algorithm [6][7]. In the 
proposed method, the sampling space for structural reliability assessment is treated as a 
hypothetical Go board, the candidate samples can be regarded as the chess pieces of Go, 
and the DRL method is employed to train police to select representative samples along 
the limit state surface. 

MODEL FORMULATION 
To use DRL to select representative samples along the limit state surface, we replace 
the state of the DRL framework with a sampling space, use a deep neural network as 
the agent, and treat the selected samples as actions of each training step, shown in 
Figure 1. The framework and architecture of our DRL-based sampling method are 
shown in Figure 2.  
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Figure 1: Proposed framework of DRL-based sampling method. 
As illustrated in Figure 2, the State is an n-dimensional array that represents the 

n-dimensional the sampling space and the existing samples. The deep neural network 
is used as the agent, which can observe the state and take action to the environment. The 
network consists of the actor and critic networks. The actions are the samples selected by 
the agent at each training step. The reward is a real value comes from the environment 
after each action is taken. Besides, to improve the stationarity and efficiency of training, 
the parallel agents and multi-threaded asynchronous learning algorithm [6] are applied 
to train the deep neural network. At each training step, the agent can observe the input 
state, and puts out the mean value and the standard deviation of the random an action. 
Then an action is randomly generated according to the statistical parameters. The 
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environment uses the action to update the state and put out a reward. At last the deep 
neural network update its parameters using the reward.  
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Figure 2: Proposed framework of DRL-based sampling method. 

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 

In this example, the highly nonlinear limit state function is considered. It is defined as 

2 21 2 1 2
1 2 1 2 1 2

( ) ( )( , ) 4 0.1( ) 0.5sin 5 4 0.1( )
2 2

x x x xg x x x x x x
            
  

(1) 

where 1x  and 2x  are independent standard normal random variables, and the 
probability information is 1 : (0,1)x N and 2 : (0,1)x N . First, the DRL method is applied

to select training samples. The sampling processes are illustrated in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3: Sampling process of DRL method. 
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Two deep neural networks surrogate models are trained with the samples selected 
by DRL and the same number of samples selected by uniform sampling. Then the two 
surrogates are used to calculate the reliability of the same sample set, and the results 
are compared with that of the direct MCS method, as presented in Tab. 1. The results 
show that the DRL method can obtain higher accuracy in sample misclassification and 
reliability assessment.  

Tab. 1. Result comparison of DRL method and uniform sampling methods. 
Methods TN FN FP FN+FP Nf Pf 

(1e-5) 
Precision 
of Nf (%) 

Recall 
of Nf (%) 

Error 
of Pf (%) 

MCS     371 1.855    
DRL 371 3 0 3 374 1.870 99.2 100.0 0.8 
US 332 18 39 57 350 1.750 94.9 89.5 -5.7 

fN : number of failure samples; TN: true negative; FN: false negative; FP: false positive. 

CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, a novel deep reinforcement learning (DRL)-based sampling method 

for structural reliability assessment is developed. The sampling space and the 
information of the existing samples are transformed to a n-dimensional array, and it is 
treated as the state of DRL. New selected samples are treated as the actions of DRL 
method. Deep neural network is used as the agent, it can observe the state and select 
new samples. A specific reward function is proposed to guide the deep neural network 
to select more samples along the limit state surface. Numerical example demonstrates 
that the proposed DRL-based sampling method can learn to select representative 
samples along the limit state surface. With the same number of representative samples, 
the surrogate model of proposed method has higher accuracy around the limit state 
surface than the uniform sampling method. 
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ABSTRACT 
The Ferry Free Coastal Highway E39 is an outstanding project directed by the 
Norwegian Public Roads Administration. It has the aim of connecting the Norwegian 
western coast with a ferry-free trail. Nevertheless, Norway’s western coast is 
characterized by the presence of numerous fjords. Therefore, the project requires the 
construction of several long span bridges. Furthermore, the mountainous topography of 
the track alters flow of the sea winds and directs it towards the fjord channels. This 
generates a statistically random, wind turbulent condition at the bridge’s location. The 
purpose of this study is to analyze the wind conditions at the 3.8 km Sulafjorden Bridge 
site and, to settle the basis for the development of a probabilistic model to forecast the 
extreme aeolian actions in the place. Since 2016, the Sulafjorden is equipped with a 
network of sensors measuring the in-land environmental conditions. To describe the 
wind conditions at the bridge site, a probabilistic analysis was developed by fitting 
probabilistic distributions to the data.  

KEYWORDS: Turbulence intensity, probabilistic modelling, suspension bridge, wind field. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Sulafjorden Bridge is a challenging project. It will span over 3.8 km across the fjord 
which gives it its name. Located near Ålesund, Norway, a few kilometers away from the 
open sea, this outstanding project will require novel solutions made to its magnitude. 
Many research projects are running now in Norway to achieve its development. 

From 2016, a team leaded by the Norwegian Public Road Administration deployed a 
network of sensors on the Sulafjorden’s site. Their objective is to measure the variation 
of the wind conditions at the E-39 fjord-crossing sites [1].    

In this document, four of the stations were chosen due to their proximity to the 
Sulafjorden’s site. The stations names are Kvitneset, Trælboneset, Kårsteinen and 
Langenset. Basically, each one is composed by mast structure and equipped with a set 
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of anemometers at different heights. The anemometers record the wind speed and 
direction at 10hz. The information is consolidated in a monthly file per station and is 
available on the web site [2]. 

The scope of the present study is to give an insight of the wind conditions at the site and 
provide an initial probabilistic analysis of the wind field. The wind records were 
analyzed to obtain the variations of the mean wind speed and direction as well as the 
turbulence intensities. For the development of the probabilistic analysis, it was 
implemented a procedure like that of the Hardanger Bridge [3]: histogram fitting based 
on data analysis for the specific site. 

WIND CONDITIONS AT SULAFJORDEN SITE 

To obtain a description of the variability of the wind it was applied a straight forward 
procedure. The monthly records were divided into a set of ten-minute intervals. The 
mean direction in each interval was computed with a circular mean algorithm to avoid 
the overlapping between 0° and 360°. Then, the wind velocity was decomposed in mean 
wind speed and three turbulent components: along-wind, cross wind and vertical. The 
wind rose diagram of the four stations is presented in Figure 1. It is possible to observe 
that the dominant wind direction is blowing from the fjord channel. Therefore, it is 
expected that the stronger winds impact the Sulafjorden Bridge transversally. These 
results match with those reported by Kjeller Vindteknikk [4]. 

Figure 1: Wind Rose diagram. 

From the diagram, it is possible to appreciate that the stations giving the most relevant 

information of the unfavorable wind conditions at the bridge section are the Kvitenset 

and the Trælboneset in the directions 175° and 165°, respectively. Therefore, a more 

detailed analysis will be performed in these dominant regions.  
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The next step in the analysis is to assess the statistical behavior of the turbulence. In this 

framework, the turbulence intensities of the three components were computed as: 

𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈 = 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢
𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉�

;  𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉 = 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣
𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉�

;  𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 = 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤
𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉� (1) 

Where 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 , represents the standard deviation of along wind, cross wind and 

vertical, respectively, while 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉� , stands for the mean wind velocity. 

These intensities give a measure of the energy content in the wind field since they 

depend on the turbulence standard deviation. Further, those records with mean wind 

speed lower than 3m/s were filtered out, because the chaotic behavior of low speed wind 

fields produces out of trend values of turbulence intensity. 

MEAN WIND SPEED AND TURBULENCE INTENSITIES 

With the analysis coming from the data it is possible to build a model of the wind 
behavior at the Sulafjorden Bridge site. The description proposed in this study, consists 
in fitting probability distributions to the data histograms of wind direction, mean speed 
and the three turbulent components. 

Figure 1 shows that for each of the 4 stations there are two dominant directions. 
Therefore, the analysis is divided into sectors with different expected behavior. 
Moreover, a further division will be added because the sensors on each mast are located 
at different heights, approx. 25m vertical spacing.  

In Figure 2 it is shown a sample set of histograms and distribution fittings for the stations 
Kvitneset and Trælboneset from the month of January to March 2019. It can be 
highlighted that the LogNormal distribution was used to make the distribution fittings. 
The parameters of the distribution are reported in Table 1. 

Figure 2: Histograms Jan-Mar.19: a) Kvitneset 175° Height 95m b) Trælboneset 165° Height 76m. 
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Tab. 1 Parameters of the Distribution 

 Kvitneset 

 

 

 

 

Trælboneset 

 
 Mean 

 

Iu 

 

Iv 

 

Iw 

 

Mean 

 

Iu 

 

Iv 

 

Iw 

 
𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 = 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸[𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋] 1.916 -2.058 -2.074 -1.946 1.966 -2.290 -2.196 -2.369 

𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎 = �𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉[𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋] 0.431 0.643 0.577 0.627 0.447 0.399 0.404 0.423 

 
From the histograms of direction, it is possible to observe small unevenness in the steps 
between the histogram-bins in the dominant directions. This effect is more appreciable 
in Trælboneset than in Kvitneset. This behavior is associated to different meteorological 
processes, occurring in the similar directions, and driven by the mountainous terrain’s 
topography near the stations.  

CONCLUSIONS 
 
The probabilistic modeling of the wind field proposes an appealing idea for bridge 
design. However, for its implementation at Sulafjorden Bridge site it must be considered 
that the terrain’s topography causes different meteorological processes at close 
directions. Therefore, it is recommended to apply a separation procedure on the records 
based on their variation of turbulence intensity as function of mean wind speed.  
 
On the other hand, the wind roses reported dominant wind velocities transversal to the 
bridge’s cross section. In addition, the histogram analysis revealed a difference in the 
wind behavior depending on the incoming direction and observation height. Further, 
the authors will investigate an appropriate method to fit probabilistic model to data, 
such that, it can be suitable for bridge design. 
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ABSTRACT 
Risk and chaotic situations resulting from a severe seismic event in the Tokyo 
metropolitan area are one of the major concerns for Japan. The advanced well-
preparation toward the enhancing of the Tokyo metropolitan resilience should be 
urgently demanded. With such a demand, a research project started in April 2017 with 
the support of MEXT and NIED, scheduling several E-defense shake table experiments 
during FY2018-2021. The experiments are conducted with building models with 
structural/nonstructural elements and equipment included, focusing on the collection 
and effective usage of variety of data. This paper presents the outline of this research 
project, and then report the experimental results for several wireless sensors. 

KEYWORDS: Health monitoring, Resilience, Tokyo metropolitan area, Severe seismic event 

INTRODUCTION 

The Japanese Government is deeply concerned about the risk and chaotic situation 
induced by a severe seismic event in Tokyo in the not-too-distant future. It is said that 
the resulting economic loss may reach US$880 trillion. Advanced and effective 
preparations are strongly demanded toward the enhancement of the Tokyo resilience. 
With such a purpose, a research project [1] has started with the support of MEXT 
(Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology) and NIED (National 
Research Institute for Earth Science and Disaster Resilience).  
For an important facility such as hospital, for instance, it would be of great significance 
to promptly identify whether that building could continue its business after a severe 
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quake. Focusing on that target, the project aims to collect a variety of data indicating the 
margin to building collapse or the loss of building function. Those data are going to be 
collected through several E-defense shake table tests of different types of buildings 
scheduled during the fiscal years of 2018 to 2020. (The Japanese fiscal year (FY) starts in 
April and ends in March in the next year.) This paper presents, in the first place, the 
outline of this research project, and then reports some test results of wireless 
accelerometers. 

OUTLINE OF RESEARCH PROJECT 
This research project has started in April 2017, as one of the three subprograms under a 
large research framework abbreviated as “Tokyo Resilience Project.” [1] The general PI 
to supervise the entire framework is N. Hirata, University of Tokyo. Three of Sub-A, B, 
and C are currently going on. Each subprogram is supervised by two co-PIs: one from 
university and the other from NIED. Sub-A aims at constructing the public-private 
collaboration system for the data acquisition to enhance the Tokyo resilience. Sub-B aims 
at realizing the dense data-collection of earthquake records covering the Tokyo 
metropolitan area. Then, Sub-C is the one which this paper focuses on.  
The main purpose of Sub-C is the data collection and synthesis for evaluating the 
structural/nonstructural element combined performance. The constructing of data 
acquisition/processing/utilization system is targeted toward the rapid evaluation of 
building collapse margin and effective judgement of business continuity. To collect the 
necessary data, E-defense shake table tests with four different types of structures have 
been scheduled from FY2018 to FY2021. 
Sub-C research group consists of five teams. Teams 1, 2, 3 and 4 are, respectively, in 
charge of the experiments of wooden structure (FY2018), reinforced concrete (RC) 
structure (FY2019), steel structure (FY2020) and room interior model structure (FY2021). 
Cooperated with Teams 1-4, Team 5 processes all the shake table test data toward the 
effective/efficient assessment of damage and business continuity. The leaders are T. 
Nagae for Team 1; K. Kusunoki for Team 2; M. Kurata for Team 3; E. Sato and K. Hayashi 
for Team 4; and A. Nishitani for Team 5. 
The purposes of the experiments of Teams 1-4 are more mentioned in the following.  
Team 1 targets at making a comprehensive loss assessment of the typical wooden 
residential houses area. Tokyo has a lot of such regions. Two types of real-sized, 
furnished model houses were already tested at E-defense in January/February 2019. One 
model was set on the shake table, but the other was built on RC foundation on a 
constructed soil foundation on the shake table. The latter model would give the 
information about how the soil foundation would affect the wooden house response to 
a severe quake. The obtained data are now being processed.  
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Team 2 aims at enhancing the resiliency of RC headquarters buildings for disaster 
mitigation/prevention and developing a scheme to evaluate the function continuity level. 
The target of Team 3 is to construct a holistic assessment scheme of seismic damage for 
steel-structured medical facility buildings. In the experiments, various medical 
equipment and instruments are planned to be placed, such as artificial heart lung 
machine, water service pipe for medical use, etc. The performance of these equipped 
things is critical to the judgement of hospital business continuity. Team 4 focuses on the 
performances of various types of rooms on various floor locations of buildings with 
various numbers of stories. The room model structures with furniture and nonstructural 
elements are shaken by giving the floor movement data to E-defense shake table. Having 
cooperation with all Teams, Team 5 takes the role of supervisor for all the experiments. 

TESTS OF WIRELESS SENSORS 
Prior to the scheduled E-defense experiments, Team 5 conducted experiments of three 
kinds of wireless sensors: sonas x01 [2], Swing Minder [3] and G-Link-200 [4]. They are 
planned to be used for the scheduled E-defense experiments. The test was conducted at 
the shake table of 7 m by 7 m of Shimizu Corporation, with the sensors installed into a 
four-story structure model exhibiting a perfectly-shear-structure type of behavior. 
Figure 1 shows the shaking table and four-story model structure. 
Firstly, the time synchronization performance has been tested by placing two of the same 
sensors directly on the table subject to a white-noise excitation. Taking an example of 
sonas x01, Figure 2 depicts the phase angles (blue dots) of the computed transfer function 
from one sensor to the other. Compared to the dashed lines indicating the situation for 
a time lag of ±1 ms, the blue dots show that the time synchronization is less than 1 ms. 
The other sensors have demonstrated the almost same level of performance. 

Figure 1: Shake table test experiment for wireless sensor performance. 

Figure 2: Time synchronization performance. 
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Many of already practically-employed health monitoring schemes are based on the 
computation of drift displacements from wired accelerometer data. If wireless sensors 
could be used in the similar way, structural health monitoring schemes would be easier 
integrated into building structures. Utilizing the obtained data of wireless sensors, the 
similar scheme has been tested with the employment of wireless accelerometers. In the 
case of 3 Hz sinusoidal excitation, the drift angles numerically computed from the 
wireless accelerometer data are compared with the data directly measured by laser 
displacement meters (LK-G505A). The sensors of LK-G505A have been installed into all 
the four stories to make the direct measurement of drift displacements. In Figure 3, the 
peak values calculated from the data of Swing Minder, for instance, have demonstrated 
good agreement with the directly measured drift displacement data. The time histories 
also agree with each other, though they are not shown herein. It can be said that the drift 
displacements could be computed and utilized even with the usage of wireless sensors.                                   

 
 

    Figure 3: Peak drift angles (Blue: measured results; Red: computed results) 

CONCLUSIONS 
This paper has presented the research project aiming at the data collection/synthesis for 
the evaluation of the total building performance toward enhancing the Tokyo 
metropolitan resilience. Some wireless sensor test results have been also reported. This 
research is partially supported by Tokyo Metropolitan Resilience Project of National 
Research Institute for Earth Science and Disaster Resilience (NIED). 
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ABSTRACT 

Given the typical features of glass fenestrations and façade systems, and their common use in 

buildings with several classes of use, the research on their impact resistance represents a key 

task for the protection of people. In this regard, the paper focuses on the experimental analysis 

of the impact performance and resistance of ordinary glass windows. Special care is spent for 

traditional systems that can be typically found in residential / commercial buildings, namely 

windows with timber frame as well as windows with plastic (PVC) frame. The dynamic 

performance of such systems is analysed experimentally, in accordance with the standard ball 

drop test method, and the collected outcomes are discussed to assess the fundamental dynamic 

mechanical characteristics of the examined fenestrations.  

KEYWORDS: Glass windows, impact test, impact resistance, wood frame, PVC frame 

INTRODUCTION AND STATE-OF-THE-ART 

The actual motivations for the experimental research on the dynamic response of glass 
systems under ball drop impact are various, and typically reflect the intrinsic 
vulnerability and fragility of these systems [1]. Most of the studies, however, are focused 
on glass for automobilistic of electronic applications, and limited efforts can be found for 
constructions. Tests on laminated glass panels under the hard body impact (pedestrians 
or driver heads) can be found in [2]. Impact experiments are reported in [3] to estimate 
the resistance of glass against scratches, drop impact and bumps, for the protection of 
displays (smartphones, tablets, etc.). Full-scale glass columns under impact are 
investigated in [4]. In [5, 6], experiments for the burglary resistance and protection of 
glass “soft targets”, as well as preliminary dynamic considerations for glass windows 
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under shock, are reported. 

EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION 

The series of dynamic experiments summarized herein was carried out at the laboratory 

of structural mechanics of the Faculty of Civil Engineering, University of Zilina, Slovakia 

(May 2019). Given two glass window systems with identical dimensions and glass 

composition, in particular, special care was spent on the sensitivity of their impact 

response to the type and features of the supporting frame. Each glass sample was in fact 

characterized by a total size of 1.21×1.38 m, consisting of a frame (made of timber (and 

reflecting the use in Czechoslovakia over 1960s) or PVC) and a monolithic glass plate. 

The nominal thickness of glass was 3 mm for the wooden specimen, and 4mm for the 

PVC frame. Regarding the size of glass, the dimensions where defined from the total size 

of window samples and the frames in use. Accordingly, glass surface was 1.20x1.05 m 

for the wooden frame and 8.10x9.70 m for the PVC window. 

Modal analysis 

Modal dynamic analyses were carried out at a preliminary stage of the experimental 
study, so as to assess the fundamental vibration frequency and modal shape of the 
examined windows. A rectangular grid with 16 Deltatron accelerometers (type 4508 B 
002) was installed evenly on the glass surfaces (Figure 1a). Three six channels input 
modules (Type 3050-B-060) were used. Each accelerometer was cable-connected to an 
Input Module (with two inactive positions). The measuring interfaces were connected to 
a PC and test records were processed via the PULSE software. The imposed excitation 
was realized by tapping the glass plate with various levels of impact softness, at the 
middle grid points of the glass surface. The measured data were then transformed into 
ARTeMIS and processed by FDD (Figure 1b). 

 

 

f(1)w = 13.1 Hz 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 1: Modal experiments. (a) Placement of sensors and (b) predicted fundamental mode of 

vibration. 
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Figuli, Experimental investigation on the ball drop impact resistance of traditional glass windows 

Dynamic impact experiments 
Later on, dynamic impact experiments were performed on the same windows. The 
reference test setup is shown in Figure 2. It was organized so that each steel ball could 
impact the window in the middle of glass, while the overall sample was attached to a 
rigid metal frame and. Different impact bodies (two steel balls with nominal weight of 
2.644 kg and 4.571 kg) and drop height (i.e., horizontal distance between the ball and the 
window) were used. For each drop test, accelerations were measured by means of a set 
of sensors positioned in the lower part of glass (right side, at a distance of 0.2m from the 
edge). A high-speed camera (FASTEC TS3100SC4256 Imaging) was also used, to 
investigate the impact velocity based also on slow motion registrations. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 2: Impact tests. (a) Reference setup (lateral view) and (b) laboratory test. 

Four experiments were carried out on two windows samples (wood / PVC), by 
accounting for different steel ball sizes and overall impact energies. The latter values 
were calculated according to Equation (1), by taking advantage of slow motion records 
from the high-speed camera:  

𝐸𝐸 = 1
2 𝑚𝑚 𝑣𝑣2 (1) 

The maximum impact velocity of each test is presented in Table 1, as a function of ball 
size and level of impact energy, when damage of glass panel occurred.  
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Tab. 1.1. Impact resistance of windows under different ball sizes and impact velocity 

Ball mass 

[kg] 

Energy 

[J] 

Impact 

velocity [m/s] 

 

Impact horizontal 

distance [m] 

 

Window 

frame 

 2.644 

2,644 

2,644 

7.72 2.42 1.30 wood 

2.644 

2,644 

2,644 

3.36 1.60 0.90 wood 

2.644 

2,644 

2,644 

8,90 2.59 1.40 wood 

4.571 19.75 2.94 0.15 PVC 

CONCLUSIONS 
The paper presented a series of ball drop impact experiments, carried out to estimate the 
dynamic resistance of glass windows. Traditional samples with wood frame were taken 
into account, and compare with PVC framed systems. The fundamental vibration 
frequency and modal shape of the examined windows were first explored, based on 
modal analysis. Later on, ball drop impact tests were carried out. The study is part of an 
ongoing project that will include analytical and numerical analyses of the examined 
systems. 
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ABSTRACT 
A fragility curve needed for the seismic risk assessment of nuclear power plant (NPP) 
structures is obtained using response and capacity of the structure in a probabilistic 
manner. The structural response is traditionally assumed to have log-normal 
distribution. However, the log-normal assumption could be inappropriate for the 
structure with highly nonlinear behavior. In this research, structural response of a NPP 
structure mainly affected by shear wall exhibiting nonlinear hysteretic behavior is 
studied. Structural parameters associated with backbone curve of hysteresis curve is 
shown to have a considerable effect on the spectral acceleration response in the 
structure. Assuming the variation in the structural parameter value, probability 
distribution of the response is studied. Sampling-based simulation is conducted with 
parameter variation to verify the adequacy of log-normal assumption of the structural 
responses with strong nonlinear behavior. Log-normal distribution is fitted and tested 
with the responses from the simulation. A new approach for the probability 
distribution estimation is applied to the structural response which is not log-normally 
distributed. It is shown that the new approach is appropriate for expressing 
non-traditional probability distribution of response of nonlinear structures. 

KEYWORDS: Lognormal assumption, nonlinear response, probability distribution 

INTRODUCTION 

For the seismic risk assessment for NPP structures, a fragility curve should be 
calculated to estimate the frequency of failure represented as a function of seismic 
intensity. The fragility curve is obtained using the response and capacity of the 
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structure in a probabilistic manner. NPP structures have a very thick shear wall as its 
essential structural element to resist the seismic loads. Shear walls under strong seismic 
excitation have hysteretic behavior which can affect the response largely (strong 
nonlinear behavior). Although the structural response is traditionally assumed to be 
log-normally distributed, the log-normal assumption could be inappropriate for the 
structure with strong nonlinear behavior. 
In this research, we study on the nonlinear behavior of the structure with a shear wall 
and the parameters which have a considerable effect on the structure is determined. To 
verify the adequacy of using the log-normal distribution under the strong nonlinear 
responses of the structure with the parameter variability, sampling-based simulation is 
conducted to obtain the nonlinear responses of the structure with the parameter 
variability. Traditional probability distribution estimation uses log-normal distribution 
to fit the nonlinear responses. The traditional assumption was shown to be not always 
valid based on the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test results. Probability distribution 
with atypical shape is estimated using a new approach. 

STRUCTURAL MODEL AND PARAMETER VARIATION 
Analytical model of a NPP structure is constructed using open source program 
OpenSees. A lumped-mass model is applied as the structural model because it is more 
suitable for numerous number of analysis when a sample-based probabilistic approach 
is used. Nonlinear behavior of shear wall can be defined by hysteretic model consisting 
of backbone curve and a hysteretic rule. A backbone curve defines the response under 
monotonic loading, and a hysteretic rule decides how the element behaves under cyclic 
loading.  
 

Figure 1: NPP structure model (left); backbone curve of hysteretic model [1] (right) 

 
Hysteretic Material which is supported on OpenSees program can represent the 
hysteretic behavior of shear wall using several parameters associated with backbone 
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curve and the cyclic response including strength deterioration, pinching effect and 
others. Figure 2 shows floor response spectrum obtained from the results of the 
nonlinear structural model. Amplitude of structural response increase linearly when 
the structural model is linear, but the result in figure 2 shows frequency shift of the 
peaks and the amplification of amplitudes not proportional to the seismic intensities. It 
is observed that the nonlinearity increases as seismic intensity increases. 

Figure 2: Floor response spectrum of a nonlinear structural model: at node 5 (left) and 14 (right) 

Parameters associated with backbone curve, elastic modulus and damping coefficient 
are considered to represent structural uncertainties. Latin hypercube sampling method 
is used to construct the cases to probabilistically represent the parameter variation. 
Sufficient number of cases are sampled to reliably develop the probability distribution 
of the results. 

PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION ESTIMATION 
The K-S test is performed to compare the estimated log-normal distribution with actual 
empirical distribution. Spectral acceleration results are fitted to log-normal distribution 
and the equality of the fitted distribution and the actual distribution is identified using 
the K-S test. As a result of the K-S test, the log-normal distribution is not always valid 
under strong nonlinear behavior and our result reveals that the log-normal distribution 
assumption is not appropriate under the strong nonlinear behavior. The left side of the 
figure 3 shows the example case of the actual distribution and the fitted log-normal 
distribution together. The K-S test says that the two distribution is not equal; other 
distribution model should be tested. However, the actual distribution does not follow 
typical probability distributions. To address this issue, a new method to appropriately 
express the probability distribution to relieve any constraints for a distributional 
assumption of the nonlinear response is adapted. Gaussian mixture model (GMM) can 
represent probability density function parametrically with a weighted sum of Gaussian 
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densities [2]. Parameters in GMM can be estimated using Expectation-Maximization 
(EM) algorithm. Right side of figure 3 represents the probability distribution fitted 
using GMM and the actual distribution. Comparing the traditional method with the 
GMM, it is verified that the new method is much better to express the probability 
distribution of seismic response in a structure with nonlinear shear wall behavior. 
 

 
Figure 3: Lognormal distribution fitting (left); probability distribution fitting with GMM (right) 

 

CONCLUSIONS  
NPP structures under strong seismic motion can exhibit highly nonlinear response due 
to the hysteretic behavior of shear walls. Floor response spectrum of nonlinear 
structural model reveals frequency shift, broadening and amplitude changes of the 
peaks. The traditional log-normal assumption of the structural response can be invalid 
when the structure behaves highly nonlinearly. Instead of typical probability 
distribution model, GMM was shown to be a very flexible method for estimating 
probability distribution of highly nonlinear structural response. 
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ABSTRACT 
The management of existing bridges and viaducts is a very current and complex issue. 
Especially after the recent collapses of some bridges in Italian territory, the necessity to 
develop a simple management and maintenance system of these structures has become 
apparent, in order to avoid structural failures and to improve their structural safety. 
Applying the currently existing codified methods for the structural assessment to all 
bridges on the Italian territory is unthinkable, because of the vastness and the variety 
of infrastructural assets, that include very different typologies of structures. It would 
take a lot of time and high economic investments, therefore, the standardized methods 
are usually applied in limited cases. In order to define an intervention priority, a 
simple methodology to evaluate the structural risk associated to all bridges is 
necessary. To this end, in this paper, a classification of the bridges, based on the “level 
of attention” associated to each one, is proposed. The definition of attention level 
classes is based on the results of visual inspections of the structures, that allow to 
evaluate the state of conservation of the bridges and to know their main characteristics. 
Combining the state of conservation with the other factors influencing risk it is possible 
to make a reliable estimate of the structural risk associated with each bridge and to 
evaluate the necessity and the urgency of an intervention. This paper presents the main 
characteristics of the methodology and its application to a sample of Italian bridges.  

KEYWORDS: bridge, road network, structural risk, quick survey, bridge management 

INTRODUCTION 

Bridge infrastructures have a crucial role within the road networks. The recent failures 
of bridges in Italian road networks have highlighted how severe the social and 
economic consequences of the failure or simply of the closure of a bridge are. These 
events led public administrations to focus the attention to the infrastructural heritage 
under their jurisdiction. They are called to deal with several not trivial problems 
peculiar of the Italian infrastructural heritage. First of all, the infrastructural heritage is 
vast and various, in terms of structural typologies, construction period, static scheme, 
materials, etc., and managed by different administrative bodies. Therefore, it is not 
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easy having the complete knowledge of all structures in the territory, considering the 
limited available temporal and economic resources. Moreover, the construction of most 
of the existing bridges dates back to the 2^ post-war period, because of the necessity to 
replace destroyed bridges during the war as soon as possible. Therefore, most of them 
are built more than 50 years ago and without paying more attention to the quality of 
construction materials and details. Many others were built in even less recent periods 
and date back to 1800 and to beginning of 1900. This led that the majority of bridges 
were designed in respect of traffic loads lower than the loads to which the structures 
are currently subjected or codified by the current technical standards. Finally, there 
was an almost complete absence of monitoring and maintenance over the years, 
especially for bridges within minor roads. This caused the progressive deterioration of 
the conservation state of many structures, that suffer from the effects of time without 
an adequate control and maintenance. These considerations underline the necessity to 
improve the knowledge of the infrastructures and to define methods of structural risk 
assessment that can harmonize both the necessity to have a wide and complete survey 
of the current structural risk associated with all bridges in the Italian territory and the 
limited temporal and economic resources to invest in it. It is inconceivable to apply 
sophisticated and accurate methods of evaluations, such as the one foreseen by the 
national code, to all structures in the territory, but it is necessary to proceed for 
following levels of analysis, in order to apply simple and quick methods of evaluation 
to a great number of bridges and more time-consuming and costly ones to a limited 
number of selected structures. The main scope of this paper is to provide a new 
multi-level approach that allows to define an order of priority, classifying structures on 
the basis of simple methods of evaluation, and identify those that require more in 
depth analysis. It represents a decision support to management bodies of the 
infrastructures, to decide how and where allocate their economic and temporal 
resources, in all phases of a management system.  

MULTI-LEVEL APPROACH OF ASSESSMENT AND ANALYSIS 

A five levels (from Level 0 to Level 4) approach is proposed. They are represented in 
Figure 1. As the level rises, the accuracy of the assessments, the completeness of 
analysis and the time required to conclude them increase. The five levels provided are 
strictly connected each other. The results obtained by the application of each level are 
used as input data for the subsequent levels. The analysis foreseen in the Level 0 are 
applied to all bridges in the territory, aiming at establishing a priority order for the 
inspections to be executed in the Level 1. The analysis foreseen in the Level 1 give as 
result a classification of the structures in 5 classes of level of attention, that is defined 
through an algorithm that combines classes of hazard, classes of vulnerability and 
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Morelli, Classification of bridges 

classes of exposition. For each class of level of attention, possible measures to be taken 
are proposed and defined, according to the scheme in Figure 1. 

Figure 1: Scheme that summarizes the multi-level approach. 

THE ATTENTION LEVEL CLASSES OF BRIDGES 

The main focus of the multi-level approach is the classification of bridges based on the 
level of attention associated with each one. The level of attention is defined by the 
combination of classes of hazard, vulnerability and exposition, with a framework that 
brings to mind the typical one for the definition of seismic risk. Each factor is 
determined, in turn, by the combination of two parameters. Hazard depends on the 
state of deterioration and the period of construction of the bridge. The state of 
deterioration is evaluated through visual inspections that allow to identify the current 
degradation phenomena and their severity. The period of construction suggests the 
rapidity of the degradation developing, supposing that it was nil at construction time.  
Vulnerability depends on the vulnerability associated with the static scheme and the 
length of the bridges on the basis of the redundancy of static scheme, susceptibility to 
fragile collapses and sensitivity of the construction materials to deterioration. The 
vulnerability of the static scheme is combined with the period of construction, in order 
to consider the standards in force and the design traffic loads. Exposition depends on 
the Average Daily Traffic (ADT) and the heavy one. These data, usually, are known to 
the management bodies, so they can be acquired simply. The classes individuated by 
the level of traffic are combined with the indication of the presence or the absence of 
sustainable alternative routes, in order to take into account the resilience of the road 
network. The three factors are obtained by the combination of the various parameters 
such as shown in Figure 2.  
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Hazard Vulnerability Exposition 

 
Figure 2: Scheme of combination for the determination of classes of the three considered factors. 

The three factors do not have the same importance in the determination of the level of 
attention. If the hazard class is high, indeed, the level of attention of the bridge is high, 
regardless the other classes. This method of classification was calibrated and validated 
through its application on bridges under the jurisdiction of the Province of Pisa. Visual 
inspections and surveys of deterioration phenomena were carried out on more than 100 
bridges. These inspections, as well as allowed to compile a database with all 
information about the structures (Level 0), allowed to determine all factors useful to 
determine the level of attention class of each bridge (Level 1). A classification of these 
100 bridges was obtained and the more critical structures were individuated. The 
application of the method demonstrated that it well reflects the judgement of the 
inspectors about the possible level of risk associated with analyzed bridges. Moreover, 
it is based on simple, quick and economically sustainable methods of evaluation, that 
foresee only visual inspections, to carry out without particular or sophisticated 
instruments, and that need a little input data that can be acquired simply.  

CONCLUSIONS 

Differently from other methods of classification existing in scientific literature, [1] and 
[2], the proposed method of classification gives indication about the level of attention 
that a bridge requires simply and using a little input data that can be acquired without 
huge economic investments. Through the multi-level approach, the management 
bodies have a tool of knowledge of its infrastructures and indications about how to act 
in all phases of management activity, as well as a tool to identify the needs of more in 
depth analysis and interventions and their urgency. 
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ABSTRACT 
The paper analyses the dynamic response of multiple base-isolated structures with the 
aim of accurately calibrating and selecting the sensor sensitivities for their structural 
monitoring. A first approach is devoted to the development of an analytical simple 
model composed by linear-superstructures posed on a common nonlinear base isolation 
system. The dynamic response of such model subjected to stochastic dynamic excitation 
will be evaluated through an iterative linearization procedure based on the 
determination of the covariance matrix. The results give an indication of the acceleration 
level induced on the isolated structures induced by environmental noise. Instead, the 
prediction of the seismic response will be assessed through a numerical algorithm 
dedicated to the nonlinear dynamic analysis of multiple building base isolated structures 
(3DBASIS-M). The fusion of all results will be useful to better identify the features of the 
accelerometer sensors on the basis of defined objective. The methodology will be applied 
to a preliminary design of a permanent seismic monitoring system for the real case of 
the Department of Human Science Building belonging to the University of L’Aquila. 

KEYWORDS: stochastic dynamic load, monitoring system design, sensor sensitivities, 
nonlinear dynamics 

INTRODUCTION 

Base isolation has become a popular solution to reduce seismically induced acceleration 
and relative displacement in buildings. This paper shows a preliminary proposal for the 
designing of a seismic monitoring system for multiple-base isolated structure through 
the prediction of both nonlinear stochastic response and seismic response.  
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DYNAMIC OF A SIMPLE ANALYTICAL MODEL FOR MULTIPLE-ISOLATED 
STRUCTRUES  
The dynamic of multiple-isolated structures is evaluated through a simple analytical 
model composed by n simple oscillators posed on nonlinear base isolation system 
(Figure 1). In the Figure 1, Mi, Ki and Ci represent the mass, stiffness and damping of the 
i-th oscillator while Mb, Kd and Cd are the global stiffness and damping of the base 
isolation system. Ui, Ub and Ug are the absolute displacements of the oscillators, isolated 
base and ground, respectively. Introduced the following dimensionaless variables: 

𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 =
𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖
𝐿𝐿 , 𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 =

𝑈𝑈𝑏𝑏
𝐿𝐿 , 𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 =

𝑈𝑈𝑔𝑔
𝐿𝐿 , 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖 =

𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖−𝑈𝑈𝑏𝑏
𝐿𝐿 , 𝑑𝑑𝑏𝑏 =

𝑈𝑈𝑏𝑏−𝑈𝑈𝑔𝑔
𝐿𝐿 , 𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖 =

𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖
𝑀𝑀𝑏𝑏

,   

(1) 

𝜔𝜔𝑖𝑖
2 = 𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖

𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖
, 𝜔𝜔𝑏𝑏

2 = 𝐾𝐾𝑏𝑏
𝑀𝑀𝑏𝑏

, 𝛽𝛽𝑖𝑖 =
𝜔𝜔𝑖𝑖
𝜔𝜔𝑏𝑏

, 𝜉𝜉𝑖𝑖 =
𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖

2𝜔𝜔𝑖𝑖𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖
, 𝜉𝜉𝑏𝑏 =

𝐶𝐶𝑏𝑏
2𝜔𝜔𝑏𝑏𝑀𝑀𝑏𝑏

, 𝜏𝜏 = 𝜔𝜔𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡 

the nonlinear equations look as: 

𝐌𝐌�̈�𝐝 + 𝐂𝐂�̇�𝐝 + 𝐊𝐊L𝐝𝐝 + (1 − 𝛼𝛼)𝐡𝐡𝑧𝑧 = −𝐫𝐫�̈�𝑢𝑔𝑔 

𝑧𝑧 = −𝛾𝛾|�̇�𝑑𝑏𝑏|𝑧𝑧|𝑧𝑧|𝑛𝑛−1 − 𝛽𝛽�̇�𝑑𝑏𝑏|𝑧𝑧|𝑛𝑛 + 𝐴𝐴�̇�𝑑𝑏𝑏 
(2) 

where the hysteretic component of the restoring force, (1-)hz, is here represented by an 
adjunct variable z whose evolution is described through a Bouc-Wen model. The 
variable  is the post-to-preyielding stiffness ratio while h and r are the allocation vector 
of the hysteretic force and the external forces. The vector d contains the relative 
displacements (di, db) while KL is the linear stiffness matrix. In the Bouc-Wen model the 
parameters  and  control the shape of the hysteresis loop, A the restoring force 
amplitude and n the smooth transition from elastic to plastic response (for large value of 
n the model tends to an elasto-plastic behaviour). 

 

Figure 1: Sketch of an analytical model representative of multiple-isolated 
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The nonlinear stochastic response can be calculated through the covariance matrix  
coming from the solution of the following Lyapunov equation and after having carried 
out an equivalent system linearization [1], [2]. 

𝟎𝟎 = 𝐀𝐀𝑠𝑠𝚪𝚪 + 𝚪𝚪𝐀𝐀𝑠𝑠 + 2𝜋𝜋𝐁𝐁𝑠𝑠𝐒𝐒𝐁𝐁𝑠𝑠 (3) 

where S is the power of white noise while As and Bs are the space-state matrices that 
assume the following form: 

𝐀𝐀𝑠𝑠 = [ 𝟎𝟎𝟑𝟑𝟑𝟑𝟑𝟑 𝐈𝐈𝟑𝟑𝟑𝟑𝟑𝟑
−𝐌𝐌−𝟏𝟏𝐊𝐊 −𝐌𝐌−𝟏𝟏𝐂𝐂] , 𝑩𝑩𝒔𝒔 = [𝟎𝟎𝟏𝟏𝟑𝟑𝟑𝟑T −𝐫𝐫T]T (4) 

As well described in [1], since the coefficients defined in the linearization process depend 
by the standard deviations to solve the Lyapunov Equation (Eq. (3)) an iterative solution 
is required. 

In the Figure 2 are reported some examples of dynamic response of the analytical model 
under both white noise and seismic input. In the first case (Figure 2a-c), the response has 
been evaluated by equivalent linearization and represented through the standard 
deviations varying the power of white noise (S). In the second case (Figure 2d-f), has 
been calculated the seismic response under Kobe earthquake by direct integration. It is 
evident that the whole scenario of different levels of dynamic amplification can give 
useful information about an optimal calibration of the type of sensors to be used. Of 
course, a more detail will be assessed through a numerical algorithm dedicated to the 
nonlinear dynamic analysis of multiple building base isolated structures (3DBASIS-M 
[3]). 

Figure 2: Nonlinear stochastic response evaluated by equivalent linearization (2 = 6.25, 2 = 0.3, 

a-c). Example of seismic response: Kobe earthquake, 1 = 2.50, 1 = 0.1, 2 = 6.25, 2 = 0.3 (e-g).
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CASE STUDY 
The information coming from both the simple analytical model and numerical approach 

(3DBASIS-M) will be used to calibrate a structural health monitoring system for the buildings of 

the Dept. of Human Science at the University of L’Aquila. As shown in Figure 3, they are by 4 

building placed on a single isolated plate. 

Figure 3: Example of multiple-isolated structures: Dept. of Human Science (L’Aquila, Italy). 

CONCLUSIONS 
The paper regarded the development of a simple analytical model able to predict the 
dynamic response of multiple base-isolated structures. The evaluation of both nonlinear 
stochastic response and seismic response could be useful for optimizing the sensor 
sensitivities for seismic monitoring. A further development of the work will be to 
propose a relationship between the acceleration amplitude and the sensors sensitivities. 
A case study will be analyzed to verify the potentiality of the method. 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper addresses the experimental campaign developed to obtain the main dynamic 
characteristics of an ancient steel bridge built in 1918 with a total length of 169 m. This 
five span bridge are built with riveted Pratt trusses, these trusses present different 
boundary conditions on its supports. The five piles are built with the same configuration 
and material, presenting a central pile with 22.6 m height. The static and dynamic tests 
presented in the document shows the real behavior obtained in some load tests 
developed using real trains at different velocities after the development of some 
important retrofitting works developed to maintain the use of the bridge with the actual 
regulations. Several seismic accelerometers were placed on the bridge in selected 
positions and many elements of the trusses were monitored with fiber optic sensor to 
monitor the bevaviour of the bridge in static and dynamic conditions. The document 
shows the main vertical frequencies and damping ratios obtained after a dynamic 
analysis, as well the critical elements of this bridge. The actual tests shows a good 
behaviour of the structures and are agree with the numerical analysis developed to 
project the retrofit of this.  

KEYWORDS: Fiber optic sensor, accelerometer, steel bridge, static load test, dynamic load 
test.   
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INTRODUCTION 

The aim of structural health monitoring is to develop systems that provide information 
on significant damage to or relative changes in a structure. In many geotechnical and 
civil engineering applications, its use is fundamental in order to monitor the safety level 
in real time and optimize maintenance work [1]. 
Obtaining these objectives requires the use of sensors installed in the structure to provide 
information on important parameters regarding its state. Mechanical strain and 
accelerations are one of the parameters that provide most information on the state of the 
structure [2].  
In this case, Quisi Bridge is an ancient steel bridge built in 1918. Over the last few years, 
repairs and reinforcement of the structure have been carried out to adapt the structure 
to the demands imposed by the current bridge regulations, that is, for the load value of 
the 4100 Series Train with a total load of 92.8 ton. Reinforcements consist of the welding 
of sheets in bars and joints, both the structure of the board and the pile. After these 
reinforcement operations, static and dynamic load tests have been carried out to verify 
that the real behavior of the structure corresponds to that theoretical in the repair and 
reinforcement project.  
This paper present the dynamic and static load test developed to obtain the real behavior 
of the bridge. Monitoring systems used were (1) fiber optic sensors to obtain strain in 
and temperature [3, 4], (2) accelerometers to obtain modal frequencies and eigenvalues, 
(3) displacement transducers to obtain main relative displacement between structure 
and abutments and (4) digital leveling topography to obtain vertical displacements. The 
actual tests shows a good behaviour of the structures and are agree with the numerical 
analysis developed to project the retrofit of this.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE STEEL BRIDGE 

The structure is approximately 170 m long, formed by six spans, with lengths 21.48 + 
21.12 + 42.00 + 42.00 + 21.12 + 21.48 m. The two centrals present a continuous hyperestatic 
structural configuration, while the four lateral ones have an isostatic configuration. 
Hyperestatic structural configuration are composed by two parallel Pratt trusses with a 
total width of 4 m. Isostatic spans are composed by two parallel Pratt trusses with a total 
width of 2.8 m.  

TRAIN USED IN THE TESTS 

To carry out the test, a 2500 Series diesel train that covers the Benidorm/Denia route 
was used. The total weight of an empty 2500 Series train is 558.4 kN (fully loaded is 
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662.4 kN) divided among four twin‐axle bogeys with a total length of 34.79 m. In this 
case, a double configuration was used (Figure 2).  

Figure 2: 2500 Serie Train vertical load, double configuration. 

RESULTS 

Figure 3 show the strains recorded in the upper beam of the trusses during the dynamic 
load test. The results are shown for two load tests one at 50 km/h and another at 20 km/h. 
In view of the results, a small amplification of the strain is observed as a consequence of 
the increase in speed. If we consider the strain in the static load test, the impact factors 
oscillate between 1.02 and 1.21. 

(a) (b) 
Figure 3: (a) Strain in upper beam of the trusses, during dynamic load test. (b)‐ FFT for 

accelerometer placed in the center of hyperestatic span. 

Figure 4 show the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and allow us to clearly identify the 
fundamental frequency of the hyperstatic bridge of 4.54 Hz. For the case of the isostatic 
span, the fundamental frequency of vibration of the first mode is 8.74 Hz. Figure 5 shows 
the comparatives of the first vibration mode, obtained experimentally and by means of 
theoretical simulation. The results show a high degree of fit. Table 1 shows the 
comparison between real and theoretical vibrational frequencies. 
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4.54 Hz 

 
4.6 Hz 

Figure 5: Real and theoretical vibrational mode 

Tab. 1 Vibrational Frequencies (Hz) for different vibrational modes.  

 Mode1 Mode2 Mode3 Mode4 Mode5 Mode 6 

Experimental 4.54 6.785 8.74 8.79 8.74 8.74 

Theoretical 4.6 6.33 8.54 8.78 8.98 9.13 

Experimental/Proyecto 1.32% 6.71% 2.29% 0.11% 2.75% 4.46% 

The damping factor has been analyzed through the logarithmic decrement of the 
accelerations recorded on the free vibration signal, which is defined as: 

𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿 =  
1
𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛

 ln �
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛
� 

Where n is the number of cycles of the interval measured at the fundamental frequency, 
Ao the amplitude of the initial dynamic response, An the amplitude of the dynamic 
response at the end of the interval. The values obtained for the average damping factor 
of this bridge are 2.87 and 2.6 % 

CONCLUSIONS 

The actual tests shows a good behaviour of the structure and are agree with the 
numerical analysis developed to project the retrofit. 
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ABSTRACT 
In this study, a probabilistic seismic reliability model was proposed to evaluate the 
performance of an urban water transmission network. The proposed reliability model 
consists of an input seismic generation module including probabilistic seismic hazard 
analysis and a hydraulic analysis module using EPANET. The hydraulic analysis 
module involves the deterioration of the pipeline, the numerical modeling of the water 
network facilities, and the interdependency between water and electric power network. 
For numerical simulations, a MATLAB code has also been developed to enable the 
EPANET analysis with pressure driven analysis and numerical modeling of network 
systems. In order to verify the proposed seismic reliability model, a real water network 
was adopted and the location and magnitude of the earthquake were determined by the 
probabilistic seismic hazard analysis. In addition, two performance indices (system 
serviceability index, nodal serviceability index) were introduced for the network 
performance evaluation. As a result of the numerical analysis, a water network was 
found to be significantly influenced by not only the magnitude of the earthquake but 
also the deterioration of pipeline and interdependency of an electric power network. 

KEYWORDS: Smart water network, flow-based network analysis, seismic reliability model, 
probabilistic seismic hazard analysis 

INTRODUCTION 

In recent times, frequent earthquakes have caused human casualties and property 
damage, resulting in increased social disruption. The critical lifeline infrastructure 
throughout the city can be directly or indirectly damaged, and it causes significant 
difficulties in daily life. The Northridge earthquake (1994) in California, USA and the 
Kobe earthquake (1995) in Japan led to immense damage to waterworks facilities. The 
Northridge earthquake (M 6.7) resulted in approximately 74 breaks to the main pipeline 
of diameter over 600 mm and 1013 breaks in the main pipeline below the diameter of 600 
mm. In Kobe earthquake (M 6.9), there were 23 breaks to the main water line, limiting
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the water supply to approximately 15 million people. In addition, the Kaikoura 
earthquake (M 7.8) in New Zealand (2016) had a significant economic impact on other 
lifelines (indirect losses) as well as the water lifeline itself (direct losses) [1]. 

GROUND MOTION PREDICTION EQUATION 

For water supply facilities such as a water treatment plant, water storage tank, and water 
pumping plant, PGA is known to be suitable for predicting the failure probability, 
whereas PGV is known as the intensity measure for predicting the failure probability of 
buried pipelines. In this study, PGV and PGA were predicted using the GMPE proposed 
by Wang and Takada [2] and Kawashima et al. [3], respectively. Each proposed GMPE 
is as follows: 

𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙�𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗�  =  0.725𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 0.00318𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 − 0.519− 1.318 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙�𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 + 0.334𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒0.653𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖� (1) 

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗  =  403.8 • 100.265𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 • (𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 + 30)−1.218 (2) 

where H is the length of the focal depth (km), and PGA (cm/s2) and PGV (cm/s) represent 
the ground motion intensity [1].  

SEISMIC VULNERABILITY ANALYSIS OF WATER FACILITIES 

The US Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) and American Lifelines 
Alliance (ALA) presented the failure probability of water network facilities. According to 
the report, the bulk of historical earthquake records show the failure probability of buried 
pipes based on the repair rate (number of breaks per unit length). The repair rate is 
calculated based on the regression curve, which represents the number of pipe breaks 
due to ground motion [1, 4]. 

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 (𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏/𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘)  =  𝜅𝜅𝜅𝜅(𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖)𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏 (3) 

where 𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊 is ground motion of midpoint of the i-th pipeline, and κ and τ are the scaling 
and exponent parameters, respectively. Detail information of failure probability of other 
network facilities are described in other papers [1, 4]. 

HYDRAULIC SIMULATION AND PERFORAMCNE INDEX 

To evaluate the required demand performance of the damaged water network, the entire 
network is simulated using the EPANET program by employing pressure-driven 
analysis (PDA). For numerical modelling of buried pipelines, damage states are 
classified into three types: leakage, breakage, and intact case. The broad approach 
proposed by Hwang et al. [5] is adopted to evaluate the leakage and breakage conditions 
of damaged pipelines. In the EPANET analysis, an emitter is used to calculate the 
leakage and breakage discharge flows, and the emitter coefficient can be evaluated using 
the orifice flow rate equation [1].  
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In addition, the performance of the entire network system is evaluated based on 
hydraulic analysis. In this study, the system serviceability index (𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆) [6] and the nodal 
serviceability index (𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 ) [7], which is known to be reliable factors of water supply 
systems, is utilized [1].  

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 

An earthquake of magnitude 6.0–8.0 was generated using the epicenter of the selected 
input earthquake and the parametric study was performed by increasing the 
interdependency of the 154 kV substation and the pumping plant to 0, 0.5, and 1. 
Simultaneously, the elapsed time was increased from 0 to 30 years to evaluate the seismic 
performance of the water network owing to pipeline deterioration. Fig. 1 represents the 
entire water transmission networks and network facilities including substations [1].  

Figure 1: Construction of water transmission network of A-city, South Korea [1] 

NUMERICAL RESULTS 

Fig. 2 shows the fragility surface of the system serviceability and nodal serviceability of 

the network, depending on the magnitude of the earthquake, elapsed time, and 

interdependency ratio.  

Figure 2: Seismic fragility surface of water transmission network [1] 
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The network performance decreases as the magnitude of the earthquake increases and 
as the elapsed time increases. When the elapsed time was more than 20 years, the effects 
of the ground motion intensity and pipeline deterioration increased. In addition, it can 
be observed that the influence of the substation on the network performance becomes 
greater as the interdependency of the substation increases [1]. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, we propose a comprehensive approach to evaluate the flow-based seismic 

risk analysis of water transmission networks. The proposed method consists of three 

phases: earthquake generation model, update of orifice flow, and performance 

evaluation of water networks. To perform a hydraulic analysis, MATLAB-based 

computer code was developed and an actual water transmission network of South Korea 

was constructed. The results from the proposed approach quantitatively show that the 

water network is significantly affected by not only the magnitude of the earthquake but 

the interdependency and pipeline deterioration. 
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ABSTRACT 
Steel beams with I-shaped cross-sections have been widely used as major load-carrying 
structural members. The weld zone in an I-beam is vulnerable to fatigue type damage 
during the long service life, which might result in a catastrophic failure. In this study, a 
guided waves based damage detection method is presented for monitoring the weld 
zone in an I-shape steel beam. Pulse-echo method is employed using piezoelectric 
sensors. At first, semi-analytical finite element (SAFE) analysis was carried out for 
selecting proper wave modes with high sensitivity to the weld zone in the cross section. 
Then, 3D finite element analysis was performed for verification. Cross-correlation 
coefficients of the wave signals between the damaged and intact cases were calculated 
to detect the existence of damage. Time-of-flight (ToF) information was utilized for 
damage localization. Principal component analysis (PCA) was performed to improve the 
robustness of damage detection under temperature variation. 
KEYWORDS: Guided waves, I-beam, weld zone, damage detection, SAFE, ToF, PCA 

INTRODUCTION 
For an I-shape beam, fillet weld is one of the most common ways to connect the web 
plate and flange plate. To realize quick scanning over long length of structural members, 
ultrasonic waves based SHM system is a promising approach [1]. Enough wave energy 
shall be focused to the weld zone to enhance the detection precision. However, the area 
of the weld zone in the I-shape beam is usually less than 2% of the whole cross section. 
Furthermore, some parts of the structural cross section are usually connected to other 
structural members. Therefore, appropriate sensor type, sensor locations, and exciting 
frequency range shall be considered carefully. 

DISPERSIVE CHARACTERISTICS OF GUIDED WAVES 
The dimension and physical parameters of the I-shape beam tested in this paper are 
shown in Table. 1. The total length of the beam is 1 meter. Dispersion curve for phase 
velocity was obtained by SAFE method as shown in Fig. 1 (a). Wave modes were 
searched for higher energy concentration in the weld zone. Considering the performance 
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of the experimental instrument, the searching frequency range was set from 30 to 70 kHz. 
Fig. 1 (b) shows the 13th wave mode at 40 kHz. The energy ratio of the bottom weld zone 
to the whole cross section is 2.22% for this mode, which is relatively high compared to 
the other wave modes. For example, the energy ratio is only 0.15% for the 6th wave mode 
as shown in Fig. 1 (c). Hence the 13th wave mode at 40 kHz was chosen as the exciting 
wave mode for damage detection in the weld zone. 
3D wave propagation analysis was carried out using ABAQUS for selecting sensor 
locations in the I-shaped cross-section. At first, 11 locations were considered for both 
actuating and sensing as shown in Fig. 2 (a). Numerical results indicate that Locations 5 
and 6 are the best to excite the 13th wave mode, which shows relatively high energy 
distribution in the weld zone. Fig. 2 (c) shows 2D-FFT curve for a set of simulated time-
history signals along the welding line, which shows good agreement with the SAFE 
results. 

Table. 1. Geometrical dimensions and physical parameters of I-shape beam 

Young 

Modulus 

Poisson’s 

Ratio 
Density  Thickness  

Flange 

Width 

Web 

Height 
Weld Size 

206Gpa 0.28 7850kg/m3 6mm 120mm 100mm 5mm 

 
a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

Figure 1: Dispersion curve for an I-shaped beam: a) phase velocity; b) the 13th wave mode; c) 

the 6th wave mode 

 
a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

Figure 2: Excitation scheme: a) potential sensor locations and excitation directions; b) energy 

percentage of each wave mode in the weld zone at 40kHz with sensors at Locations 5 and 6; 

c) 2D-FFT curve by 3D simulation  
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EXPERIMENTS FOR DAMAGE DETECTION 
Experiments were conducted on a steel beam with same properties as in the simulation 
study. A pair of piezo-electric transducers were installed at Location 5 and 6. Tests were 
conducted at three conditions: intact specimen, specimen with an additional mass 
(1cm*5mm quadrate cross section) at 0.7m and specimen with a cut (5mm*5mm 
triangular cross section, 1cm long) on the weld zone in the middle as shown in Fig. 3. 
Sinusoidal wave with Hanning-window at 40 kHz was used as the excitation signal at 2 
sensors as shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 4 shows the signal received at the intact state and its 
Hilbert envelope along with the one obtained at the cut damage state. The acoustic 
distance was calculated for wave packet using the ToF and the group velocity [1]. 
Damage detection was carried out using residual signals between the damaged and 
intact signals as shown in Fig. 5. To improve the damage identification, cross-correlation 
analysis was performed between the intact and damaged signals. Each time history was 
divided into 20 segments, and the cross-correlation coefficient was calculated at each 
time segment. Results of the damage existence and localization are shown in Fig. 6. 
To investigate the temperature effect on the wave signal, the test beam was placed in a 
temperature chamber to obtain signals at 15 - 40 °С. 

Figure 3: Experiment layout Figure 4: Signal with Hilbert Envelope 

Figure 5: Residual signals: a) between intact 

and mass-added; b) between intact and cut 

damage 

Figure 6: Cross-correlation value at each 

time segment: a) between intact and mass-

added; b) between intact and cut damage 

a) 

b) 
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Signals at the intact state under various temperature are shown in Fig. 7. Fig. 4 and Fig. 
7 indicate that the cross-correlation analysis under large temperature variation may 
cause false alarm in damage detection. Thus, PCA [2] was carried out to detect abnormity 
under various ambient temperature. 105 measurements from intact condition were used 
as the base signals for the PCA. Large number of measurements were obtained as test 
signals: 200 for intact condition, 230 for cut damage and 100 for mass-added condition. 
Q-index was evaluated for each test signal using the first 4 PCs determined from the base 
signals. The damage existence was determined by observing the step change in Q-index 
as in Fig. 9 (a). To estimate damage location, the cumulative contribution rate of Q-index 
(𝑄𝑄𝑡𝑡 𝑄𝑄𝑇𝑇⁄ , 𝑡𝑡 ∈ [0, 𝑇𝑇]) was calculated at each time instance in comparison with the whole 
propagation history. For the intact state, 𝑄𝑄𝑡𝑡 𝑄𝑄𝑇𝑇⁄ -index grows smoothly. However, when 
abnormity exists at a certain time instance, a jump has been observed in 𝑄𝑄𝑡𝑡 𝑄𝑄𝑇𝑇⁄ -index as 
in Fig. 9 (b). 

  

 

 

Figure 7: Signals under 

different ambient temperature 
Figure 8: Ambient temperature 

at each measurement 
Figure 9: a) Q-index; b) 

𝑄𝑄𝑡𝑡 𝑄𝑄𝑇𝑇⁄ -index 

CONCLUSIONS 
Guided wave based damage detection is presented for the weld zone of an I-shape steel 
beam. SAFE analysis and 3D simulation on wave propagation were performed for 
selecting sensor locations and input frequency. Laboratory experiments were conducted 
on a beam under different damage states. At first, damage detection was carried out 
based on the residual signals between the damaged and intact cases using the ToF 
information. PCA was also employed to detect damage under various ambient 
temperature. It has been found that small cut and additional mass inflicted in the weld 
zone were successfully detected and localized.  
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ABSTRACT 
Health monitoring of cables in civil engineering structures is a great challenge, because 
their integrity is directly related to the safety of the whole structure. This study 
presents a guided wave method to estimate the existing cable tension and detect the 
cable damages such as wire breakage and corrosion. Pitch-catch and pulse-echo 
methods are applied using a magneto-strictive transducer. Three pairs of permanent 
magnets are used to create an uniform magnetic field on the cable cross section. Three 
groups of coils with different configurations are used for transmitter and receiver to 
provide dynamic magnetic field. Present study was carried out for a strand with 7 
wires. Firstly, the optimal excitation frequency was determined based on the wave 
dispersion properties obtained from the semi-analytical finite element analysis on the 
cable. Then, experimental study was performed for the damage location and severity 
determination with multiple cases of wire breakages and corrosion using the time of 
flight information and amplitude of the reflected wave packets from the damages. 
Finally, the tension force was obtained using the change of group wave velocity for the 
first-arrival wave packet. 

KEYWORDS: Guided waves, magneto-strictive transducer, wire breakage, corrosion, tension 
estimation 

MAGNETO-SRTICTIVE TRANSDUCER DESIGN 

Ferromagnetic materials show two magneto-strictive phenomena, which can be used to 
generate and measure the guided waves. At first, simulation analyses are made on the 
permeability using a commercial software Maxwell to determine the optimal 
properties of the permanent magnet for the static magnetic field provided. Fig. 1(a) 
shows the magnet unit consisting of three NdFeB N35 permanent magnets with the 
size 15×6×6mm and three saddle blocks connecting the magnet loop.  
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As for the coils for providing dynamic magnetic field, three groups of coils are 
arranged in parallel for the receiver, while in series for the transmitter as in Fig. 1(b). 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 1: (a) Permanent magnet for static magnetic field; (b) Coils for dynamic magnetic field 

DISPERSION PROPERTY BY SEMI-ANALYTICAL FINITE ELEMENT METHOD 

The semi-analytical finite element (SAFE) analysis method is employed to calculate the 
dispersion curves for the 7-wire strand. By this method, 3D wave propagation can be 
analyzed by a 2D model assuming the waves propagate along the longitudinal 
direction with a harmonic exponential solution 𝑒𝑒��������. 
The 7-wire strand consists of 6 helix wires and 1 straight core wire with the outer 
diameter OD=15.2mm, elastic modulus E=210×103 MPa, Poisson’s ratio ν=0.29, and 
density ρ=7850 kg/m3. Fig. 2(a) shows the group velocity dispersion curves which can 
be used to select the exciting frequency. Accordingly, 80kHz was chosen as the exciting 
frequency in this experiment. Fig. 2(b) shows the longitudinal mode L(0,1) with the 
wave velocity 4800m/s.  

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 2: (a) Dispersion curves for group velocity; (b) Mode shape of L(0,1)  

WIRE BREAKAGE DETECTION 

Experiments were carried out for detection of artificial wire breakages in the 7-wire 
strand. Fig. 3(a) depicts the layout of the transducers and the positions of damages, 
whereas Fig. 3(b) shows signals received at the transducer. Wave Packets 1-2 are for the 
excitation signals and Wave Packets 3-8 are for the reflected signals from 3 defects, 
while Wave Packets 9-10 are for those reflected from the free end.  
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The wave velocity obtained from the experiment is 5000m/s, which agrees the results of 
the SAFE analysis curve with an error of 4%. The acoustical distances were calculated 
for the wave packets, which match well with the real damages locations with errors 
less than 2%. Meanwhile, the amplitudes of the wave packets reflected from the defects 
increase gradually with the severity. Currently, study is being carried out for better 
qualification of the damage severity using advanced signal processing method.  

1st

2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th 10th

(a) 

(b) 
Figure 3: (a) Layout of the experiment; (b) Received signals from the transducer 

CORROSION DETECTION 

The corrosion of the 7-wire strand is simulated by reducing the wire cross section 
locally with the length of 5cm as in Fig. 4(a). Fig 4(b) gives the received signals, which 
clearly show Wave Packet 3 reflected from the corroded region. In the experiments, the 
outer diameter of the 7-wire strand reduces gradually from 15.2mm to 11mm. The 
amplitude of Wave Packet 3 increases slowly till the outer diameter reduces to 13.0mm, 
but the amplitude increases more significantly after this corrosion state. 

(a) (b) 
Figure 4: (a) Layout of the experiment; (b) Received signals 
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TENSILE FORCE ESTIMATION 

The effect of cable tension on the propagation properties of the guided wave is 
investigated. For a homogeneous and isotropic infinite waveguide subjected to an 
external load, the wave velocities of the longitudinal waves can be written as [1]: 

2V 1 (4 10 4 ) 2
2( 2 )(3 2 )L m l       

     
 

         
     (1) 

where ρ is the density, σ is the tensile stress, λ and μ are Lame’s elastic constants, and 
m,n and l are Murnaghan’s third order elastic constants. 
Pitch-catch method is applied for the force estimation in the 7-wire strand as in Fig. 
5(a). Fig. 5(b) shows the change of the group velocity of the first-arrival wave packet 
with the increasing external force from 50-130kN. Compared with the wave velocity at 
50kN, it reduces 1.8% when the external load increase to 130kN, which can be used to 
measure the absolute tensile force in the cable. 
 

(a) (b) 
Figure 5: (a) Layout of the experiment; (b) Changes of the first-arrival wave velocity 

CONCLUSION 

In this study, a guided wave method is presented for damage detection and tensile 
force estimation in a 7-wire strand using magneto-strictive transducers. Artificial wire 
breakage and corrosion are inflicted at various locations and with different severities. 
Damage locations have been successfully estimated using time of flight information, 
while the damage severities can be determined from the amplitude change of the wave 
packets reflected from the damages. The change of the wave velocity of mode L(0,1) 
can be used as an indicator to measure the change of tensile force, which was proven to 
be effective from the experiment results. 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper presents an application of an output-only structural identification algorithm 
specifically designed for low-cost monitoring systems on a structure with strongly 
non-linear behavior. The identification procedure is conducted simulating the presence 
of a single smart sensor node on the specimen, in order to identify the natural 
frequencies and amplitudes of collected accelerations in real time. The estimated 
parameters are used to develop a non-linear frequency-amplitude model representing 
the structural response, subsequently employed for damage detection. 

KEYWORDS: Damage detection, non-linearity, non-stationarity, operational modal analysis 

INTRODUCTION 

In the field of structural health monitoring, modal parameters (i.e., natural frequencies, 
modal shapes, and damping) are among the most used for damage identification, 
because of their direct physical interpretation [1]. Variations in modal parameters, 
indeed, generally denote a change in the structural dynamic behavior and are often 
associated with ongoing damage. 
Although modal analysis is based on linear models, civil structures generally exhibit 
some degree of non-linearity [2]. This fact is usually neglected, assuming that the 
signals on which modal identification is performed are collected under low-intensity 
excitation and stationary environmental conditions. However, depending on the 
construction technology, some structures may reveal their non-linear behavior even 
under ambient vibration, which is always present during operating conditions. 
Furthermore, ambient excitation is generally non-stationary and its intensity may vary 
over time. The direct comparison of modal parameters obtained during different 
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identification sessions may therefore be misleading for the identification of damage, 
since the differences of the estimated parameters could also be due to variations of the 
exciting input or to environmental effects [2]. 
In this paper a damage-sensitive feature is proposed, computed through the 
parameters obtained during the recursive fitting of instantaneous frequency-amplitude 
data, obtainable my means of a single sensing node. 

DETAILS OF THE PROCEDURE PROPOSED 
First, the modal identification algorithm presented in [3] is applied to extract the 
filtered components from acceleration data collected on the structure. The algorithm 
consists of a first initialization phase that involves the construction of a wavelet filter 
bank used to decompose the acquired signal into separate modal responses, and a 
real-time processing phase that lies in the estimation of instantaneous frequencies and 
amplitudes using the Teager energy operator. At least two channels of acceleration (i.e. 
collected by different sensors or in different directions) must be used to decompose the 
structural response. As new values of frequency and amplitude are available, they 
become part of a sliding window in which the data is sorted by frequency. In particular, 
each new frequency-amplitude couple of values substitutes the nearer value in terms of 
amplitude. This procedure is adopted instead of using a traditional time-based 
forgetting factor in order to minimize the issues related with the non-stationarity of the 
excitation intensity, which would result in an abrupt change of the identified 
parameters. 
A median filter is then applied to limit the fluctuations of amplitude values, which are 
employed as input data for an identification procedure based on non-linear least 
squares. The model employed to perform the identification procedure has been chosen 
with the form of the skew-normal distribution [4], multiplied by the factor 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚, where 
𝑚𝑚 is the mean value of the amplitudes in the window analyzed. In particular, the 
equation used in this study for data fitting is: 

𝑦𝑦(𝑥𝑥) =
𝑚𝑚

𝜔𝜔√𝑚𝜋𝜋
𝑒𝑒�
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��� �

1
√𝑚𝜋𝜋

𝑒𝑒�
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� 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

�
�(���)

��
 (1) 

The identification can therefore be performed repeatedly, obtaining the recursive 
update of the model described in relation (1), the parameters of which (i.e., 𝝎𝝎, 𝝃𝝃, and 
𝜶𝜶) can be employed to compute the instantaneous mean (𝝁𝝁), variance (𝝈𝝈𝟐𝟐) and 
skewness ( 𝜸𝜸 ) of the skew-normal distribution, as explained in [4]. The 
damage-sensitive feature proposed in this paper takes into account these three 
parameters and can be interpreted as an approximation of the mode of the distribution:  

𝑚𝑚� = 𝜇𝜇 −
𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎
𝑚

 (2) 
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APPLICATION 
The case study analyzed in this paper is a full-scale 7-story slice of a reinforced 
concrete building, tested on the shake table of the Network for Earthquake Engineering 
Simulation of the University of California-San Diego (UCSD-NEES) with ambient 
vibration and low-intensity white noise excitation tests, performed after inducing 
progressive damage scenarios. More detailed information about the specimen and the 
test setup can be found in [5]. Two channels of acceleration data collected at the top 
level of the structure has been used in this study with a sampling frequency of 100 Hz. 
The instantaneous frequency and amplitude of the first vibration mode are extracted 
by means of the identification algorithm [3], post-processed through a median filter 
with a window of 600 samples and reported in Figure 1. Here, the line color depends 
on the signal amplitude, as reported in the color bar at the right side of the figure. 

Figure 1: Instantaneous frequency of the first vibration mode, represented as a function of time 

and instantaneous amplitude. 

The dashed vertical lines represent the limits between five different conditions: the 
interval from 0 to 660 seconds describes the structural behavior in undamaged 
condition (U), while during the following intervals, data coming from progressively 
induced damage scenarios (A, B, C, and D) are used. Moreover, in the first part of each 
interval the acceleration recordings collected under 0.05g RMS white noise excitation 
are used, while, in the remaining part, the instantaneous parameters are evaluated 
under low-amplitude ambient vibration. From Figure 1 it is possible to notice how the 
instantaneous frequency is strongly dependent on amplitude variations, presenting 
abrupt alterations when moving from high to modest amplitude values. In particular, 
changes due to amplitude variations are higher than those due to the entry into a 
different damage scenario. This fact makes instantaneous frequency unusable as the 
only parameter for damage identification purposes. In Figure 2 the recursive 
identification procedure is illustrated: 2000 samples (20 sec.) of frequency-amplitude 
data at a time (a) are fitted to the model proposed (b), the parameters of which are used 
to compute the damage-sensitive feature presented in equation (2). 
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Figure 2: Recursive fitting procedure of registered data (a) into model (b), represented over time. 

In Figure 3, the percentage variation of the damage-sensitive feature with respect to the 
mean value computed over a baseline of 30 samples is reported over time as a damage 
index. It is possible to observe that the feature proposed follows the progressive 
damage, not depending on the amplitude level. On the other hand, when a new 
scenario occurs, the parameters tend to new values more slowly than the instantaneous 
frequency, depending on the length of the window used for model fitting. 

Figure 3: Variation over time of the damage-sensitive feature proposed in this study. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Using the instantaneous frequency-amplitude data obtained from a single sensing 
node, a damage-sensitive feature which does not depend on frequency variations due 
to the non-linearity of the structure examined is proposed. The analysis of the variation 
of this feature with respect to a baseline condition allows a robust detection of damage. 
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ABSTRACT

In this work uncertain vibrations of beam-like structures are considered. Attention is

paid to sensors placement and a statistically based method for the selection of sensors

networks is proposed. The objective is to characterize the SHM process in terms of iden-

tifiability and maximum accuracy that a given network of sensors can provide, regardless

of the damage detection techniques to be developed downstream.

KEYWORDS: uncertain beams, damage detection, sensors network, perturbation approach

INTRODUCTION

Uncertainties are unquestionably involved in the structural behavior of all real-life struc-

tures. In this work attention is paid to optimal sensors placement for dynamic dam-

age detection. In the technical literature there are many works dedicated to the optimal

placement of sensors: in [1] improved genetic algorithms are used; [2] considers opti-

mal placement for multi-setup modal analysis; in [3] several methods are compared for

a suspended bridge; invertibility conditions of linear system can be found in [4]. How-

ever, all these works focus on experimental modal analysis, whereas the optimal sensors

placement on damaged structures received less attention [5]. Within this framework, the

approach here proposed is pivoted on the closed-form solution of the 1-D continuum dy-

namic problem provided by a perturbation approach [6], where the smallness parameter

acts as damage parameter and is assumed Gaussian distributed. Then, the damage prob-

ability is evaluated and compared with the probability of detecting the damage with a

given sensors network.The discrepancy among the two values is therefore a measure of

the network capabilities in the damage detection and can be profitably implemented for

selection purposes.

PROPOSED METHOD

We assume: ρ(x, ε) = ρ, B(x, ε) = B0 + εB1(x), |ε| � 1 and ε ∼ N (µε, σε), where ρ is the

linear mass density, x is the abscissa along the beam and B is the flexural stiffness, that is
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assumed as a sum of an initial flexural stiffness B0 and a perturbation term. Specifically,

in our applications we pose a negative function B1(x) (which represents the damaged

area), so that the random parameter ε can be considered as a random damage, where

ε = 0 for an healthy beam, whereas ε > 0 indicates a damage state (and the higher the

parameter, the greater the damage). The governing equation in the modal space:

εB′′
1 (x)φ

′′
i (x, ε) + 2εB′

1(x)φ
′′′
i (x, ε) + (B0 + εB1(x))φ

′′′′
i (x, ε)

ρφi(x, ε)
= − q̈i(t, ε)

qi(t, ε)
= ω2

i (ε) (1)

being (•)′ = ∂(•)/∂x, ˙(•) = ∂(•)/∂t) and where φi(x, ε) are the mode shapes (eigenvec-

tors) and ωi(ε) the relevant (circular) frequencies (related to the eigenvalues λi: ωi(ε) =

λ2
i (ε)

√
B0/ρ). Since ε is a small parameter, Eq. (1) can be solved through a perturbation

approach. Moreover, the dynamic system under investigation is non-defective, therefore

the eigensolution admits a perturbation series of integer powers of the small parameter:

λi(ε) = λ0i + ελ1i + ε2λ2i + . . . φi(x, ε) = φ0i(x) + εφ1i(x) + ε2φ2i(x) + . . . (2)

The damage occurrence is Pd = P (ε > 0) =
∫∞
0 f (ε) dε, where f (ε) is the probabil-

ity density function of ε. In our case, since the random parameter ε has been assumed

gaussian distributed, the probability of damage Pd depends only on the ratio among the

standard deviation σε and the mean value µε, that is, Pd is a function of the coefficient

of variation CVε = σε/µε. The probability to detect the damage by dynamic analysis is

related to the reduction of the eigenvalues:

Pddi = P (λi(ε) < λ0i) = P (λi(ε)− λ0i < 0) i = 1, . . . , nλ (3)

being nλ the number of the first (measured) eigenvalues (related to sampling frequency of

the sensors). Using Eq. (2)1, the differences λi(ε)−λ0i can be written as ελ1i+(ε/σε)
2 σ2

ελ2i,

where ε is gaussian distributed, ε ∼ N (µε, σε), whereas the term (ε/σε)
2 has a noncen-

tral chi-squared distribution X 2(kχ, λχ), with a unitary degree of freedom kχ and non-

centrality parameter λχ equals to (µε/σε)
2. Therefore, the probability density function

of the term λi(ε) − λ0i is a mixture of two known distributions. For the sake of brevity,

the relevant probability Pddi is here explicitly evaluated only in the case when the two

derivatives λ1i and λ2i are both negative (which is the most usual case):


Pddi = γ1iw1i

1
2

(
1 + Erf

[
1√

2CVε

]
+ Erfc

[
λ1i+λ2iµε√
2CVελ2iµε

])
+ γ2iw2i i = 1, . . . , nλ

w1i =
|λ1i|

|λ1i|+ σ2
ε |λ2|

w2i =
σ2
ε |λ2i|

|λ1i|+ σ2
ε |λ2i|

(4)

being Erf the error function and Erfc the complementary error function, and where γ1i =

1−|Ã1i−A1i|/A1i and γ2i = 1−|Ã2i−A2i|/A2i are penalty indexes affecting the first and

the second order term, respectively. A1i and A2i are the analytical absolute values of the
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areas under the graph of |φ1i(x)| and |φ2i(x)|, respectively, whereas Ã1i and Ã2i are the

discretized counterparts:




A1i =

∫ L

0
|φ1i(x)| dx Ã1i =

ns∑
s=1

|φ1i(xs)|
xs+1 − xs−1

2

A2i =

∫ L

0
|φ2i(x)| dx Ã2i =

ns∑
s=1

|φ2i(xs)|
xs+1 − xs−1

2

with: x0 = 0, xns+1 = L (5)

Then, for a given beam and a given network, we measure the capability in damage de-

tection via the average difference ∆P =
∑nλ

i=1
1
nλ

(Pd − Pddi) depending on: the number

nλ of measured eigenvalues, the positions xs of sensors along the beam axis, the number

ns of sensors, ∆P = ∆P (nλ, ns, xs). For a given number nλ of measured eigenvalues, the

optimal sensors placement can be defined as the one requiring less sensors, introducing

the optimization problem minns : ∆P ≤ ∆̃P , where ∆̃P is a chosen threshold value for

the difference among the two probability.

CASE STUDY

A simply supported (hinged-hinged) beam is considered. Undamaged scenario is: bend-

ing stiffness B0 = 162 ·106 Nm2, linear mass density ρ = 450 kg/m, length L = 6m, where

values are consistent with a concrete beam of Young’s modulus E = 30 · 109 Pa, volume

mass density ρV = 2500 kg/m3 and rectangular cross-section of base 0.30 m and height

0.60 m. Damage is introduced using for B1(x):

Figure 1: Case study (left) and selection of the optimal sensors placement (right).

B1(x) = −B0 e
− (x−µb)

2

2σ2
b ⇒ B(x, ε) = B0

(
1− ε e

− (x−µb)
2

2σ2
b

)
(6)

where µb characterizes the position of the damage and σb the relevant spatial amplitude.

Here the damage is assumed centered at the midspan (µb = L/2) and scattered around

it (σb = {L/15, L/30, L/60}), see Fig. 1. For the gaussian random parameter ε, a mean
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value µε = 0.20 and a standard deviation σε = 0.04 are used. Four measured eigenvalues

(nλ = 4) are assumed for the sensors, and the network in considered with equally spaced

sensors: under these hypotheses, the optimization problem is only the number ns of

sensors. Figure 1 shows the values of the average difference ∆P when ns is increased

from 1 to 10. When the number of sensors increases, there is a sharp reduction of the

percentage difference; moreover, as the physics of the problem suggests, the reduction is

wider with increasing damaged area (i.e. σb). Lastly, if a threshold value ∆̃P of 10% is

adopted, the optimal sensors placement requires eight sensors (value circled in Fig. 1),

regardless the amplitude of the damaged area.

CONCLUSIONS

The main goal of this paper is the identification of the damages in transversely vibrating

uncertain 1-D continua. A perturbation technique has been used to obtain the asymp-

totic eigensolution up to the second order, where the smallness parameter acts as Gaus-

sian distributed damage parameter. The proposed method has been successfully imple-

mented to compare several sensors scenarios of a simply supported beam undergoing a

non-localized damage centered at the midspan.
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ABSTRACT 
The most challenging issues lies in the structural damage detection the extraction of 
features or indices that is resulted from the structural damage. Existing machine 
learning-based methods have used limited dynamic characteristics such as natural 
frequencies and mode shapes for damage identification. This study presents damage 
detection approach to automatically identify damage locations from a set of acceleration 
and strain responses using deep convolutional LSTM. The proposed method input finite 
length of the time-series responses and outputs damage location. The proposed method 
has been numerically validated on a simple beam structures to investigate the accuracy 
and robustness for damage identification. 

KEYWORDS: Automated structural damage detection, Deep-Learning damage detection, 
Deep Convolutional LSTM, Damaged state responses 

1. Introduction

In recent years, the aging of large structures has become an unavoidable problem, which 
has raised importance of structure health monitoring (SHM). Therefore, many studies 
are being conducted to ensure structural integrity and to detect structural damage. SHM 
applications begin with measuring dynamic response of structures using multiple 
sensors. However, because the limited information can be obtained from time-domain 
data directly, various feature extraction methods are used to convert low-level sensor 
signals to damage-sensitive features. 

One way for feature extraction is computing dynamic signatures of the structure or 
designing their derivative to obtain a higher sensitivity of damage. Natural frequency 
and mode shapes are well used due to the convenience in measurement [1, 2]. However, 
due to difficulty of extracting dynamic features from measurements , accurate FE model 
is required to damage identification in reversely from the measurements. 
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Recently, deep learning techniques have been utilized in structural damage 
detection field for automated feature detection and damage identification [3]. Although 
partial successes were obtained, the performances of neural networks are greatly 
influenced by input shape. For example, CNN-based Deep network can be used for time-
series measurement for damage identification, but the input size is limited to few 
seconds of measurements due to computational constraints.  

To address these limitations, this paper employs Natural Excitation Technique 
(NExT) to fix input size of time-series data and Multivariate Attention LSTM-FCNs 
(MALSTM-FCN) [4] for detecting structural damage from time-series measurement 
directly. 

2. Methodology 
This paper presents an approach to detect structural damage directly from time-

series measurements. MALSTM-FCNs is designed to process low-level sensor data, to 
learn features, and to achieve damage detection simultaneously. 

The overview of the proposed method (see Figure 1) is organized as follows: (1) 
numerical simulation is conducted to obtain structural responses data; (2) a MALSTM-
FCN presented in Figure 2 is trained on the data set; (3) the classification performance 
of designed deep networks with single damage in the beam are evaluated and compared. 

 
Figure 1: The overview of the methodology 

 
2.1 Multivariate Attention LSTM-FCN 
MALSTM-FCN was proposed to conduct damage classification using time-series 

input data. MALSTM-FCN comprises of a fully convolutional block and a LSTM block, 
as depicted in Figure 1. The fully convolutional block contains three temporal 
convolutional blocks, used as a feature extractor. Each convolutional block contains a 
convolutional layer, with filter size of 128 or 256, and is succeeded by a batch 
normalization, with a momentum of 0.99 and epsilon of 0.001. The batch normalization 
layer is succeeded by the ReLU activation. In addition, the first two convolutional blocks 
conclude with a squeeze and excite block. The LSTM block comprise of Attention LSTM 
layer, which is followed by a dropout. 
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Tab.1. The detailed configuration of the MALSTM-FCN 

Layer Type BN Activation 
ALSTM ALSTM F None 

Dropout F None 

FCN 
Conv1D T ReLU 
Conv1D T ReLU 
Conv1D T ReLU 
Pooling F None 

Tab. 2. Configurations of training process 

Name Value Description 

Batch size 

atatiur

128 The size of data batch 

Steps per epoch 50 The number of steps in a single training epoch 

Learning rate 1e-5 Learning rate of Adam optimizer 

𝜷𝜷𝟏𝟏 0.9 A parameter of Adam, weight of the momentum term 

𝜷𝜷𝟐𝟐 0.999 A parameter of Adam, controlling the decay of learning rate 

3. Numerical Validation
A simply supported beam with a length of 50 m was considered in this study for 

numerical validation. The beam has a rectangular cross-section with 4 m width and 2 m 
height, and the beam is divided into 10 equal Euler–Bernoulli beam elements. A random 
force was applied at node No. 2 as an excitation for 20 seconds. Acceleration and strain 
responses are measured with 100 Hz under signal RMS noise of 1mg and 0.1 micro-strain. 

Tab. 1. The detailed configuration of the MALSTM-FCN 

Total Length 50 m 

Depth 4 m 

Width 2 m 

Young’s modulus 210 GPa 

Mass density 7850 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘/𝑚𝑚3 

Damage is simulated by decreasing flexural rigidity of the beam and three levels of 
damage are considered with damage levels of 20%, 30% and 40% . Single damage is 
occurred randomly on an element of the beam. For training, three types of data are 
prepared: 1) acceleration from all 9 nodes, 2) 9 acceleration measurements applied with 
NExT and 3) 3 acceleration and strain measurements from node No. 2, 5, 8 with NExT 
applied. A total of three simulation cases shown in Tab 4. are considered to evaluate the 
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performance of proposed method. 

Tab. 4. Training data set cases 

Case Data shape 

 

( 

 

Description 

 (9, 2000) 9 acceleration data, 2000 time stamps 

2 (9, 1024) 9 acceleration data, 1024 time stamps by auto-correlation 

3 (6, 1024) 3 acceleration, 3 strain data, 1024 time stamps by auto-correlation 

4. Conclusion 

The purpose of this work is extracting features of the structure condition from 

responses data directly by the learning algorithm. The classification accuracy using 

categorical cross-entropy presents that how the network well predicts the location of 

single damage. 

Figure 2: The classification accuracy of categorical cross-entropy 

The result shows that auto-correlation technique can reduce the time stamps which 

are equal to the data input shape of network that allow the use of fixed data size as an 

input for time-series damage identification. Moreover, sensor fusion of acceleration and 

strain have shown the possibility of damage detection with reduced number of sensors. 
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ABSTRACT 
Quisi Bridge located in Benissa (Alicante) is an historic steel truss structure, which is 
investigated with different techniques to assess fatigue damages. A method based on 
vibration measurements, is illustrated to determine defect-induced reduction of stiffness, 
(combination of damage intensity and extension). Natural frequency change for a 
structural damage in a truss member is quantified through a classical FEM procedure in 
which a damaged truss element is defined and implemented. This model is used to 
produce pseudo-experimental response of a damaged truss which is dynamically 
excited by white noise. Stochastic Subspace Identification (SSI) has permitted to identify 
the main modal parameters related to both damaged and undamaged truss system. A 
damage index depending on Stiffness Reduction Factor (SRF) permits to determine the 
damage description based on measured quantities.  

KEYWORDS: Damage Identification, Steel Structures, Stochastic Subspace Identification. 

INTRODUCTION 

Steel truss railway bridges are subject to potential damage, mainly due to fatigue 
phenomena and corrosion. Recently, vibration-based damage identification is proposed 
in conjunction with other techniques [1]. Classically, the use of vibration relies on the 
comparison between identified undamaged and damaged modal properties of simple 
structural elements. The knowledge of mechanical models which describe the damage 
effect on structural dynamics, is also used [2] [3]. The cited approach is followed in the 
case of steel truss structure such as the Quisi Bridge, in order to determine a damage 
identification methodology for a simple 2D truss model (Fig.1).  
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Figure 1: 2D truss simple model and sensor layout. 

Damage is described as a cross-section area reduction of a truss member, through the 
introduction of the following damaged truss stiffness matrix: 

𝐊𝐊𝐝𝐝
𝐞𝐞 = ��

�
∙ (���)(������)

[(���)(���)��]� �

1 0 −1 0
0 0 0 0

−1 0 1 0
0 0 0 0

� = ��
�

(SRF)𝐊𝐊𝐞𝐞                            (1) 

where the damage intensity ζ and extent δ have been represented in non-dimensional 
form as:  

𝜁𝜁 = ������
��

, 𝛿𝛿 = ��
�

, 0 ≤ 𝜁𝜁 ≤ 1, 0 ≤ 𝛿𝛿 ≤ 1                                      (2) 

SRF is the Stiffness Reduction Factor which is a combination of these two parameters 
affecting the stiffness and consequently the frequencies. Several damage scenarios were 
considered: the damage parameters (𝛿𝛿 = 0𝛿𝛿, 𝜁𝜁 = 0𝛿𝛿) were applied consecutively to 
truss element number 2, 5 and 6 in Fig. 1.  
The dependence of the frequencies on the SRF is described by numerical evaluation 
FEM. The procedure uses pseudo-experimental response, generated from the numerical 
model under white noise. As sketched in Fig. 1, vertical accelerations of the bridge were 
evaluated in six nodes of the model (2, 4, 6, 7, 8 and 10). Based on these measurements a 
dynamic identification of the modal parameters was made by SSI in time domain (Fig. 3 
shows the stabilization diagram). Fig. 2 shows pseudo-experimental response before 
and after damage.  

 
Figure 2: Time histories and FFT under white noise for node 2 - damaged truss member 6. 
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Figure 3: (a) Stabilization diagram obtained by the SSI-covariance driven procedure. (b) First six 

mode shapes identified from pseudo-experimental data. 

MODAL AND DAMAGE IDENTIFICATION 
The inverse problem of damage identification is addressed using a procedure based on 
comparison between the numerical and the experimentally measured dynamical 
response of the truss. Only an optimum number of modes are needed to be considered 
to univocally determine the curve SRF(𝛿𝛿𝛿 𝛿𝛿𝛿 in the damage parameter plane (𝛿𝛿𝛿 𝛿𝛿𝛿. The 
number of modes that are necessary to achieve a unique solution in the optimization 
problem depends on the position of the damaged element in the truss. The objective 
function ℒ(𝛿𝛿𝛿 𝛿𝛿𝛿 based on frequency measurements is defined as follows: 

ℒ(𝛿𝛿𝛿 𝛿𝛿𝛿 = ∑ �
��𝛿�

�����𝛿�
��(�𝛿�𝛿

��𝛿�
�� �

�
�
��� (3) 

where 𝜔𝜔�𝛿�
�� and 𝜔𝜔�𝛿�

��(𝛿𝛿𝛿 𝛿𝛿𝛿 are the i-th experimental and numerical frequencies of the 
damaged element respectively, while 𝜔𝜔�𝛿�

�� represents the corresponding frequency in 
the undamaged state. Thus, an optimal estimate of the damage is given by the parameter 
combination T= (𝛿𝛿̅, 𝛿𝛿̅) corresponding to the SRF(𝛿𝛿̅, 𝛿𝛿̅𝛿 that in the parameters space 
minimizes the objective function ℒ(𝛿𝛿𝛿 𝛿𝛿𝛿: Π → ℝ�  measuring the error between the 
experimental and the analytical frequencies. Fig. 4 shows results of the performance of 
index ℒ  in the detection of curve SRF (𝛿𝛿𝛿 𝛿𝛿𝛿 varying the number of modes k.

Figure 4: Effects of number of modes in the detection of SRF(𝜹𝜹𝛿 𝜹𝜹𝛿 curve. 
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QUISI BRIDGE CASE STUDY 
The Quisi Bridge is located in Benissa (Alicante) was built in 1914 and it is part of the 9th 
FGV Railway Line. The structure consists in a top-bearing Pratt type truss. It is 170 m 
long with six spans of different length (Fig. 5). A 3D FE model of the main span permits 
to evaluate frequencies variation due to damage affecting an element with SRF = 0.76923. 
The frequency variation for the first four modes in percentage are (fiu-fid)/fiu = [0.15, 0.02, 
0.14, 0.09]. In the real case the damage affecting one single element influences the natural 
frequencies with quite small variation.  

 
Figure 5: (a) Quisi Bridge; (b) FE model of Quisi Bridge main spans; (c) First modes of vibration. 

CONCLUSIONS 
A procedure to identify the overall stiffness reduction factor produced by damage in 
truss element has been proposed. The results obtained through pseudo-dynamic testing 
and FEM analysis for a simple truss evidences the obtainable resolutions in damage 
indicator with the increase of a number of modes. For the main span of the Quisi Bridge 
the frequency variation produced by damage appears to be quite low evidencing the 
needs of introducing also other sources of data to assess the damage identification. 
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ABSTRACT 
The Buna Bridge, a steel Croatian riveted bridge from 1893, was decommissioned in 2010. 
As part of a research investigation, the structure was rehabilitated by means of a novel 
strengthening solution, comprising a layer of Ultra High Performance Fiber Reinforced 
Cementituos-composite (UHPFRC) atop the main girders. An extensive experimental 
campaign was carried out in the laboratory, including static and dynamic tests, and 
comprised three phases, namely prior to and after rehabilitation, and after artificial 
damages of increasing severity were introduced on the steel structure by progressively 
cutting into a zone of the main beam flanges. 
The results obtained from the dynamic experiment measurements are analyzed in this 
paper, in order to explore the capability for damage identification. To this end, vibration-
based criteria are employed in order to identify and localize the artificially introduced 
damage, relying on mode shape curvatures and modal flexibility. The efficacy of each 
approach is assessed in terms of accuracy in identifying the damage patterns of 
increasing severity with limited sensing information. 
KEYWORDS: UHPFRC, rehabilitation, damage detection, modal analysis.  

INTRODUCTION 

A major current civil engineering challenge is linked to the management of our aging 
infrastructure. Adequate strategies for tackling this challenge may only be perceived 
when acting across the full spectrum of Structural Health Monitoring (SHM), i.e., when 
ensuring detection, localization, and quantification of damage, eventually prompting 
remedial action, such as rehabilitation. In this case study, we demonstrate 
implementation of a vibration-based experimental testing technique for SHM, and we 
then proceed to validate efficacy of UHPFRC strengthening for steel bridges, an 
implementation which is so far less exploited [1]. The proposed strengthening approach 
offers reductions in repair times, CO2 emissions and rehabilitation costs.  
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The Buna bridge, part of the Croatian railway network, was constructed in 1893 and 
decommissioned in 2010. Its handling weight, only 90 KN, permitted its transportation 
to laboratory facilities, where it was tested prior to and after rehabilitation, by means of 
static and dynamic tests. The reader is referred to the work of Martín-Sanz et al. [2] for 
further information on the conducted tests and the implemented strengthening 
approach, comprising a layer of UHPFRC atop the girders. This project serves as a 
demonstrator of applicability of this solution by means of testing and numerical 
simulations. Whereas the first part of the test observed the differences between the 
unstrengthened structure and the UHPFRC-strengthened solution, the second phase of 
the study is focused on SHM verification. We seek to detect and localize damage through 
the tracking of the variability in modal shapes curvature, as this evolves through testing. 
Shifts in modal frequencies, may suffice for reporting initiation of damage in a structure, 
when properly normalized against environmental variability [3]. However, the task of 
localization, when relying purely on measurement data, requires the further 
consideration of spatial quantities, such as mode shapes or their derivatives, i.e., modal 
curvatures, which are also less sensitive to temperature influences [4]. In this work, 
artificial damage is induced in the case-study structure, and located thereafter by means 
of the aforementioned vibration-based damage criteria. 

CASE-STUDY 
The Buna bridge case-study presents a span close to 8.9 m and it was composed of two 
main I girders of 0.9 m depth. Figure 1 (left) represents the bridge before rehabilitation, 
with the right sub-figure illustrating a typical cross section of the strengthened structure.  
This project investigates the UHPFRC potential for rehabilitation of steel structures by 
means of an extensive monitoring campaign, comprising static and dynamic tests at 
three different stages: firstly, for the original structure (as-is), secondly, for the UHPFRC-
strengthened system, and finally, for the rehabilitated structure after introduction of 
artificial damage. The last two stages are compared in this work for the purpose of 
damage detection and localization on the basis of variability in mode shape curvatures. 

Figure 1 On the left, structure prior to rehabilitation. On the right, typical cross section of 

the bridge including the strengthening with a UHPFRC slab. 
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To this end, a roving test was conducted employing 15 accelerometers and a shaker, 
implemented at the same positions, for both the health and damaged stage of the 
UPHFRC system. The distribution of sensors is presented in Figure 2. In order to cover 
the whole structure, 119 points were measured on the girders and 61 on the slab. The 
modal analysis was performed with the Poly-reference least squares complex frequency 
domain estimator (pLSCF) from the MACEC Matlab toolkit using all these points. 

Figure 2. On the left, representation of the accelerometers (red) on one girder and the induced 

damage (orange). Dimensions in mm. On the right, detail of the artificial damage.  

The damage was induced by means of a cutting torch, at the bottom flange of on the 
girders, as indicated in Figure 2 (right).  

DAMAGE DETECTION 

Once the mode shapes are computed, a damage indicator for the purpose of localization 

may be obtained through use of the mode shape curvature, which is calculated as follows: 

where 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗  represents the mode shape curvature in the direction of the sensing points, 

Φ𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗  designates the corresponding mode shape and ∆𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 denotes the distance between 2 

consecutive measurement points. A damage indicator may be obtained by computing 

the normalized absolute difference between the mode shape curvature at the current 

state and the one at a reference, i.e., healthy state. In order to exploit information from 

all identified modes, the change of curvature associated with each mode can be summed 

to a single indicator, or alternatively kept in a vector. For the case study described herein, 

3 mode shapes from one girder have been analyzed, prior to and after damage, and 

aggregated into a single indicator. Figure 3 illustrates the damage indicator obtained at 

lines 1 and 2 (refer to Figure 2), in the vertical direction, employing the mode shape 

curvatures as well as the same indicator for mode shapes. Furthermore, the table in the 

right provides the frequencies and Modal Assurance Criterion (MAC) values. As 

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗(𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘) =
Φ𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗(𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 𝑘 1) 𝑘 2Φ𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗(𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘) + Φ𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗(𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 + 1)

∆𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥2
[1] 

Line1 

Line2 

Line3 
Line4 
Line5 
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expected, the indicator for mode shape curvatures presents greater accuracy, providing 

a higher damage value around the cutting, even for the sensors placed on the top flange 

(more distant to the damage location). 

 

 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

In this work, application of UHPFRC strengthening on a steel bridge is demonstrated, 

with subsequent demonstration of an SHM solution for possible damage detection. The 

SHM solution is demonstrated in laboratory conditions, but could also be implemented 

as a permanent low cost sensing solution on a field operating system. In this respect, we 

demonstrate an approach for treating existing infrastructure by means of monitoring 

and efficient repair.  
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24.04 22.90 0.98 

65.23 65.39 0.65 

86.47 87.78 0.81 

Figure 3. Damage indicator for the three mode shapes indicated in the right table (curvatures 

and mode shapes). 
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ABSTRACT

A nonlinear reduced-order model of suspension bridges (SB) is presented to study the

dynamical response and to investigate aerodynamic stability control strategies coping

with vortex-induced vibrations (VIV) leading to principal parametric resonances scenar-

ios. A passive control system consisting of a vibration absorber is incorporated in the

model by coupling the dynamics of the bridge with those of an eccentric mass visco-

elastically connected to the deck. A direct asymptotic approach is used to investigate the

dynamic instabilities induced by the parametric-type forces in the case of a 2:1 ratio be-

tween the frequency of the aerodynamic loads and the fundamental torsional frequency

of the bridge. It is shown how an optimized passive control system can increase the

range of wind speeds for which the bridge does not undergo large-amplitude parametric

oscillations signaling the loss of stability of the fundamental equilibrium configuration.

KEYWORDS: suspension bridges, parametric resonances, passive vibration control

INTRODUCTION

Suspension bridges (SB) are structures characterized by a relatively low flexural-torsional

stiffness which implies remarkably low natural frequencies in the fundamental torsional

and vertical bending modes. Moreover, their mechanical behavior is mainly governed by

the suspension cables which are structural elements whose geometric nonlinearities play

a fundamental role in their static and dynamic response of SB. When subject to severe

wind excitations, suspension bridges may be affected by dynamic instability phenom-

ena, such as flutter, arising from the self-excited nature of the aerodynamic loads [1, 2]

or parametric instabilities due to vortex-induced vibrations (VIV) [3, 4, 5] in which the

aerodynamic loads generated by the airflow separation across the bridge deck section

act as a multiplicative forcing term that can induce flexural-torsional parametric insta-

bilities in the bridge at wind speeds lower than those that can induce flutter. In the

present work, a nonlinear reduced-order model of SB is coupled with the time-varying
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aerodynamic loads to obtain the equations of motion for the study of principal parametric

resonances. The equations of motion are reduced by the Faedo-Galerkin approach adopt-

ing the bridge deck eigenfunctions as trial functions. Nonlinear aerodynamic effects due

to flow separation are accounted for by using a quasi-steady aerodynamic theory. The

method of multiple scales [6] is adopted to investigate the dynamic instabilities induced

by the parametric-type forces in the case of a 2:1 ratio between the frequency of the VIV

and the fundamental SB torsional frequency. A passive control system is then studied

and optimized so as to increase the range of wind speeds for which the bridge stability

with respect to parametric resonance is ensured.

MODEL FORMULATION

The here proposed structural model of suspension bridges is parameterized by one sin-

gle space coordinate along the bridge span-wise direction and the equations governing

the dynamic aeroelastic response are obtained via a total Lagrangian formulation. The

cables equilibrium is described by the dimensionless catenary yc(x) while the kinematic

variables are defined as the vertical (in-plane) displacement v(x, t) and the torsional rota-

tion ϕ(x, t). All parameters of the mechanical system are cast in nondimensional form. In

particular, let ηc =
∫ 1
0 sec θ3cdx, δc and δ represent the nondimensional catenary character-

istic length, with θc = arctan y′c, cables horizontal distance and deck width, respectively;

let κc, κt and βc be the nondimensional cables stiffness, deck torsional stiffness and hor-

izontal component of the cables prestress tension, respectively, and, finally, let µc, Jµd,

cf and ct represent the nondimensional mass, mass moment, and damping flexural and

torsional coefficients, respectively. Then, the second-order (in time) aeroelastic governing

equations can be cast in nondimensional form as

(1 + 2µc sec θc) v̈ + cf v̇ + v′′′′ − 2βc v
′′

− κc
ηc

(
y′′c + v′′

) ∫ 1

0

[
2y′cv

′ + cos2 θc

(
v′

2
+ δ2cϕ

′2
)]

dx

− 2δ2cκc
ηc

ϕ′′
∫ 1

0

(
y′cϕ

′ + cos2 θc v
′ ϕ′) dx = L ,

(
Jµd + 2δ2c µc sec θc

)
ϕ̈+ ctϕ̇−

(
κt + 2δ2cβc

)
ϕ′′

− δ2cκc
ηc

ϕ′′
∫ 1

0

[
2y′cv

′ + cos2 θc

(
v′

2
+ δ2cϕ

′2
)]

dx

− 2δ2cκc
ηc

(
y′′c + v′′

) ∫ 1

0

(
y′cϕ

′ + cos2 θc v
′ ϕ′) dx = M

(1)

where the dot and the prime indicate differentiation with respect to the nondimensional

time t and space x, respectively, while L and M are the nondimensional aerodynamic lift

and moment per reference length, respectively. In the context of a quasi-steady aerody-

namic formulation, the dimensionless aerodynamic loads are directly expressed as func-
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tions of the static coefficients in terms of the effective dynamic angle of attack αE = ϕ −(
v̇ + δ

4 ϕ̇
)
/Ū , where Ū is the nondimensional wind speed, as L = p δ CL (αE) sinΩt, M =

p δ2CM (αE) sinΩt, being p the nondimensional aerodynamic pressure. Further details

of the aerodynamic formulation and the expressions of the static coefficients CL and CM

can be found in [7]. Structural and geometrical parameters of the Runyang Suspension

Bridge [2] are considering to analyze the case-study here investigated.

ASYMPTOTIC ANALYSIS

The method of multiple scales[6] is here employed to perform the perturbation analy-

sis of the equations of motion governing the dynamics of the suspension bridge. The

perturbation analysis will be carried out studying the effects of cubic nonlinearities thus

including the terms of the perturbation problems up to order ϵ3. Thus the parametric

forcing term and the damping term are rescaled to appear at third order. Moreover, to

make use of complex algebra, let sinΩt = 1
2 i(e

−iΩT0 − eiΩT0) where T0 = t is the nondi-

mensional fast time scale and T2 = ϵ2t is the nondimensional slow time scale in terms

of which the nondimensional time derivative is d/dt = ∂0 + ϵ2∂2. The system exhibits

secular terms due to the parametric resonance caused by the 2:1 frequency ratio of the

vortex-induced wind excitation with the lowest bridge mode expressed as Ω = 2ω + ϵσ.

Hence, substituting the external resonance condition into the solvability equation, the

following modulation equations for the complex amplitudes A and A∗ are obtained:

iω(∂2A+ αA)− (iωβ1Ū + β2Ū
2)eiσT2A∗ + γA2A∗ = 0

iω(∂2A
∗ + αA∗)− (iωβ1Ū − β2Ū

2)e−iσT2A− γA∗2A = 0
(2)

By introducing the polar form of the complex-valued modal amplitudes (i.e., A = 1
2a(T2)e

φ(T2))

Figure 1: (left) Stability regions showing the sensitivity to structural damping ζ (right)

stability regions for the parametric response controlled via VA.
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and the relative phase Γ = σT2 − 2φ it is possible to obtain the normal form of the mod-

ulation equations that governs the dynamics of the real modal amplitude a(T2). In Fig.

1 (left) (where f is the dimensional frequency of the VIV and U is the dimensional wind

speed) are shown the instability regions obtained for the uncontrolled system and their

sensitivity with respect to structural damping. Fig. 1 (right) shows the response for the

controlled case where the presence of the vibration absorber (VA) lowers the system fre-

quency because of its added mass and increases the critical wind speed (i.e., the speed

which leads to the onset of the parametric resonance) by increasing its damping.

CONCLUSIONS

A parametric nonlinear model of SB, including geometric nonlinearities and nonlinear

aerodynamics, was proposed to study wind-induced parametric instability and to pro-

vide the control of such instability through a passive VA. Investigations via perturbation

approach and optimization of the VA mechanical characteristics were carried out to show

the effectiveness of the VA system in controlling instability arising from wind-induced

parametric aerodynamic loads.
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ABSTRACT 
In this paper, the vibration equation of the inclined cable under axial cosine excitation in 
the lower end is derived. The multi-scale method is applied to the theoretical analysis 
for the equation, and the solutions to the steady-state periodic motion of the cable in the 
1:2, 1:1 and 2:1 resonance are obtained. Based on the analysis, it could be concluded that 
a small excitation amplitude can arouse the large vibration for main parameter 
resonance. The occurrence of the main parameter resonance requires a minimum initial 
excitation amplitude, and the minimum value increases with the increase of cable’s 
damping ratio. 
KEYWORDS: Stay cable, parametrical vibration, Multi-scale method, Vibration Control, 
damping, excitation amplitude  

INTRODUCTION 

As the span of a cable-stayed bridge increases, the stay cable becomes longer and longer, 
and large amplitude parametrical vibration has become one of the prominent vibration 
hazards of the cable. Secular vibration will cause the fatigue fracture of the cable, and 
destroy the anticorrosion system, in severe cases, the cable will fail, seriously affecting 
the safety and durability of the bridge (Wu et al., 2003). 
The problem of cables’ parametric vibration had been paid great attention by many 
scholars. Lots of theoretical and experimental researches on the mechanism and control 
of the parametric vibration were carried out, and many valuable results had been 
obtained (Macdonald 2016; Ouni et al. 2012). However, the characteristic of the 
parametric resonance in a stay cable are not well explained theoretically. The mechanism 
of parametric vibration and its control for a super-long stay cable needs to be further 
studied to provide a theoretical basis for numerical analysis and experimental research. 
In this paper, on the basis of the cable’s sag curve solution including the chordwise force 
of gravity, the vibration equation of the inclined cable under axial cosine excitation in 
the lower end is derived. The multi-scale method is applied to the theoretical analysis 
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for the equation, and the solutions to the steady-state periodic motion of the cable in the 
1:2, 1:1 and 2:1 resonance are obtained. Based on the analysis, it could be concluded that 
a small excitation amplitude can arouse the large vibration for main parameter 
resonance. The occurrence of the main parameter resonance requires a minimum initial 
excitation amplitude, and the minimum value increases with the increase of cable’s 
damping ratio. 

EQUATIONS OF IN-PLANE PARAMETRICAL VIBRATION OF STAY CABLE 
The coordinate system is defined in Figure.1. When the cable vibrates, the displacement 
from the axial equilibrium position is u(x,t), and from the transverse v(x,t). The inclined 
angle of the chord from the horizontal is α. 

Figure 1: Stayed-cable in-plane vibration model caused by axial excitation 
The mass per unit length, chord length, cross-sectional area, elastic modulus, damping, 
initial tension, micro-segment initial length and dynamic length of the cable are m, L, A, 
E, c, H0 ,ds and dp, respectively. The axial excitation of the cable is expressed as 

cos( )D td  , and the gravity sag curve equation of the stay cable is given by 

     
0

cos 1- 1 2
2 3

mg xf x x L x
H L

      
（1） 

Where 0sin /mgL H  . According to Tagata's experiment, the first vibration mode of 
the cable is obtained as 

2 2 3
1 2 3 42 [ cos( )] cos( ) 0Y Y t Y Y Y t               （2）

Where ξ is the damping ratio of the cable, ω is the first modal frequency of the cable 

considering the sag and geometric nonlinearity, determined by
22

2 0
2 4

81H
mL




   
 

 , in

which 2
2

0

64
e

R EAL
H L  . 

It can be seen from the Eq.(2) that the square and cubic nonlinear terms, and the time-
varying parameter excitation and the external excitation terms are included, showing 
very strong nonlinearity. 
THEORETICAL ANALYSIS BASED ON MULTI-SCALED METHOD 
Using the multi-scale method, Eq.(2) could be rewritten as  

    2 2 3
410 20 30 cos2 cosY Y Y Y Y Y tt                              (3) 

α 

y 

v 

f 
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As well as the occurrence of the primary resonance when   , the super-harmonic

resonance occurs when / 3  or / 2  , and the sub-harmonic resonance occurs when

2  or 3  . In this paper, the main parametric resonance at 2   is emphatically

analyzed. In order to facilitate the subsequent analysis, here a typical super long stay-

cable, the longest cable S36 from the Hutong Yangtze River Bridge under construction

was introduced.
Table 1. Parameters values for a typical super long stay-cable 

Basic parameters 

Initial tension, H0 12183 kN 
Mass per unit length, m 145.0 kg/m 

Length, L 594.35m 
Inclination angle, α 26.48° 

Cross-sectional area, A 173.57 cm2 
Yong’s modulus, E 205 GPa 

Fundamental frequency, ω/2π 0.244 Hz 

Non-dimensional parameters 

Ratio of sag to span, R 0.0078 
Ratio of cable weight chord component 

to initial tension,  
0.0309 

Irvine parameter, 2  1.1263 

The main parametric resonance will occur at 2  . The minimum excitation amplitude 
required for the main parametric resonance is 

 
 

4 2

min 2 2
2 4 1

4 1
=

2 1
D

  
    



  
（4）

Where /   ,
2

1 2
e

EA
mL L
  , 4

32
e

EAR
mLL




 . For a specific damping ratio ξ, the existence 

region of real solution a0 determined by Eq.(4) can be illustrated in the coordinate plane 

defined by parameters and D. Considering the different damping ratios, the existence 

domain of the primary parameter resonance of the cable is shown in Fig.3. It can be seen 

that the minimum excitation amplitude required to excite the primary parameter 

resonance increases with the increase of damping ratio. The upper limit of the excitation 

amplitude at different frequency ratios in the domain is less affected by the cable’s 

damping ratio. 
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Figure 3: Existence domains of the main parameter 

resonance of cable with different damping ratios 
Figure 4：Phase trajectories of cable when the 

main parametric resonance occurs 
According to Lyapunov's first approximate stability criterion, because of 0   , the 

sufficient condition for the steady-state solutions 0a and 0 to be asymptotically stable is 

simplified to 0r   , that is, 2
0a p . Therefore, comparison with Eq.(4), in the two 

branches of the frequency response curves, the larger one is stable, and the smaller one 

is unstable. respectively. Besides, the phase trajectories in the phase plane by numerical 

integration could be obtained shown in Fig.4. It is found that S1 is a saddle point, S2 is 

the stable focus, that is, the smaller amplitude corresponding to S1 is unstable, and the 

larger corresponding to S2 is stable, which is consistent with the above theoretical 

analysis. The shaded region is the attraction basin of S2, where the main parameter 

resonance may occur. 

CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, the parametric vibration and its control were analyzed, the results come to 
the conclusions as following: 
1. A small excitation amplitude can arouse the large vibration for main parameter 
resonance, which should be paid attention to control. 
2. The occurrence of the main parameter resonance requires a minimum initial excitation 
amplitude, and the minimum value increases with the increase of cable’s damping ratio. 
With the extension of time, the cable’s vibrations are ultimately stable forced vibrations. 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper introduces a novel seismic isolation system based on metamaterial concepts for the 
reduction of ground motion-induced vibrations in fuel storage tanks. Based on this concept, we 
propose the so called Metafoundation for large fuel storage tanks, which is able to shield fuel storage 
tanks from earthquakes. Such type of foundation might include linear or non-linear resonators, that 
might act differently on the coupled tank-foundation system. An optimization procedure is 
formulated in the frequency domain, accounting for ground motion as a stochastic stationary 
process. 
 
KEYWORDS: Metafoundations, multiple tuned mass damper (MTMD), optimization procedure 
stochastic linearization technique, dynamic reduction. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
In order to reduce tank vibrations, we have explored an innovative type of foundation based on 
metamaterials concepts. As a result, we conceived the so called Metafoundation for large fuel storage 
tanks, which allows for the attenuation of seismic excitations. The Metafoundation require a 
different approach for an optimum design with respect to traditional foundations, even if the 
behavior is linear. Moreover the Metafoundation might be endowed with non-linear hysteretic 
springs, that can have further benefits on the overall system performance. The present work shows 
an optimization procedure of the Metafoundation in the frequency domain. The implemented 
optimization procedure allows us to examine the impact of massive resonator with varying 
frequencies or hysteretic spring-dampers. For this purpose, we develop and optimize two finite 
locally resonant Metafoundation systems: i) a foundation endowed with resonators and linear 
viscous dampers tuned to multiple frequencies; and ii) a foundation equipped with nonlinear 
hysteretic dampers e.g wire ropes. Both are optimized considering the stochastic nature of ground 
motion, modelled with a modified Kanai-Tajimi filter in the stationary frequency domain. Finally, 
the performance of each type of Metafoundation is demonstrated through the response of the 
coupled system to different seismic records. 
 
DESCRIPTION AND MODELLING OF THE FOUNDATION-TANK COUPLED SYSTEM 
The hydrodynamic response of a tank-liquid system is 
mainly characterized by the impulsive and convective 
mode of vibration. Since there are significant differences 
in their natural periods, they can be considered 
uncoupled. Malhotra established a procedure for the 
estimation of the own mass and period of the two modes. 
Steel columns with hollow steel sections and concrete 
slabs that define the unit cells compose the foundation. In 
each unit cell, there is a concrete mass that is linked to the 
steel-concrete composite structure. Herein after, we carry Figure 1. Tank-foundation coupled systems 
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on an optimization procedure that takes the feedback of a superstructure and the relevant 
earthquake frequency content into account. 
The Metafoundation modelling is carried out condensing all the degrees of freedom as shown in 
Figure 2. Therefore, being interested in the motion along, let us say the X direction, each layer 
consists of only two DoFs: one for the resonators and one for the cells, respectively. Considering a 
system with one layer and a system with 2 layers, mass, damping and stiffness matrix result in 4x4 
or 6x6 matrices respectively. Steel columns are designed to remain elastic for PGAs corresponding 
to a return period of 2475 years. 
 
OPTIMIZATION PROCEDURE OF THE METAFOUNDATION 
Herein we propose two optimization procedures that evaluate the optimal parameters of the 
resonators, namely k2 and ζ 2. Mass m2 is not considered as a parameter to optimize since we want 
the resonators to exert the largest mass compatible with the unit cell dimensions. 
In order to apply the optimization procedures described in the previous section, three different types 
of soils—soft, medium, and rock soil—modeled with the KTCP filter are considered. Furthermore, 
we evaluated the PSD of the ground motions representative for the construction site, with which we 
evaluated the parameters of the KTCP filter (S0, ωg, ζg, ω1, and ζ1). 

For obtaining the response of the system we consider the equation of motion of the coupled tank 
foundation system and of the resonator: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) gMu t Cu t Ku t Y t M u( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) gMu u t M u( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( M( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) (( ) ( )     (1) 

( ) 2 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )jl jl jl rl rl jl jl rl jl jl g jm y t m y t m y t m u t u t( ) 2 ( ) ( )jl jl rl rl jl jl rl jl jly ( ) 2 ( )jl jl rl jl jl( ) 2 ( ) ( )2 ( ) ( )) 2 ( ) ( )rl rl jl jlrl rl jl jl2 ( )(((( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) () (( )( )( )( )( )22 ( )( )( )( )( )( )( ) )g j (g j( )( )( ) () (( )((( )(( )(    (2) 

where Y(t) is the force of the resonator on the system. Through modal transformation, EOMs can be 
transferred to generalized coordinates and, introducing the concept of transfer function 
U( ) H( )F( ) ,  the transfer functions of the interstorey drift Dj (iω), relative velocity Vj (iω), and 
absolute acceleration Aj (iω) can be evaluated. The Wiener-Khintchine transformations allows for 
calculating variance of drift, velocity and absolute acceleration as 

2
2

0

( ) ( )
j gD j uD S d( )

g
( )

    

2
2

0

( ) ( )
j gV j uV S d( )

g
( )

 

2
2

0

( ) ( )
j gA j uA S d( )

g
( )

  (3) 
More precisely, to evaluate the effectiveness of the Metafoundation and the optimal stiffness and 
damping ratio of the system, two parameters, the performance index (PI) and the energy dissipation 
index (EDI), are defined based on the reduction of the absolute acceleration of the impulsive mass 
mi and the energy dissipated by the resonators, obtained from the variance of velocity:      
  2

2 2 2( , ) j

j

A

A

PI
       

2 2 2 2 2 2
1 1

( , ) [ ( , )] [ ( , )]
r

N N

d input
r j

EDI E E E E               (4) 

The optimization problem is then stated as 

Figure 2. PSD functions of filtered white noises, in order: KTCP filter for three types of soil, average PSD and 
KTCP fit for OBE events, and average PSD and KTCP fit for SSE events 
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2, 2, 2 2, min PI( , )opt opt   2, 2, 2 2, max EDI( , )opt opt    (5) 
Figure 3 shows the PI and EDI optimization surfaces of single layer foundation. From both 
optimization procedures, it is clear that the performance of the system is directly depending on the 
slenderness of the foundation. This result was confirmed from time history analyses. 

 
Figure 3. Optimization surfaces of single layer foundation with SSE records. 

 
CONDENSED, REDUCED AND FULL MASS SYSTEM OPTIMIZATION 

As indicated in figure 4, in this section we investigate how considering one, two, or three 
different resonators might add benefits to the overall performance of the system.  

Full mass system Condesed mass system  Reduced mass system  

       
Figure 4. Modeling of the Metafoundation. 

In order to evaluate the dynamic properties of reduced system, we employ the System Equivalent 
Reduction Expansion Procedure, i.e. SEREP (O’Callahan et al. 1989), which is based on the following 
transformation: 

=T Φ Φg
n a    

1
=Φ Φ Φ Φg T T

a a a a     (6) 

With the transformation matrix T the system matrices can be reduced to TM T MTTM T MTT , K T K TK T K TT  
and TC T CTTC T CTT , while the forcing term becomes T

guF T ΜτTF T Μ gu . The optimization procedure 

previously exposed was used herein. The design variables k,n  and k,nf  , that define damping ratio 
and frequency of the n-th resonator in the k-th layer, are collected in the parameter vector 

T
1,1 , 1,1 ,, ... , , ... , , ... ,X k n k nf f     (7) 

The optimization problem can thus be stated, 

,
min PI Xdrk n

 and 
,

min PI Xacck n
    (8) 
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When analyzing the results of the optimization procedure and comparing the different systems to 
each other, the PI value slightly decreases from CMS to RMS, while no significant advantage is 
obtained with the FMS. However, these reductions are very small due to the fact that we constraint 
the maximum mass possible, compatibly to unit cell dimensions. 
 
METAFOUNDATION ENDOWED WITH NON-LINEAR WIRE ROPES 
In Bouc-Wen model, the restoring force of the elasto-plastic hardening reads 

1 yR t k u t k u z t               (9) 

whereas the dimensionless hysteretic component z is given by the solution of the non-linear 
differential equation 

11 111 n n
yz t u Au t u t z t z t u t z t              (10) 

Herein we propose an optimization procedure in the frequency domain of the Metafoundation 
equipped with non-linear components. In order to obtain a solution for the non-linear problem, we 
start with the EOMs of the non-linear system, 

   L NL
y(t) (t) (t) u (t) (t)Mu Cu K u K z F( ) ( ) L( ) ( ) Lu(t) (t)(t) L(t) L               (11) 

A stochastic linearization technique (SLT) is employed to replace the non-linear terms contained in 
the product NL

yu (t)K z  with equivalent linear terms. The non-linear differential equation becomes, 

       0eq eqz c u k z 0eqk zeqk zeqeqz c ueqc ueq ku k                (12) 

where ceq and keq are linearization coefficients that are “equivalent” in a statistical sense. By following 
the procedure introduced by Maldonado et al (1987) and Bartels and Steward (1972) we obtain the 
linearized equation of motion and transmission matrix 

2
0 0 0 0 01i t i t i t i t i t

eq y
eq

iu e m i u e c u e k c ku u e F e
i k

            (13) 

1

2 L , NL
,H M C K Kn k

eq yn k
eq

ii c u
i k

             (14) 

The optimization procedure in the non-linear case consists to collect the design variables k,nk , k,nA , 

k,nβ  and k,nγ  in the parameter vector XNL as in (). Optimizations of one and two-layered CMS are 
carried out. About the parameters β and γ that describe dissipation characteristics of wire ropes, the 
results obtained from the optimization procedure show that an increase of β, i.e. a decrease of γ, 
does not entails a significant reduction of the PIdr. 
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ABSTRACT
Redevelopment of old building in urban area is a good solution to increase land
utilization efficiency in metropolitans like Hong Kong. This construction activity will
generate vibrations and may influence the hospital buildings nearby. Hospitals are
usually expected to maintain normal operations during the construction. This paper
demonstrates the construction-induced vibration impact assessment and mitigation
measures for hospital redevelopment project in Hong Kong. The empirical formula to
estimate the vibration generated by construction has been proposed and refined by
field test. The calculated ground vibration level is inputted in the 3D finite element
model built in ANSYS. The indoor floor vibrations at different locations are simulated
by the model. The vibration criteria for medical equipment are determined by
questionnaire sent to manufacturers. Several vibration mitigation measures have been
proposed for the sensitive equipment.

KEYWORDS: Construction-induced vibration, vibration mitigation, finite element modelling

INTRODUCTION

Hong Kong is a densely populated city and is confronted with the problem of serious
shortage of land supply. Redevelopment in urban area has therefore become a
promising solution. The construction activities will inevitably induce ground-borne
vibration, which may cause problems to the nearby buildings and people. However,
the hospitals are usually expected to maintain normal operation during redevelopment
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construction. The medical equipment and patients in hospital are relatively sensitive to
vibration. Thus, the vibration impact assessment and mitigation before the hospital
redevelopment is assumed necessary and important.
Various studies have been focused on the assessment of construction-induced
vibrations. Different construction methods, such as vibratory pile drivers [1], impact
pile drivers [2] and others, will induce different vibrations. Therefore, different
empirical formulae are proposed. Vibration criteria for buildings and human comfort
have been defined in various guidelines such as Guideline proposed by The California
Department of Transportation [3] and specification published by ASHRAE [4]. The
commonly accepted vibration criteria (VC) and vibration mitigation measures for
sensitive medical equipment is rather limited at this stage.
In this paper, empirical formula is proposed and refined through field trial pile test.
Method to determine VC of medical equipment is presented. Several possible
mitigation measures are proposed as well.

CONSTRUCTION – INDUCED VIBRATION IMPACT ASSESSMENT
The impact of construction-induced vibration on nearby buildings depends on
construction methods, source distance, soil properties and other many factors. To
predict and quantify the vibration strength has drawn research interests in the past
decades. Head and Jardine [5] proposed a simple empirical formula to predict
vibrations generated by dynamic piling processes:

PPV = �(��
�

)� (1)

where C is a parameter determined by field measurement, usually within the range
from 0.5 to 1.5; D describes the distance from the vibration source to the location of
interest; n depends on soil conditions and W is the energy per cycle.
For construction activities without detailed information about energy W, equation (2)
proposed by The California Department of Transportation could be adopted [3]:

PPV = �̅( �
�
)� (2)

where �̅ and n can be determined according to field test. Before the commencement of
this redevelopment project, trial pile test has been carried out. The parameters in
empirical equation have been determined according to the test results.
Given that predicted vibration was determined through empirical formula, dynamic
simulation could be carried out. A 3D finite element model of the concerned hospital
building was built in ANSYS. The concerned structure is a 28-storey building. Beams
and columns were modeled by element Beam188 with rectangular cross sections in
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Zhu, Finite Element Modelling of 5MW Wind Turbine Blade by Beam Element

ANSYS, and core walls and floor slabs were modeled by Shell63 element. Element
Combine14 was used to model the raft foundation below the superstructure. The
simulated piling location is consistent with the future construction location. And the
inputted excitation loads on foundation are calculated by the above empirical formula
accordingly. Vibration attenuation from foundation to top and floor vibration
distributions could be assessed through the model.

To assess vibration impact on sensitive medical equipment, the VC of the concerned

equipment shall be confirmed. The vibration limits considering building functionality

are 800, 400 and 200 µm/s for workshop, office and residential areas respectively as

defined in specification published by ASHRAE [4]. Questionnaires are designed and

distributed to manufacturer for medical equipment without detailed vibration

tolerance information. Based on the suitable operation environment (workshop, office

or residential areas), the VC for medical equipment can therefore be determined.

Start EndIdentify Vibration Impact

Rescheduling

Relocate

Isolation

No

Monitoring

Backup

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Figure 1: Vibration mitigation measures

VIBRATION MITIGATION MEASURES
By comparing the predicted floor vibration during construction and vibration criteria
of concerned equipment, the vibration impact can therefore be assessed. The vibration
mitigation measures are shown in Figure 1. Rescheduling the equipment operation
time out of the construction period is firstly preferred. If not possible, the hospital may
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consider relocate the equipment to places with lower predicted vibration level.
Providing isolation devices for medical equipment that cannot be rescheduled or
relocated is an alternative vibration mitigation measure. For bulky items, real-time
vibration monitoring system is designed. The accelerometers are placed near the
concerned medical equipment, the real-time vibration level is calculated and showed
on concerned monitoring point.

CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the construction-induced vibration assessment and mitigation for
hospital redevelopment has been demonstrated. The empirical formula to estimate the
vibration generated by construction has been proposed and refined by field trial pile
test result. The calculated vibration level is inputted in the 3D finite element model
built in ANSYS. Several vibration mitigation measures have been proposed for the
sensitive equipment.
Construction-induced vibrations highly depend on the construction methods and site
conditions. By considering these uncertainties, caution shall be exercised when using
the prediction results. And analysis of the real-time vibration monitoring results will
be beneficial to future refinement of the formula and dynamic model.
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ABSTRACT 
The traditional TMD and AMD are ineffective for swing motion control of suspended 
structural system. The Tuned Rotary Inertia Damper (TRID) has limited robustness and 
application aspect due to its nature of being a passive tuning control system. In this 
paper, through the integration of active control philosophy with the rotary tuning inertia 
control concept, a new control system named Active Rotary Inertia Driver (ARID) is 
proposed. Firstly, the analytical model corresponding to the in-plane swing motion 
mode of the suspended structure subjected to point source excitations with the ARID 
control system is established based on the Lagrangian principle. Then, the equations are 
linearized for the purpose of engaging the LQR control algorithm. The effectiveness 
analysis is carried out using Simulink. Lastly, a shaking-table experiment system is 
developed to validate the effectiveness of the ARID control system. The dynamic 
characteristics of the ARID system in terms of tuning capabilities and transfer functions 
are investigated through a series of shaking table tests and simulations. There is a very 
good agreement between the test results and simulation results. The performance of the 
ARID control system for swing motion control of the suspended structure has also been 
validated. The results of the paper establish a good theoretical foundation for future 
researches concerning the ARID control method.  
 
KEYWORDS: suspended structures, swing motion control, active control, Active Rotary 
Inertia Driver, shaking table experiment 

INTRODUCTION 

Vibration control techniques have been widely applied in civil engineering, mechanical 
engineering, aerospace engineering and other fields. The applications of vibration 
control devices are very common Ref. [1]. The pendular vibration of the suspended 
structure is a typical form of motion. It mainly includes three basic modes according to 
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the relationship between the lifting point and the moving direction of the structure: the 
swing vibration mode, the sway vibration mode, and the swing and sway coupling 
vibration mode. Based on many practical applications and studies, it can be observed 
that traditional vibration control devices such as Tuned Mass Damper (TMD), Active 
Mass Damper (AMD) are reliable and efficient for vibration control of civil engineering 
structures. While they are almost ineffective in swing vibration control of suspended 
structures Ref. [2]. According to the suspended structures swing vibration control, we 
have proposed a kind of device called Tuned Rotary Inertia Damper (TRID) system Ref. 
[3,4]. In this system, mass with rotary inertia is attached to the suspended structure. The 
torsional spring element embedded with damping mechanism is installed between the 
inertia mass and the structure. The effectiveness of the TRID system for swing vibration 
control was verified by theoretical analysis and experiment. However, the TRID system 
has some defects such as the swing angle is too small to start the TRID system normally, 
and the TRID miniaturization device has time lag effect. 
In this paper, a kind of active control system for swing motion control named Active 
Rotary Inertia Driver is proposed based on the TRID system. Instead of rectilinear 
motion in traditional devices and working relying on the torsional spring element, rotary 
inertia of the ARID system is driven by a rotating actuator. Regarding this system, no 
frequency modulation and initial incentive are needed to make the system work Ref. [5]. 
The outline of the article is as follows. Firstly, the mathematical model of the proposed 
system is derived based on Lagrangian principles. Secondly, the LQR controller is 
designed based on the model and the effectiveness of the system is analyzed. Finally, a 
series of shaking table experiments are conducted to investigate the effectiveness of the 
ARID system. 

MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

Figure 1: Simplified analysis model of suspended structure with ARID system  

Simplified analysis model of suspended structure with the ARID system is developed in 
order to investigate the dynamic characteristics of the ARID system, which is shown in 

ax0(t) 

m 

θ
 

ka ca 

Ma(t) 

l 

ma 
Ja

c 
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Figure 1.The model consists of two degrees of freedom used as generalized coordinators, 
which are the swing angle  and the rotary inertia relative rotation angle with respect to 
the ground base. The suspended structure has the swing length l. The suspended 
particle mass and the damping coefficient are m and c respectively. The ARID system 
rotary inertia mass is ma, the system rotary inertia is Ja, rotational stiffness coefficient is 
ka, and the damping coefficient is ca. The acceleration at the suspended structure 
suspension point is ax0(t), and output torque of the ARID system is Ma(t).The Lagrangian 
equations are adopted to derive the model of the entire system. The system motion 
equations can be expressed as 
(𝑚𝑚 +𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎)𝑙𝑙2�̈�𝜃 + 𝑐𝑐�̇�𝜃 + (𝑚𝑚 +𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎)𝑔𝑔𝑙𝑙sin𝜃𝜃

= −(𝑚𝑚 +𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎)𝑙𝑙cos𝜃𝜃𝑎𝑎𝑥𝑥0(𝑡𝑡) + 𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡(∅̇ − �̇�𝜃) + 𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡(∅ − 𝜃𝜃) − 𝑀𝑀𝑎𝑎(𝑡𝑡) 
(1) 

𝐽𝐽𝑎𝑎∅̈ + 𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡(∅̇ − �̇�𝜃) + 𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡(∅ − 𝜃𝜃) = 𝑀𝑀𝑎𝑎(𝑡𝑡) (2) 

SHAKING TABLE EXPERIMENT OF THE ARID SYSTEM 

 

 
(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 2: Small scale experiment platform :(a) schematic description of test setup;(b) picture 

of test setup;(c) picture of the ARID system. 
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Figure 3: Time history of swing angle Figure 4: Amplitude frequency curve 

Tab. 1.2. Control results of suspended structures with resonance harmonic excitation 

Case Peak angle/° Peak decay rate RMS decay rate 

ARID OFF 

atatiur 

55.28 
96.66% 97.21% 

ARID ON 1.85 

In the ARID ON case, the angle is controlled within 5 degrees and the angle frequency 
is relatively stable. The ARID system can significantly inhibit the angle spectrum of the 
structure.Fom the results of the experiment, it can be concluded that the ARID system has 
good effectiveness in swing motion control. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The Active Rotary Inertia Driver system (ARID) for swing vibration control is proposed 
in this paper. The analysis model of the suspended structure with ARID system is 
established. And the LQR controller is designed for the ARID system. The numerical 
analysis and the experiments have been carried out. The numerical and experimental 
results validate the effectiveness for swing motion control of the proposed ARID system.  
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ABSTRACT 
The destructive nature of earthquakes resulted in many engineering challenges, 
focusing mostly on the control of seismic induced vibrations. Among the key solutions 
toward seismic protection of structures, the vibration control device made their way to 
be one of the most studied research topics. Lately, a new rotational inertia based device 
has been introduced, known as “inerter” this device is capable of developing a fictive 
mass related to the relative acceleration between it nodes. This work presents a novel 
inerto-viscous damper, which combines the “inerter” device with classical viscous 
damper. A multi-degree of freedom system subjected to earthquake record is used to 
demonstrate the potency of the inerto-viscous dampers. Through a time history 
analysis, results obtained shows a significant reduction in the structure response 
equipped with a novel inerto-viscous damper, compared to other structures with 
normal viscous damper and no damper. The study also examines an optimal ratio 
between the inerter fictive mass and the viscous device damping based on the results 
obtained. 
 
KEYWORDS:  inerter, viscous damper, inerto-viscous damper, vibration control   

INTRODUCTION 

Throughout the history of buildings technology, the seismic protection of the structure 
represented one of the biggest challenges for the engineering community. Recently, a 
new mass amplification device known as “inerter” was introduced for civil 
engineering use [1]. Mainly studied as a device capable of reproducing a large fictive 
mass, it is coupled with tuned mass dampers resulting in lightweight TMDs knows as 
TMD-Inerter [2-4]. In this work, a hybrid control device is obtained by attaching an 
inerter with a viscous damper in parallel. The effectiveness of the proposed hybrid 
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device is investigated for seismic response control, for this purpose a benchmark scaled 
structure is equipped with an inerto-viscous damper and submitted to earthquake 
record. State space representation is used. The following dynamical parameters were 
investigated, top floor displacement, inter-story drift and damper force.  

MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION OF THE INERTER 

    The inerter is a combination of a rack and a set of pinions rotating about a shaft, a 
simple inerter scheme is depicted (i.e., Figure 1), The two extremities of the inerter, 
represented by a and b in Fig. 1, are connected to the pinion (of radius ρ) through racks 
and are responsible for reversing the direction of reactions (represented by F(t)) at both 
ends. A flywheel having a radius R and mass m is mounted on the other end of the 
shaft, to reduce the impact through its higher inertia. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 1: A simplified mechanical model of an inerter [5]  

The mechanical linear equation of the inerter, which represents the force produced by 
this device, is given in Eq. 1 

 ( )      
  

  [ ̈ ( )   ̈ ( )] (1) 

The term    
  
   is denoted as the inertence   of the device, and is expressed in unit of 

mass (kg). The device inertence can be augmented by serially increasing the number of 
pinions. Hence, the general force equation of the inerter can be written as:  

 ( )   [ ̈ ( )   ̈ ( )] (2) 

MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION OF THE INERTO-VISOUCS DEVICE 

The hybrid device proposed in this work is a result of the assembly of an inerter with a 
viscous damper in parallel, as it can be seen (i.e., Figure 2). This, will ensure a highly 
rotational inertial force combined to a viscous damping, resulting from the inerter and 
the viscous damper, respectively.     

Flywheel 

𝑅𝑅 𝑎𝑎 
𝐹𝐹(𝑡𝑡) 

𝐹𝐹(𝑡𝑡) 𝑂𝑂 

𝑏𝑏 

Pinion 

𝜌𝜌 

𝑥𝑥𝑎𝑎(𝑡𝑡) 
𝑥𝑥𝑏𝑏(𝑡𝑡) 

𝜃𝜃(𝑡𝑡) 
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Figure 2: Mechanical model of an inerto-viscous damper 

The force produced by the hybrid device depicted above (i.e. Figure 2) can be 
expressed by the equation (3), due to the parallel assembly adopted for herein. The 
general expression of the force is the sum of the two forces resulting from the inerter 
and the viscous damper.  

 ( )   [ ̈ ( )   ̈ ( )]     [ ̇ ( )   ̇ ( )] (3) 

The term    denotes the damping parameter of the viscous damper.  

NUMERICAL STUDY AND RESYLTS  

In order to Study the effect of the proposed device, a reduced model three story 
benchmark structure is equipped with the inerto-viscous damper [6]. The structure is 
submitted to a scaled record of the El Centro earthquake using MATLAB. The 
dynamical parameters investigated are maximum top floor displacement (Dmax), 
maximum inter-story drift (Δmax) and maximum damper force (F max). The results 
obtained are compared to a structure without a damper, a structure with an inerter 
damper only and a viscous damper only. The obtained results are expressed in table 1.  

Tab. 1. Results for uncontrolled and controlled cases. 

Dynamical 
parameter 

Uncontrolled 
Controlled 

Inerter 
damper 

Viscous 
damper 

Inerto-viscous 
damper 

Dmax [cm] 0.9712 0.7048 0.3847 0.2934 
Δmax, 1 [cm] 0.5469 0.4312 0.1909 0.1703 
Δmax, 2 [cm] 0.3167 0.1780 0.1331 0.0899 
Δmax, 3 [cm] 0.3167 0.0996 0.0749 0.0581 

F max [N] / 727.53 323.88 657.85  
Note: Δmax, 1, Δmax, 2 and Δmax, 3 denotes Δmax for the first, second and third floor; respectively. 

As it can be seen from table 1, an important response reduction is obtained when using 
the inerto-viscous damper; this response reduction is more significant compared to 

𝐹𝐹(𝑡𝑡) 𝐹𝐹(𝑡𝑡) 
𝑐𝑐𝑑𝑑 

𝑏𝑏 
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other control cases. The maximum percentages reductions are 69.7% and 81.6% for top 
floor displacement and top floor inter-story drift, respectively. It is also noticed from 
table 1 that, despite the large force produced by the inerter, the reduction was not 
important compared to the hybrid damper.         

CONCLUSIONS 
A hybrid damper used for seismic response control is studied. The damper is a result 
of a parallel assembly of an inerter and a viscous damper. The performance of the 
device is investigated on a three story benchmark structure model submitted to 
earthquake record. Dynamic responses obtained are compared with those using simple 
passive devices (i.e. inerter and viscous damper). The following conclusion can be 
drawn:  

 The combination of an inerter and a viscous damper in parallel results in a very 
efficient control device, defined as inerto-viscous damper in this study.  

 Compared to other passive control devices the inerto-viscous damper is more 
effective.  

 The effectiveness of the proposed hybrid device is investigated through two 
dynamic parameters namely maximum top floor displacement and maximum 
inter-story drift.  

 The proposed device achieves better performance with less force input compared 
to other passive devices.  
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ABSTRACT 
Supplemental damping devices present an attractive mean to mitigate the response of 
dynamically excited structures. Typically, dampers are designed only after the main 
structure is completed, and they are added with the goal to increase structural damping 
and effectively reduce the dynamic response. Topology optimization offers the 
possibility of obtaining material layout distribution to meet the loading demands; 
however, most approaches only accommodate static deterministic loads, but dynamic 
responses are required to design damping systems and the most severe loads that civil 
structures withstand are stochastic and dynamic. This study proposes a method to 
obtain simultaneously optimal topology and distribution of damping devices for 
stochastically excited structures. The ground excitation is modeled as a stationary zero-
mean filtered white noise, the excitation model is combined with the structural model to 
form an augmented representation, and the stationary covariances of the structural 
responses of interest are obtained by solving a Lyapunov equation. The objective 
function is defined in terms of the stochastic response. The proposed optimization 
scheme is illustrated for a building with viscous dampers subjected to stochastic ground 
motion excitation. The results presented herein demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed 
approach for efficient simultaneous optimization of topology and damping distribution 
of stochastically excited structures.  
 
KEYWORDS: Topology optimization, Stochastic dynamics, Supplemental Damping, Finite 
element, Lyapunov equation.  

INTRODUCTION 

Topology optimization provides a general approach to obtain optimal material layout in 
a prescribed domain according to some cost function with appropriately specified 
design constraints [1]. It has been successfully applied to continuous domains subjected 
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to deterministic static or dynamic loadings [1]. However, such deterministic approaches 
cannot accommodate stochastic dynamic loads which civil structures frequently 
undergo, such as winds, earthquakes, traffic, etc. [2], and therefore, produce suboptimal 
designs. Recently, Gomez and Spencer [3] developed a general topology optimization 
framework for structures subjected to stationary stochastic excitation; the performance 
function was formulated in terms of the response covariances, which are obtained 
through solution of a large-scale Lyapunov equation. 
Significant research has been focused on the optimal distribution of supplemental 
damping devices to reduce seismic response [4]. However, simultaneous optimization 
of topology and damping distribution has only been studied recently by Gomez and 
Spencer [5] due to the complexity of the problem given by the stochastic dynamic nature 
and the non-proportional damping. This study extends the topology optimization 
framework for stochastically excited structures [3,5] to perform simultaneous 
optimization of topology and discrete viscous damping distribution. An illustrative 
example is provided for the optimization of a mid-rise building subjected to a stochastic 
ground motion. 

PROBLEM FORMULATION 
This section summarizes the formulation of the optimization problem. Further details in 
the formulation and numerical solution can be found in previous studies [3,5].  
Design variables in continuous-domain topology optimization are chosen as the relative 
density in each element. For element n, the relative density variable is denoted by zn. 
Additional design variables ck are chosen to represent supplemental damping at the kth 
floor and are normalized such that their sum is at most 1. The optimization formulation 
is thus given by 
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where θi is the interstory drift of the ith floor, V is the volume, Vmax is the volume limit, ε 
is the lower bound on the density variables, Nel is the number of elements, Nf is the 
number of floors, cmin is the lower bound on the damping variables, and Nd is the 
minimum number of dampers specified. 
The material properties for intermediate relative densities are obtained using an 
interpolation rule; in this work SIMP interpolation is used for stiffness and mass [2] given 
by; and the additional damping force in each floor is given by 
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Numerical details to obtain efficiently the response and their sensitivities and to update 
the design variables are given in a previous study [3]. A linear hat filter was applied to 
the performance function sensitivities to avoid numerical instabilities [1]. 

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE 
In this section, the proposed framework is illustrated by minimizing the variance of the 
maximum interstory drift of a 9-story building subjected to a seismic ground motion in 
the horizontal direction [6]. 
The design domain is a 45 m x 36 m rectangle, which is discretized using 180 x 144 Q4 
elements. The solid linear elastic material has the following properties: Young's modulus 
E0 = 210 GPa, Poisson's ratio ν = 0.3, density ρ = 7500 kg/m3. The domain has a uniform 
thickness of 0.05 m; the continuum domain is assumed to be in plane stress; and the 
maximum allowable volume is 20% of the solid domain. The domain is bounded by 
columns varying linearly from W14x500 to W14x257 and the same material properties; 
the columns are discretized so that their nodes coincide with the Q4 elements. Additional 
floor lumped masses of 85 000 kg are included at each column axis and floor. A rigid 
diaphragm is applied in each floor. The radius of the filter is equal to 0.40 m. Rayleigh 
damping is used with 0.1% damping ratios for the first 2 modes to account for intrinsic 
damping in the structure. Two different sums of damping coefficients are considered. 
Figure 1 and 2 show the results for topology optimization and damping variable 
distribution for csum equal to 106 and 107 N-s/m, respectively. 

   

Figure 1: Optimal topologies (left) and damping distribution (left) for csum=106 N-s/m. 
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Figure 2: Optimal topologies (left) and damping distribution (left) for csum=107 N-s/m. 

CONCLUSIONS 
This paper proposed a methodology for simultaneous optimization of topology and 
supplemental damping of buildings subjected to stochastic ground motions. The input 
was considered as a filtered white noise, and the performance was given in terms of the 
maximum covariance of the response. The design variables were chosen as the relative 
densities in each element and the relative damping coefficient in each floor. The 
proposed method was illustrated by conducting topology optimization of the lateral 
system of a 9-story building under stochastic earthquake loading. The results 
demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed approach for simultaneous topology and 
damping distribution optimization of stochastically excited buildings. 
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ABSTRACT 
Cable vibration is directly related to the serviceability and safety of the 
cable-supported bridges. The proposed hybrid electrodynamic cable damper has 
advantages of being able to control vibration like a conventional coil typed 
electromagnetic damper while maintaining a damping force approximate to that of a 
conventional eddy current typed electromagnetic damper. Electromagnetic finite 
element analysis was performed to investigate the damping performance and 
feasibility of energy harvesting function. As a result, the proposed hybrid 
electrodynamic cable damper showed improved performance compared to the 
electromagnetic damper in terms of maximum damping force, damping coefficient, 
and damping density. And the power amount produced by the damper showed the 
feasibility to construct a cable vibration monitoring system. 

KEYWORDS: Hybrid electrodynamic damper, Electromagnetic analysis, Cable vibration, 
Finite element analysis 

INTRODUCTION 
Recently, due to the wide potential of electrodynamic cable dampers, various 
researches have been carried out for field application [1]. In this study, a new type of 
electrodynamic damper with improved structure is proposed. The conventional 
eddy-current typed electromagnetic damper has a high damping force but has a 
limitation that it functions only as a passive type of control. The coil typed 
electromagnetic damper has high controllability but low damping force and damping 
density. The proposed hybrid electrodynamic damper is designed to overcome the 
disadvantages of conventional eddy-current typed and coil typed electromagnetic 
damper. A permanent magnet was added inside the driving part to add a magnetic 
circuit. The conductors on the outside of the driving part were reinforced and the teeth 
connected to the back iron were arranged. The magnetic, electrical, and physical 
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behavior characteristics of the hybrid electrodynamic damper with the new structure 
type were investigated through electromagnetic transient analysis. 

ELECTROMAGNETIC ANALYSIS 
The proposed hybrid electrodynamic cable damper is divided into a driving part to be 
fastened to the cable and a fixed external part. The damper model and the external 
circuit are shown in Figure 1. Inside, neodymium (NdFeB-N45M) permanent magnets 
were placed. The permanent magnets were restrained by different magnetization 
directions in the axial direction based on the iron poles at the boundaries between the 
upper and lower portions and the magnets.  

 

 

(a) Analysis model (b) External circuit 
Figure 1: Analysis model and external circuit of hybrid electrodynamic cable damper. 

The internal driving part has an air gap from the outside. Two solenoid coils were 
placed on the inner side and oxygen-free copper on the outer side. Each was separated 
through a slot. The coil reduces damping force due to series resistance and inductance 
but is essential for control. At the outer upper and lower parts, oxygen-free copper and 
teeth connected to back iron were arranged. Teeth strengthen the absolute damping 
force compared to a coil typed electromagnetic damper. In the external circuit, the 
inductor is connected in series with the measured resistance value in each winding. 
Pure iron was applied to the iron poles and the thickness was adjusted in consideration 
of magnetic saturation. The intensity of the magnetic field at both ends of the air gap 
according to the iron pole thickness is shown in Figure 2. When the magnetic field 
intensity outside the air gap was distributed in the range of 1.5 ~ 2.0 T, the maximum 
potential was observed at the upper and lower parts of 5 mm and 7 mm, respectively. 
The transient analysis was performed for the electromagnetic analysis, and the mesh 
was given considering the electrostatic conditions. Figure 3 shows the field plots of the 
damper. The upper and lower magnetic circuits pass through teeth and windings, and 
the center magnetic circuit is formed inside the windings. It can be seen that the 
magnetic field is concentrated on the outer surfaces of the four iron poles. 

0

LWinding1 LWinding2 5.4ohm
R178

LabelID=IVoltmeter183

5.4ohm
R198
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Figure 2: Magnetic field strength by iron pole thickness. 

The permanent magnet drive was excited with a sinusoidal wave of 12 mm, 5 Hz. As a 
result, the maximum damping force was 980 N. In the permanent magnet movement, 
the induced electromotive force is generated in the coil in the direction to resist the 
change of the magnetic flux by the Faraday's electromagnetic induction law. The 
maximum induction current was 12.5 A, and the maximum power was 7.9 W. 

(a) Magnetic flux line (b) Magnetic field strength distribution
Figure 3: Field plots of the hybrid electrodynamic damper. 

In order to investigate the dynamic characteristics of the hybrid electrodynamic 
damper, the damping force hysteresis according to the displacement and velocity was 
examined. The results are shown in Figure 4.  

(a) (b) 
Figure 4: Hysteresis curve of damping force according to displacement and velocity 

The maximum damping force appeared at a point with a phase difference of 0.01 
second from the maximum velocity point. In addition, it is confirmed that a relatively 
constant damping coefficient appears around the range of ± 0.3 m/s. 
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As a result of the comparative analysis, the maximum damping force, damping 
coefficient, and damping density are increased compared with the conventional coil 
typed electromagnetic damper under the same excitation condition. The comparison 
results are shown in Table 1. The conventional coil typed electromagnetic damper used 
for the comparison is based on the results of previous studies [2]. 

Table 1: Damping performance comparison of hybrid electrodynamic damper 

CEMD1 HEDD2 Comparison 
Max. damping force (N) 484 980 ×2.025 

Damping coefficient (kN·s/m) 1.278 2.602 ×2.036 
Damping density (kN·s/m4) 327.010 1,325.345 ×4.053 

1: Coil typed electromagnetic damper, 2: Hybrid electrodynamic damper 

CONCLUSIONS 

To investigate the electromagnetic and physical characteristics and feasibility of energy 
harvesting function of the proposed hybrid electrodynamic damper, electromagnetic 
finite element analysis was performed. As a result, the maximum damping force of the 
hybrid electrodynamic damper was 980 N, the damping density was 1,325.345 kN·s/m4, 
and the amount of electric power was 7.9 W. The analytical results show that the 
proposed hybrid electrodynamic cable damper has better damping performance than 
the conventional coil typed electromagnetic damper. And demonstrated the feasibility 
of constructing a cable vibration monitoring system through the power generated by 
the damper. However, since the simulation results are performed under ideal 
conditions, it is expected that the performance will be reduced when the damper 
prototype is manufactured. Therefore, it is expected that the improved performance 
will be achieved through the improvement of the damper structure through the 
optimization in the future. 
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ABSTRACT
The negative stiffness of an active or semi-active damper system has been proven to
be very effective to reduce the dynamic response. Therefore, dissipation devices
possessing the property of negative stiffness, such as inertial mass dampers (IMD),
draw much attention recently. In this study, an IMD was designed and manufactured,
which consists of an inerter providing negative stiffness and a viscous shear damper.
Then its vibration mitigation performance was investigated for a long cable. At first a
numerical simulation study was carried out on the damping performance
considering the effects of the inertial mass and viscous damping coefficient. Optimal
values for the inertial mass and viscous damping were determined. Then an
experimental study was performed on a scaled cable (19m long) for a stay-cable
(577m long) of Sutong Bridge, in Jiangsu, China. The experimental results show that
the vibration reduction performance of the proposed IMD is much better than that of
a conventional viscous damper.

KEYWORDS: inertial mass damper, negative stiffness, cable vibration control, experimental
investigation

INTRODUCTION
Cables are widely used in cable-supported bridges and long-span structures due to
their economy, beauty, and light weight. However cables are prone to severe
vibration because of their low inherent damping and high flexibility. Those
vibrations can be detrimental to the serviceability and safety of the structures. Many
studies show that negative stiffness devices, such as inertial mass dampers, are very
effective to reduce those undesirable vibrations. In this paper, cable vibration control
with an IMD is presented. A prototype of an IMD is designed and manufactured, and
numerical and experimental studies are conducted to investigate the control
performance.

PROTOTYPE OF INERTIALMASS DAMPER
A prototype of an IMD, which consists of a ballscrew with a flywheel and a viscous
shear damper, is designed and manufactured. The schematic is showed in Fig. 1. The
IMD may be installed as fixed on the bridge deck and connected to a cable as in
Fig. 2-a. The cable vibration leads to a vertical reciprocating motion of the ballscrew
and the shear plates. The vertical motion is transformed to a rotation motion of the
flywheel by the ballnut, which induces large inertial mass causing negative stiffness
effect to the IMD-cable system. Property of the inertial mass can be adjusted by the
size of flywheel, whereas the force from the shear damper depends on the viscosity
of damping fluid and the sizes of plates.
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a. Configuration sketch of IMD b. Prototype of IMD
Figure 1: The schematic of inertial mass damper

NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF IMD-CABLE SYSTEM
The equation of motion of a sagged cable with an IMD can be expressed in Eq. (1).
The damper’s force on the right side of Eq. (1) can be obtained as a superposition of a
inertial force and a viscous damping force from the IMD:

  )xxδ(x,t)vc(x,t)vm(x,t)v
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where v(x,t) , (x,t)v and (x,t)v are the displacement, velocity and acceleration of the
cable, respectively. c is the inherent cable damping. λ is the sag-extensibility
parameter defined by Irvine and Caughey[1]. xd denotes the damper location. me and
cd are the dimensionless inertial mass and equivalent viscous damping of the IMD[2]
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where em and dc are defined in Eq. (3)[2]. ω0 is the first natural frequency of the
cable. L and T denote the cable length and tension.
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in which, β , J and Ld are the transmission ratio, the moment of inertia of the flywheel,
and the pitch of the ballscrew. m, r and R are the mass, inside radius, and outside
radius of the flywhee. η is the viscosity of the damping fluid. A and t are the area and
the thickness of the shear plates. The complex eigenvalues are obtained by using a
standard Galerkin method[3]. A parametric study is conducted for the IMD for a 19m
long cable with λ2=7.95 shown in Fig. 2-a. The IMD location (xd) is taken as 2% of the
cable length. The modal damping ratio of the first mode is shown various
dimensionless IMD parameters in Fig. 2-b. The highest modal damping ratio of the
first mode is obtained as 5.01%, which is significantly higher than 1% commonly
provided by a conventional cable damper at the 2% location.
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a. IMD-cable system b. Theoretical damping ratio for IMD design
Figure 2: IMD-cable system and modal damping ratio

EXPERIMENT
Experiments were carried out on a scaled cable structure with parameters shown in
Tab. 1. A sinusoidal excitation at the first natural frequency (1.402 Hz) of the cable
was applied perpendicularly to the cable. The excitation was removed after the
vibration reached the steady state. Various IMD designs were considered,
corresponding to 4 kinds of damping fluid with different viscosity (cd) and 6 kinds of
flywheels with different mass (me). The displacement responses were measured at the
cable midpoint using a non-contact measurement with a digital camera. The modal
damping ratio was evaluated from the decaying part of the response using a
Hilbert-transform. The displacement responses of Group 2 (cdxd=0.024) are shown in
Fig. 3.

Tab. 1 Cable parameters

Length
(m)

Inclination
( º)

E-module
(×106N)

Mass per length
(kg/m)

Tension
(kN)

First natural
frequency(Hz)

Sag
(λ2)

19.2 15 0.911 0.76 1.286 1.402 7.95

a. without flywheel b. with flywheel-1
(me=3.25)

c. with flywheel-2
(me=3.49)

d. with flywheel-3
(me=3.73)

e. with flywheel-4
(me=3.9)

f. with flywheel-5
(me=4.84)

g. with flywheel-6
(me=6.43)

Figure 3: Displacement measurements for Group 2 (cdxd=0.024)
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The comparisons of the modal damping ratios between the experiment and
theoretical results are shown in Fig. 4. Good agreement can be observed between two
results, except for Group 2. Case e of Group 2 is the optimal design case, whose first
modal damping ratio is 5.01% as mentioned before. But the experiment result only
reaches 2.08%. This may be due to the following reasons: 1. The numerical simulation
shows that the modal damping ratio is very sensitive to inertial mass. The error in
the machining error for the flywheel may cause big amplification in the modal
damping ratio. 2. The friction in the ballnut and ballscrew is not included in the
theoretical values, whereas the friction in the current IMD is fairly large. 3. The
displacement of the IMD at the current experiment is very small. However, those
problems may be resolved in the case of a real scale cable. But even so, the modal
damping ratio of Case e is still 5 times higher than the conventional viscous damper
under the same condition in Case a as in Fig. 3.

Group 1: (cdxd=0.008) Group 2: (cdxd=0.024) Group 3: (cdxd=0.04) Group 4: (cdxd=0.056)
Figure 4: Comparison of modal damping ratios

CONCLUSIONS
In this study, a prototype of an IMD is designed and manufactured. The numerical
simulation of the IMD-cable system is carried out. The optimal parameters of the
IMD are obtained considering the first mode. Experiment study shows the success of
the vibration reduction of IMD. The performance of IMD is much better than the
conventional viscous damper, in terms of modal damping ratio, though some
experiment results show significant differences from the theoretical expectation.
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ABSTRACT 
This research investigates implementation of human inspector’s visual perception 
during bridge inspection to achieve autonomous navigation of UAVs for efficient data 
collection after damaging events (e.g. earthquakes). Using video data, implementation 
of two types of perception is investigated: the recognition of structural component types 
and their positions. The recognition of structural component types is implemented using 
fully convolutional networks (FCNs) combined with recurrent neural networks (RNNs), 
which provides consistent recognition results both in time and space. The estimation of 
position is implemented using CNN-SLAM algorithm, which estimates camera 
trajectories and depth maps from the image sequences. To facilitate the investigation of 
recognition and position estimation algorithms, synthetic environments were developed 
and used effectively. The perception of bridge components implemented in this study 
will be a building block for the autonomous navigating agents for rapid bridge 
inspections. 
 
KEYWORDS: Bridge inspection, computer vision, machine learning, Recurrent Neural 
Network (RNN), Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) 

INTRODUCTION 

Bridge is one of the important transportation infrastructure which needs to be 
maintained appropriately both in normal and emergency times. On the other hand, 
bridges spread over broad areas, which makes the visual inspection by human 
inspectors time-consuming and labor-intensive. The demands for the efficiency of bridge 
inspections are particularly difficult to meet after damaging events, such as earthquakes 
and typhoons, because limited number of inspectors need to evaluate bridges in the 
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entire affected area within a limited amount of time. To facilitate rapid inspection under 
the scarcity of time and resources, automation of one of the most time-consuming and 
labor-intensive part of the bridge inspection is desired, namely, accessing and navigating 
through the bridges to collect visual information of the structural components of interest. 
Implementation of human inspector’s perception during the bridge inspection is a key 
step toward autonomous navigation and data collection for rapid bridge inspection. This 
research investigates the recognition of structural component types and their positions 
using video data. The recognition of structural component types is implemented using 
fully convolutional networks (FCNs) combined with recurrent neural networks (RNNs), 
which provides consistent recognition results both in time and space. The estimation of 
position is implemented using CNN-SLAM algorithm, which estimates camera 
trajectories and depth maps from the image sequences. The perception of bridge 
components implemented in this study will be a building block for the autonomous 
navigating agents for rapid bridge inspections.  

METHODS 
The recognition of bridge component types are implemented by combining single image-
based semantic segmentation algorithm (Fully Convolutional Networks, or FCN) with 
the recurrent neural network units [1], [2]. The single image-based bridge component 
recognition using FCN takes a primary role of identifying types of bridge components in 
complex scenes using network configurations investigated in [3]–[5].  While the single 
image-based FCN can identify bridge components when the image contains global 
context, the approach faces increasing difficulty when the video zooms up to parts of the 
structural components and starts lacking the high-level scene contexts. To address the 
challenge, Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) units were inserted on top of the FCN to 

store information from previous frames as hidden states [1]. In particular, this research 

Figure 1: Network configuration for the recognition of bridge component types[1]. 
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uses ConvLSTM[6], which is one of the powerful RNN architecture to model long-term 
patterns appearing in sequences of 2D data. By combining the output of the ConvLSTM 
units and lower-level features from the FCN, the resulting semantic segmentation was 
consistent both in time and space.  
After recognizing bridge component types, 3D locations of the target structural 
components need to be identified to achieve desired autonomous UAV navigation for 
rapid bridge inspection. Localization of objects using incoming video stream is 
categorized into a problem of Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) [7], [8]. 
This research investigates the use of CNN-SLAM algorithm [9], which combines CNN-
based dense prediction and direct SLAM approach to get dense and accurate depth 
estimation using video stream. In particular, this research used deep FCN with 58 
convolutional layers to predict depth map. 
Collection of data used to evaluate algorithms discussed in this research is not 
straightforward. For the recognition of bridge component types using RNN, annotated 
video data is needed to train and test the image-processing algorithms. However, 
labelling each frame of video data is labor intensive and almost impractical. For position 
estimation, we need datasets with ground truth values to validate the performance of the 
algorithms. To address this challenge, this research investigated the use of synthetic data 
using Unity3D game engine [10]. For the tasks of bridge component recognition, a 
synthetic environment of concrete girder bridge with surrounding environment was 
created, and a UAV was flied randomly around the bridge to collect video data 
mimicking actual bridge inspection process. For the CNN-based depth prediction as part 
of the CNN-SLAM algorithm, large-scale city model and a UAV navigating randomly are 
used to train the network for broad range of views in urban environments. 

CONCLUSIONS 
This research investigated the computer implementation of human inspector’s 
perception during inspection process to achieve autonomous UAV navigation for 
efficient rapid bridge inspection. The research discussed two tasks performed by human 
inspectors to understand the surrounding environment: recognition of bridge 
component types and estimation of 3D locations of the identified components. Using 
synthetic video data of concrete girder bridge and large-scale urban city section, RNN 
units for the recognition of bridge component types and FCN for depth prediction for 
the CNN-SLAM algorithms were trained and integrated into the entire framework. The 
bridge component recognition and localization investigated in this research will be a 
critical component of the desired autonomous system for the rapid bridge inspection. 
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ABSTRACT 
Cranes are commonly used to lift and move heavy objects in construction projects. 
Complex mobile robotic systems have recently expanded to be configured for a wide 
variety of new ground-based applications in construction projects. However, it is 
difficult to reach workspace at elevations for these heavy robots. To address that, the 
author focuses on controller design using cranes carrying ground-based robotic system, 
which enables the heavy robots to reach the entire workspace with the help of the 
crane. The main challenge is the end point position control of operating robot 
manipulators when hoisted by a crane in a dynamic environment with uncertain 
vibrations and movements. Due to the complexity of this problem, the model used in 
the simulation is simplified and the position control scheme decouples the control of 
crane pendulum and robot manipulator. First, numerical modeling and data 
generation performed for kinetic and dynamic analysis of the system simplified as a 
2DOF robot connected with a double pendulum system in free vibration. Second, 
ANFIS fuzzy logic controllers are trained and controller system structure applied to 
enable the manipulator model following the prescribed trajectory. Subsequently, a 
Multi-body model was built for motion visualization and simulation shown 
successfully damping the vibration was conducted using MATLAB and Simulink. 
Finally, results and limitations of this study are discussed. 
KEYWORDS: Fuzzy Logic Controller, ANFIS, double pendulum, robot manipulator, 
simulation test 

INTRODUCTION 

The control of crane systems in construction is a well-established research field.[3]  Most 
works focused on anti-sway with trolley motion. In the meantime, ground-based 
mobile robot system expanded applications in construction filed. Also previous works 
on oscillatory base robot manipulator have been discussed [1] based on lumped mass 
with one translate motion only. Therefore, developing efficient controlling system to 
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extend the capability of heavy robots operating in higher workspace with the help of 
widely equipped cranes is essential. This paper proposed using cranes carrying a 
platform with ground-based robotic systems mounted to it and focused on position 
control of the manipulator operating under vibration between the crane hoist and the 
robot. This application use ANFIS based fuzzy logic position control scheme decouples 
the control of crane pendulum and robot manipulator and create simulation model 
with planiar motion constraints testing the results. 

MODEL FORMULATION 
Mathematical model of the double pendulum crane system and simplified 2DOF 
planiar robot manipulator system connected at the robot base is obtained from 
independently known dynamics of the two subsystems. Figure 1 below shows the 
schematic view of physical model of the two systems separately, where active payload 
on the left and the oscillatory base xb on the right are jointly considered as the robot 
base in our combined model. The dynamic EOM can then be represented as [1] 

�
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Figure 1: schematic view of the subsystems physical model. 

MODELING INVERSE KINEMATICS 
In a two-joint robotic arm system, in order to control the arm to perform tasks it is 
designated to do, a typical problem is the inverse kinematic equation given the desired 
motion of the free end of the second link. It is possible to mathematically deduce the 
angles at the joints given the desired location of the end point. Fuzzy logic controller 
used here taking advantage of solution of the kinetic equation of motion of a fixed base 
2DOF manipulator and obtain the training dataset using the numerical output of 
desired motion as the input. This approach can train ANFIS fuzzy logic controllers 
without requiring initial training data from experiment or simulation. In the generation 
of the training data, boundaries are set as maximum angles. Two ANFIS controllers are 
trained for q1 and q2 separately and then validation error test proves the controllers 
give low errors within desirable operating range [-π,π], where the trained ANFIS 
networks are then used as a part of a larger control system with compensation from 
oscillatory of the robot base. 
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TRAINING ANFIS MODEL 
The adaptive network-based fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) has been used to optimize 
the fuzzy IF-THEN rules and membership functions to derive a more efficient fuzzy 
control.[2] The structure of the ANFIS is comprised of five layers (Fig2). Neuro-Fuzzy 
Designer in MATLAB is used to design and train the controllers. The algorithm uses the 
Takagi-Sugeno-Kang (TSK) inference system which assign arbitrarily parameters and 
performed fuzzy reasoning for the training data to tune the parameter sets.[1] Two 
controller yd2q1 and yd2q2 are trained to control q1 and q2 from desired motion 
coordinates. Two parameter {a,b,c} sets of the bell-shaped membership functions chose 
for each input are the training results to calculate the membership values. 

Figure 2: Adaptive network-based fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) model design structure. 

SIMULATION STUDY 
A 3D Simscape Multibody model was built for motion visualization. This model 
contains simplified 3D manipulator arms and pendulum. Four joints needed to be 
controlled can only rotate in the X-Z axis plane. Details of the Simscope model of two 
subsystems shown in Figure 3.  

Figure 3: Simscope model of Double-pendulum system (left) and 2DOF manipulator (right) 

The models created are then used as well as the two ANFIS controllers trained before as 
parts of a larger control system in Simulink (Fig4).  

Figure 4: Final Simulink (Simscope) model of the controller system. 
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Simulation runs for a short circular path of the end point of manipulator and the motion 
and force damping results of robot arms vibration angles q, their velocity 𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞 , pendulum 
vibration angles θ, and the torque force of robot joint actuators τ shown in Figure 5. 

 
      (a)                 (b)                  (c)                     (d) 

Figure 5: Simulation test scope result of (a) Robot arms vibrations q, (b) Robot arm rotate 

velocities 𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞 , (c) Pendulum vibrations θ, and (d) Torque force of robot joint actuators τ. 

CONCLUSIONS 
A FLC application of training and testing of ANFIS fuzzy logic controllers using 
MATLAB and Simulink with a simulation study has been proposed. The strategy 
trained FLC using obtained training dataset from numeric data generation and then 
applied them to enable quick damping end point motion of the simplified 4DOF 
planiar manipulator system caused from dynamics of a robot system suspended from 
crane hoist although the model are simplified under 2D rotations. More future works 
can be followed : 1. Update and retrain the controller model for dynamic system with 
more Degree of freedoms; 2. Use the industrial fetch robot or design simple experiment 
manipulators, set up tracking sensors as experiment apparatus for position and force 
tracking control simulation. 3. Compare tracking results and test the efficiency of the 
controller with other strategies such as PID based on some experiment data. 
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ABSTRACT 
In this paper, bridge inspection techniques based on an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) 

were analyzed from the point of view of actual field application and methods possible 
solutions for addressing the problems were discussed. In particular, a new no-reference 
quality measure was proposed to solve the quality issue, and an experiment was 
conducted to detect cracks on the surface of actual bridges. In addition, in order to solve 
the damage localization problem, a matching method based on the features between the 
high-resolution image and the image including the damage was applied. As a result, it 
was able to successfully detect the cracks with an error within 0.14 mm. 

KEYWORDS: UAV, Bridge Inspection, Computer Vision, Damage Detection. 

INTRODUCTION 
As the aging of bridges became a social issue, many researchers became interested in 

the maintenance technology to check and diagnose the objective condition of structures. 
However, as the number of inspection areas and target structures increased, existing 
maintenance methods that rely on visual inspection through workers were inefficient in 
terms of time and cost, and it revealed the limitation that the results depend on the 
worker’s subjectivity. On the other hand, an inspection technology using an unmanned 
aerial vehicle (UAV) equipped with high-performance video equipment had the 
advantage of being able to detect and inspect damage occurring in various parts of 
bridges, and it was possible to access easily the areas where inspection worker were 
difficult to access so it emerged as an alternative to the existing method. However, there 
was a false-alarm issue that it was difficult to detect various damages such as micro 
cracks when applying a computer vision based novel technology to a bridge inspection 
method using UAV. In order to solve the false-alarm issue, research was conducted to 
apply the deep-learning technology using learning images of various shapes and sizes 
(Cha, 2018). The application of the deep-learning technology solved false-alarm issues 
and resolved localization issues of cracks to enable multiple high-resolution image 
processing based on the fast computing speed.  
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In this paper, bridge inspection techniques based on UAV were analyzed from the point 
of view of actual field application and possible solutions for addressing the problems 
were discussed. In particular, we developed a measure related to image quality and 
applied the Mask-RCNN algorithm and the computer vision technology to confirm the 
size of the crack, and the position of the crack was determined by using the high 
resolution matching image. 

PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 
As shown in figure 1, the bridge inspection scenario using UAV was composed of 

image acquisition, image quality evaluation, and quantification based on deep-learning 
and image processing technique (IPT), and damage localization using high-resolution 
image. 

            
Figure 1. Mission flow for bridge inspection using UAV systems 

In the quality evaluation step, a new quality measure was proposed to evaluate the 
degree of motion blur that could occur in the images taken by the UAV. Since the 
variance of the gray intensity was lowered when blur occurred, the sum of the variance 
of gray intensity (SGV) in the horizontal direction was set as a reference as shown in Eq.1. 

𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝒌𝒌  =  ∑ ∑
√(𝑺𝑺𝒌𝒌(𝒊𝒊,𝒋𝒋)−𝑺𝑺𝒌𝒌(𝒊𝒊,𝒋𝒋+𝟏𝟏))𝟐𝟐+(𝑺𝑺𝒌𝒌(𝒊𝒊,𝒋𝒋)−𝑺𝑺𝒌𝒌(𝒊𝒊+𝟏𝟏,𝒋𝒋))𝟐𝟐

√𝑴𝑴𝟐𝟐+𝑵𝑵𝟐𝟐
𝑵𝑵
𝒋𝒋=𝟏𝟏

𝑴𝑴
𝒊𝒊=𝟏𝟏

              (1) 

Where, 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑘𝑘 represents the quality measure of the kth image, M presents the number 
of horizontal pixels in the image, N represents the number of vertical pixels in the image, 
𝑆𝑆𝑘𝑘 means the gray-intensity function of the kth image.  
The deep-learning and image processing techniques were applied in this study, which 
was excellent for classifying and detecting various types of damage (Kim and Cho, 2019).  
In addition, PTgui pro Software was used to match the feature points of multiple single 
images. Based on 103 4K images, the result was 28436 x 13003 pixels. 

EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION 
In order to verify the proposed bridge inspection technology, an experiment was 

conducted to detect and quantify the damage using the data taken from the bridge. The 
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target bridge was a concrete box girder bridges with various damages, and target area 
was selected as one-side of a pier. The UAV used in the experiment was designed for 
bridge inspection, and equipped with various sensors such as gimbal, IMU, Camcorder. 
The resolution of the aerial imagery was 4K (3840 x 2160) and the pixel resolution was 
0.28 mm/pix.  

  

Figure 2. Target bridge and inspection UAV 

After the quality evaluation process for a total of 103 frames covering the entire area, 
we confirmed whether the deep learning algorithm can be applied to the frame. In the 
case of the 11th frame as seen figure 3, since the quality score was distributed around the 
average value, the next step could be applied. 

  
(a) Quality score of 11th frame (b) Scoring the entire frame 

Figure 3. The result of applying quality measurement to UAV imagery 

After that, damage detection step using deep-learning was performed on frames 
satisfying a certain level of quality threshold, and the result was shown in figure 4. 

 

Figure 4. Some results of classification and identification after applying Mask-RCNN 

The cracks were classified by applying the Mask-RCNN to 103 frames covering the 
entire inspection area. Six cracks were detected in the 11th frame. The size of the cracks 
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was quantified using image processing and compared with the actual values measured 
using an actual crack detector. As shown in Table 1, when the size of the cracks on the 
bridge surface was quantified using UAV, it was generally estimated to be larger than 
the actual crack size. As seen from all the cases, the error was estimated to be within 0.14 
mm, and this error can be regarded as an error depending on the measurement position 
of the crack. In addition, since the position of the frame containing the cracks was 
confirmed in the entire stitched image. 

  

Figure 5. Cracks and quantification results included in 11th frame 

Tab. 1. Comparison of quantified cracks with actual measured values 

(mm) Crack 1 

 

Crack 2 

 

Crack3 

 

Crack4 

 

Crack5 Crack6 

Estimated 

Atatiur 

0.28 0.28 0.56 0.84 0.28 0.56 
Measured 0.20 0.22 0.42 0.76 0.27 0.50 
Error +0.08 +0.06 +0.14 +0.08 +0.01 +0.06 

CONCLUSIONS 
In this study, we proposed a general inspection scenario to solve the problem from the 

viewpoint of actual field application, which was not covered in the previous study of 
inspecting the bridge using the UAV. In order to secure the quality of images captured 
through UAV, a new quality measurement was proposed. Also deep learning and IPT 
were used to quantify the size of the cracks and to solve the damage localization issue 
using stitched images. As a result of applying it to the actual site, it was able to 
successfully detect cracks on the surface, and the error was within 0.14 mm.  
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ABSTRACT 
Large research activity is devoted to the inspection of large structures difficult to access 
using mobile robots, mainly UAVs, hybrid mobile robots, and climbing robots. The latter 
type requires the installation of additional infrastructure or the use magnetic-based 
technology or vacuum adhesion. UAVs represent for outdoor inspection the most 
efficient solution, offering an excellent platform to carry devices and sensors. Beside 
these great advantages there are some limitations, one is related to the security distance 
that must be kept during the flight operation, which does not allow to the system to get 
close or attached to the surface to explore. In addition, for the inspection of civil 
structures exposed to harsh environmental conditions such as strong winds, this 
approach is exposed to risk of collision and damage of the robot. In order to overcome 
those limitation related to vertical surfaces, large infrastructures and outdoor inspection, 
wall climbing drones have been developed in the very recent years. According to this 
new design concept, the robot has two operation modes, it can fly like drones but it can 
stick and climb a vertical surface, like a wall-climbing robot. The motivation for 
developing this kind of robot is to create hybrid solutions unaffected by the 
environmental conditions, as well as the wall conditions like surface material or shape. 
Wall-climbing systems are based on wall-sticking mechanism, tilt-rotor-based drones, or 
multi oriented rotors. In this paper, we propose and discuss the design and simulation 
of a wall-climbing drone based on a multirotor with legs equipped by passive wheels. 
 
KEYWORDS: Robotics, Mechatronics, Bridge Inspection; Wall-Climbing Drone  

INTRODUCTION 

The integrity of large structures like bridges, buildings, large aircrafts, solar panels and 
wind turbines, is closely related with security. Nowadays, due to the aging of large 
structures and potential concerns about their potential collapse, a great interest in 
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structural health monitoring has highlighted all over the world. In particular, steel 
structures and steel bridges, constituting a major part in civil infrastructure; require 
adequate maintenance and health monitoring. All over the world, many thousands of 
steel bridges are either deficient or functionally obsolete, which likely presents a 
growing threat to people’s safety. Traditionally, rope certified bridge inspectors analyze 
steel bridges manually. Often, it is dangerous for the inspectors to climb up or hang on 
cables to inspect large bridges with high structures. In addition, reports from visual 
inspection may vary among inspectors; therefore, the structural health condition may 
not be assessed precisely. Many efforts have been devoted in the recent years to the 
inspection of large structures difficult to access taking advantage of automatic or robotic 
solutions like mobile robots [1], UAVs [2], and wall-climbing robots [3]. Referring to 
bridge inspection, lately robotic solutions deal with the latter two types, UAVs and wall-
climbing systems equipped with non-destructive evaluation systems such as a camera 
and a 3D structure sensor [4]. In the very recent years, hybrid solutions named as wall-
climbing drones have been developed. These new systems can fly like drones but can 
also stick and climb a vertical surface, as wall-climbing robots. In particular, those 
systems use a perching technique that does not require the installation of additional 
infrastructure. Developed solutions are SCAMP (Stanford Climbing and Aerial 
Maneuvering Platform) proposed in [5]; VOLIRO, which is a solution with 6 multi 
oriented rotors, which are capable of orienting by 360 deg independently [6]. EJBOT is a 
double rotor tracked robot, in which the rotors are used to keep the contact with the 
vertical wall [7]. In this paper, we propose the design and simulation of a wall-climbing 
drone, and a first design prototype is under construction based on the obtained results 
of the simulations. 

MECHANICAL DESIGN OF THE WALL-CLIMBING DRONE 
The proposed robot should possess the following characteristics: two operation modes 
namely fly and motion over a vertical surface by keeping the contact at a given distance; 
ability to carry suitable sensors; low-cost and easy in use. The motivation is to create a 
wall-climbing robot that is unaffected by the environmental conditions, as well as the 
wall condition. It is intended to be used either for indoor and outdoor applications. Wall-
climbing systems that can be used are wall-sticking mechanism, tilt-rotor-based drones, 
or multi oriented rotors. We have chosen to develop a drone with four fixed rotors 
(quadrotor) for flying mode and modify the initial design adding two rotors with fixed 
axes mounted orthogonally with respect to the first four. Additionally, two mechanical 
limbs with wheels at the end tips are used. The additional two rotors give suitable 
propulsion to adhere to the vertical wall, the wheels at the leg tips allow to climb with 
low friction. The proposed solution is shown in Figure 1.  
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Romano, Wall-Climbing Drone 

 

Figure 1: Mechanical design solution for the proposed wall-climbing drone. 

Two legs equipped with lightweight wheels are used to keep the contact with the wall. 
Stability is ensured with suitable springs that allows damping and mitigate the contact 
with the surface to inspect. The spring design is shown in Figure 2. Main characteristics 
of the designed spring are K=1000N/m; C = 100 Ns/m; L = 32.34mm; L0 (F=0) = 30mm. 
The legs’ maximum span ranges from 60 to 140 deg. 

  

a)                                       b) 

Figure 2: Spring: a) mechanical design; b) stiffness of the system. 

SIMULATION RESULTS 
A simulation of the operation of the designed wall-climbing drone has been carried out 
to size the actuation and spring to allow the robot sticking and climbing a vertical 
surface. A motion sequence of the simulation is shown in Figure 3, in which the approach 
and contact with a vertical wall is considered. For the proposed simulation, only the 
horizontal propulsion is taken into account, with a motion law of the motors displayed 
in Figure 4a. The contact with the wall starts, and then the horizontal propulsion force is 
increasing to get the drone closer to the wall. Distance from the wall is displayed in 
Figure 4b. It is worth to note that the force of the propellers does not start from zero, 
there is an initial force required to approach the wall. Then this force grows so that the 
drone gets closer to the wall. 
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Figure 2: Motion sequence of the simulation for the wall-climbing drone in Figure 1. 

  

a)                                      b) 

Figure 3: Simulation for the contact: a) horizontal propulsion; b) distance from the wall. 

CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, we have presented the design and first simulation results of a wall-
climbing drone for bridge inspections. Based on the results of these simulations, a 
prototype is under construction for experimental tests. 
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ABSTRACT 
The application of sensors in structural health monitoring (SHM) is of utmost importance, as 

they record the behavior of structures and help engineers to make and prioritize informed 

decisions about necessary repairs or maintenance procedures. However, many sensors that are 

currently used require further processing of information obtained in the field later at the office 

or the decision-making headquarters. This approach to SHM delays decision making. Wireless 

sensors networks (WSN) are designed to analyze the data and present decisions remotely, 

however there is still a gap between remotely operated WSN and industry decisions. In general, 

industry relies on inspectors’ decisions. If WSN could inform inspectors, industry decisions 

would be improved by data. The application of Augmented Reality (AR) tools, such as 

HoloLens, permits direct interaction with the real world for engineers and enables visualization 

and integration of SHM with inspectors at the field. For example, HoloLens make it possible to 

visualize information coming from the sensors in a graphic form in real time. This paper shows 

how to enable effective communication between the sensors and the HoloLens. 

 
KEYWORDS: Augmented Reality, Wireless Sensors, Strain Gauge Sensor, Real-time 
Monitoring 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper presents a case study of the application of Augmented Reality (AR) tools to 
improve the availability of wireless sensors networks (WSN) data. SHM involves using 
an on-site, non-destructive sensing technology in order to determine whether a 
structure has experienced damage, and in case damage has occurred, to determine its 
location and severity. SHM technologies heavily rely on the application of sensors and 
the quality of data transferred by sensors. Sensors record the behavior of structures 
and help structural engineers to make and prioritize informed decisions about 
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necessary repairs, replacement of infrastructure or maintenance procedures. In the 
initial stages of the development of SHM technologies, contact sensors were used to 
detect damage on site. However, contact technologies require considerable human 
operation for sensor application, which makes them expensive to run. As an alternative, 
non-contact sensing approaches have been proposed, which rely on digital cameras 
and vision sensing algorithms. The non-contact technologies have shorter deployment 
time, require less frequent human operation on site, and they are more economical to 
operate. However, although many of them provide the necessary quantitative 
information, it is often difficult to collect the necessary data in the field, and it is 
frequently necessary to perform further processing of the data obtained in the field 
later in the office. Such an approach to data collection and analysis delays decision 
making. WSNs are designed to analyze the data so that the decisions could be 
performed remotely, but there is a gap between remotely operated WSNs and the way 
decisions are made in the industry. The industry relies on inspectors’ decisions: if WSN 
provide direct information to inspectors, the industry decisions will be improved by 
the obtained data. The communication and the data transfer between WSN and 
databases can be significantly improved through the application of Augmented Reality 
(AR) tools. AR overlays the known attributes of an object in the corresponding position 
on the computer screen. In this way it allows integration of reality with a virtual 
representations provided by a computer in real time, so it permits engineers to directly 
interact with the real world and it enables visualization and integration of SHM with 
inspectors at the field. For example, HoloLens make it possible to visualize information 
coming from the sensors in a graphic form in real time, which enables effective 
communication from sensors to a database in real time in a reliable way. In this way 
inspectors can observe augmented data and compare it across time and space, which 
leads to the prioritization of infrastructure decisions based on accurate observations. 

THEORETICAL STRAIN 
This section outlines the application of a low-cost, battery-powered wireless intelligent 
sensors called Strain Gauge, which measures strain of different applications. For 
example, since strains are directly related to the structural condition of bridges, they 
can be applied to determine bridge serviceability. Furthermore, this section introduces 
the principles of estimating strain from strain gauge. As shown in Fig. 1, the strain is 
calculated at a specified point where the strain gauge is attached. This value is derived 
utilizing the strain-stress formula and deflection due to point load. As the equation is 
only valid for elastic behavior of ruler, some discrepancy with the experimental data is 
expected. 
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Figure 1: Theoretical strain definition. 

Eq. (1) will define the theoretical strain, : 

(1) 

where, represents the moment at given by , is the Young’s modulus 
of elasticity,  is the second moment of inertia and  is the maximum distance of 
compression from elastic neutral axis. 

EXPERIMENT VALIDATION, RESULTS, AND EVALUATION 
A cantilever ruler is utilized as the test specimen to conduct the experiment, see Fig. 2. 

Figure 2: Experimental Set-Up for Loading. 

The theoretical strain is calculated based on the formula obtained in Equation 1. This 
value is based on the load imposed (P), section property (I), material property (E) and 
the relative location of the sensor (L1). 

Figure 3: Strain Data Experimental Values Compared with Expected Values. 
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Figure 4: Strain visualized from experimental point loading. 

We verified the workings of the strain gauge sensor by placing it on a cantilever ruler. 
The strain gauge sensor collected strain profile of the ruler motion. 

AR AND DATABASE 
The sensor sends data wirelessly to a database server, the database used is MySQL. 
The communication between the sensor and the server is done through a socket, in this 
case the socket used is Node.js. The source code was developed in Unity for use of the 
Microsoft HoloLens, see Fig. 5. The HoloLens application connects to the MySQL 
server and displays the sensor information in a graph; see Fig. 6. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5: Strain Gauge to HoloLens Connection - Software Setup. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6 Real-time data visualization from low-cost sensors. 

CONCLUSIONS 
This paper has introduced a new Strain Gauge platform, which collects data with 
low-cost sensor to measure strain of different applications. In the experiment presented 
in the paper the platform allowed real-time visualization of data in HoloLens.  
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ABSTRACT 
The development of drone activities into the Low Altitude Airspace (LAA) is a great 
opportunity for many companies. Work carried-out by drones (inspections, 
surveillance and control, mapping etc.) will be supported by other new activities and 
services that will pave the way for new business models and revenues. Enterprises are 
already building large fleets; managing the drones, the people and procedures using 
advanced platforms that utilize the collected data effectively. Working in compliance 
with airspace rules is fundamental for success. AI-Crew and AI-Inspection are two 
innovative platforms born to help Enterprises capitalize on drone airspace, maximizing 
their assets. 

KEYWORDS: Airspace, inspection, drone, management, operations 

INTRODUCTION 

Enterprises have completed several experimenting activities on drone application for 
their own operation and maintenance processes. The past two years have given 
companies in telco, oil & gas, utilities, railways and highways, the opportunity to 
discover the potential and the business use-cases in which it is possible to reduce costs 
of activities such as inspections, monitoring, measuring and transportation. In the 
digital transformation process Enterprises are going through, drones are part of an IoT 
system that collect information. Therefore, there is a need to merge Staff and Fleet 
coordination with data from the company information systems, in order to protect 
brand responsibilities and for the valorization of data. 
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MODEL FORMULATION 

After completing several experimenting activities on drone application for their own 
operation and maintenance processes, Enterprises now fully understand the 
advantages of using drones for their activities and incorporating this technology as a 
tool in their everyday operations. Many of these companies started purchasing 
commercial or custom drones from different providers, or in some cases to 
manufacture them internally; followed by the precise execution of operation’s 
simulations, carried out by internal drone communities or relying on a variety of 
external expert consultants. Nowadays, many Enterprises own a relevant number of 
drones, creating what can be described as fleets. Since Enterprises are starting to own 
not only few, but hundreds of flying drones, the risk of uncoordinated and 
unauthorized actions and operations increases, as well as the risk of accidents. UAV 
Regulations imply that organizations must be certified with well-defined roles and 
responsibilities, and must have operation and maintenance procedures in place for 
pilots and fleets. The Accountable Manager of an Enterprise, often a top-level manager, 
must have full control over a fleet of hundreds of drones, the people who operates 
them, the internal authorization process for the mission etc. When a pilot in a company 
division carries out a mission, it has to be planned in compliance with national 
regulations, no-flight-zones, NOTAMs, and other relevant criteria. Thus, Enterprises 
need a platform with which they can manage their fleets, the organization and 
operations. Drones create a great amount of data: 4k optical sensors record gigabytes of 
information during each mission. This must be combined to the structural features, 
quality indicators and measurement of the inspected asset. Enterprises need platforms 
that can manage a workflow of data capture, classification, analysis and reporting. All 
of this completely integrated with an up-stream pre-existing Asset Management, and 
down-stream Predictive or Order Management. This is because the main information 
retrieved from an inspection is not only a series of photos or videos, but contains 
different parameters that indicate the conservation status of the asset, obtained by 
applying a specific defect catalogue and evaluation weights (intensity, extension and 
evolution) that are unique to the asset.  

AI-Crew is a drone-management-platform that supports UAV Organizations for 
National Authorities’ regulation compliance. It also manages the fleets, the 
documentation and personnel. 
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Figure 1: AI-Crew: bridging UTM operations and Enterprise needs 

Through the Control Center module, AI-Crew allows an Enterprise to monitor an 

operation both from a synoptic point of view, as well as on a map with the possibility 

of communicating with pilots on the field. All data and videos can be seen real-time 

from the Control Center. Interactive airspace map allows to visualize real-time 

regulated areas and temporary flight restrictions, plan flights, interact with operators, 

and fly drones safely. Pilots, flight hours, authorizations, aircrafts and flight plans, all 

in one place. AI-Crew is a drone operation complete system that makes it easy to 

manage systems, people and missions. Every planned mission undergoes in-depth 

validation from the Enterprises control center and the integrated UTM system.  

AI-Inspection platform was created to manage the workflow of UAV operations in 

inspections and monitoring, optimizing the cataloguing and predictive maintenance 

through defect analysis using algorithms in image processing, machine learning, and 

data consultation.  
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Figure 2: AI-Inspection, a complete workflow for UAV inspections 

All the data acquired during an inspection collected by AI-Inspection, catalogued 

based on the key plan of the operation and its rules, and analyzed using machine 

learning & image recognition algorithms that automatically produce an inspection 
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Figure 2: AI-Inspection, a complete workflow for UAV inspections 

All the data acquired during an inspection collected by AI-Inspection, catalogued 

based on the key plan of the operation and its rules, and analyzed using machine 

learning & image recognition algorithms that automatically produce an inspection 

report. All this information can be temporally cross-checked and compared with the 

analytical and visual results obtained with previous inspections. AI-Inspection allows 

the management of different types of data for the purpose of inspections, 

documentation and maintenance by linking them to single structural elements.  

CONCLUSIONS 

The two presented platforms allow Enterprises to manage frequent and recurrent 

Drone activities in their complex organization, where it is fundamental to ensure 

efficiency and productivity while maintaining the compliance requirements with 

relevant regulations. As a drone service provider with yearly experience, Aiviewgroup 

understands the complexity behind organizing a drone operation and in this context 

has created these simple yet successful systems where every aspect of drone operation 

is taken care of across departments and in multiple jurisdictions. The combined 

adoption of these powerful tools allows the Enterprise to fully exploit the potential of 

Low Altitude Airspace. 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper presents a new design of robot for climbing support cables of suspension 
bridges. A typical suspension bridges is a continuous girder suspended by suspension 
cables, which pass through the main towers aided by a special structure known as a 
saddle, and end on big anchorages that hold them. In this sense, the main forces in a 
suspension bridge are tensions in the cables and compression in the towers. The deck is 
usually a truss or a box girder and is connected to the suspension cables by vertical 
suspender cables or rods, called hangers, which are also in tension and are attached to 
the main suspension cables by means of support plates. 
Although some cable climbing robot designs and prototypes can be found for 
inspecting suspension cables, these designs has been developed to climb up and 
inspect the main cables without considering the overpassing of hangers. 
The proposal presented here is a ‘open-robot’ in its lower part which allows climbing 
suspension cables and inspecting them by cameras, overpassing the hangers.   
 
KEYWORDS: Robotics, Mechatronics, Bridge Inspection, Cable-climbing 

INTRODUCTION 

Suspension bridges are key infrastructures in supporting our community. They carry 
pedestrian, heavy, rails or vehicle traffic over natural obstacles [1]. Usually, the desk of 
this kind of bridges is hung below suspension cables on vertical suspenders, called 
hangers. Main cables are suspended between towers and hangers support the weight 
of the deck and its traffic [2].  
Periodic inspections tasks are therefore mandatory to ensure a proper maintenance of 
these structures. In particular, this paper proposes a novel design for inspecting main 
cables. Some works have presented robotic solutions for this purpose (e.g. [3-5]). The 
most of these works mainly tackle the problem of climbing cable ensuring the sufficient 
frictional force for maintaining the robot fixed to the cable, also allowing the movement 
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of the robot over the cable. 
Nevertheless, hangers are attached to main cables by means of support plates as can be 
seen in Figure 1. In this sense, a robot to inspect main cables should be able to overpass 
these support plates while exerting enough frictional force to ensure its travelling over 
the main cable. 

 
 Figure 1: Main cable, hangers and support plates (Polvorines bridge, Toledo, Spain). 

The design presented here has been development for Polvorines bridge, taking into 
account the main dimensions that restrict the design: main cable diameter and support 
plate dimensions. 

NOVEL DESIGN 
 
Figure 2 shows the proposed design.  

 
Figure 2: Cable climbing robot design 

The robot has 3 similar nodes which are able to fix the robot to the cable by means of a 
direct contact. During the robot movements, two nodes are in contact to the cable to 
ensure the robot stability.  
When overpassing obstacle, one node is open, the robot overpasses it and, 
consequently, the rest of nodes reproduces the same behavior. The sequence of 
movement for overpassing obstacle is described in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3: Overpassing obstacle sequence 

In order to ensure a general-purpose design, the 3 nodes are similar and can be 
mounted on a support beam which can be scalable to other obstacle sizes. 
With to objective to overpass the support cables (see Figure 3), the robot is completely 
opened in its lower part. This particular design makes that rotation δ (see Figure 4) 
could be possible and produces a robot instability. In order to avoid undesired rotation 
along the axis of the cable, the robot has been designed such as its center of mass is 
placed much lower that the cable axis.  

 
Figure 3: Rotation of cable climbing robot 

This design is simpler than other ones and provides the ability to overpass not only 
obstacles in the cable path but also support cable which are often present in hanging 
bridges.  
For inspection purpose, the robot will carry on a set of three industrial cameras 
E3ISPM with SONY IMX226 CMOS sensor (12MP) and USB3 interface. They are a 
reasonable compromise between image quality and price (320€).  Lenses will also be 
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selected as a compromise between image quality and price.  We find that a reasonable 
choice would be HM3528MP10 from ZLKC. These is a low distortion C-Mount 35mm 
2/3”FA lenses rated at 10MP and priced around 100€ (see Figure 39.  
    

  
a) b) 

Figure 4: E3ISPM USB3 camera and ZLKC HM3528PM10 lens 

The higher risk of this proposal is to establish the center of mass as lower as possible to 
ensure the robot stability when in presence of lateral disturbance, such as wind. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The proposed design here allows to climb main cables in suspension bridges with the 
ability of overpassing support plates which fix main cables to hangers. The design 
guarantees the friction force required for the movement and is formed by three nodes. 
The alternative opening moving of each node allows also to overpass the 
aforementioned obstacles. The design presented here is easily scalable to any size of 
main cable and obstacle. 
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ABSTRACT 
Monitoring and automated inspection are needful to evaluate critical aspects related to 
the health of structures and infrastructures. The information coming from data 
processing could be used to program optimal maintenance interventions. Sometimes, 
the installation phase of special smart sensors constituting the monitoring network 
could be difficult due to the presence of inaccessible points. An example is represented 
by the underground galleries of the Gran Sasso National Laboratories, the most 
important underground research center dedicated to the study of fundamental 
constituents of matter. The stability of the rock of these galleries is provided above all 
by passive anchorages (rock bolts). They are the main structural elements to monitor to 
evaluate the actual conditions of the vault, but they are also the most difficult to 
monitor because they are stuck in the rock and, in some areas, they are situated under a 
cladding panel. It is evident how, in this special background, the inspection and 
monitoring of the vaults are challenging but also fundamental for both environmental 
and staff safety. In this work, methodologies based on the use of robotic systems will 
be presented to perform actions dedicated to the monitoring of the galleries.  

KEYWORDS: robotized inspection, mechatronic system, rock bolts, non-destructive testing 

INTRODUCTION 

The Gran Sasso National Laboratories (Figure 1) are the largest and most important 
underground research center in the world within the Gran Sasso highway tunnel. The 
underground structures consist of three large galleries (called Hall A, B and C), 
situated under a rock layer about 1400 m thick. Within these sales are installed the 
apparatuses supporting the experiments in particle physics and nuclear astrophysics.  
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a) b) 

Figure 1: Gran Sasso National Laboratories: a) 3D view; b) plan. 

These underground structures were designed by Lunardi [1] and they were built in 
1982. The tests carried out to estimate the resistance of the limestones showed their 
fragile behavior and the structural analysis pointed out the overcoming of load-bearing 
capacity of the same limestones during the excavations. For these reasons and because 
of the huge coverage, the designer decided to insert passive anchorages (Figure 2) to 
join the discontinuity points and to increase the shear strength of the rock. The 
technical characteristics of the anchorage used are: material martensitic stain-less steel 
(AISI 420), diameter 30.6 mm, length from 6 to 8 m, mesh of 2 meters for side. In the 
areas where the rock was more damaged, the length of anchorages is from 10 to 12 m 
and the mesh is denser.  

  
 

 

a) b) c) 

Figure 2: Consolidation interventions in the galleries: a) gallery cross-section reinforced with 

rock bolts [1]; b) rock bolt details and spritz-beton coating [1]; c) actual condition of a rock bolt 

head (picture taken in an accessible point of galleries). 

Thanks to these consolidation interventions, the coating facilities were designed with 
very thin thickness (spritz beton layer 35 cm thick, Figure 2b) and the use of the cement 
(source of harmful radiation for experiments) was minimized. To obtain optimal air 
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conditioning for the laboratory activities, the experimental halls were waterproofed 
and insulated using a PVC sheet and polyurethane panels (12cm thick) supported by 
an aluminum structure (Figure 3). 

 

Figure 3: Gallery cross section with focus on the interspace between rock and PVC panels: 

picture A shows the order of magnitude of the interspace, picture B the aluminum structure. 

MECHATRONIC SOLUTIONS FOR UNDERGROUND INSPECTIONS AND 
MONITORING  
Tunnels and underground environments often are large-scale structures which may 
presents some inaccessible points. In these cases, the use of robotized tools is essential 
to perform a Structural Health Monitoring (SHM). Various approaches have been 
developed to replace standard manual procedures with safer and faster ones. 
Ultrasonic sensors have been widely used as non-destructive sensors [2], because they 
are cheap and reliable, but they can only detect the existence of objects without giving 
any further information about objects. Therefore, the combined use of ultrasonic and 
visual sensors has spread, thanks to the development of techniques able to 
automatically identify the crack and its depth using image processing [3], [4]. An 
autonomous robotic system for tunnel cracks and other visible defects assessment is 
reported in [5]. This system is composed of a mobile vehicle capable of extending an 
automated crane. A set of cameras (attached also to the crane) with computer vision 
algorithm are used for detecting the defects and an arm positioning algorithm is used 
for placing the ultrasonic sensors on detected cracks. As to the rock bolt monitoring, it 
can be performed with different smart sensors [6]; exciting with the guided ultrasonic 
waves is an appropriate way to monitor these elements because of their shape. The 
arrival time of the reflected waves returns the location of the defects. All these 
procedures are not applicable to this case of study. For example, a robotic system like 
the one described in [5] is not suitable to these galleries: it not possible to introduce a 
mobile vehicle because the galleries are occupied by experimental prototypes and 
instruments. Furthermore, the presence of the coating panels with their supporting 
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structures makes inspection actions more difficult. Climbing robots are getting 
attention for inspections of hard to reach environments like this one; robots inspired by 
climbing animals (such as frogs, geckos) have been designed, using bio-inspired 
adhesive technology to traverse a wide variety of surfaces [7]. A gecko inspired robot, 
like the one proposed in [8], equipped with a camera, may be the suitable candidate to 
be introduced in the interspace between the rock and the PVC panels to inspect the 
rock surface conditions. 

CONCLUSIONS 
In this work, issues related to the SHM of the galleries of the Gran Sasso National 
Laboratories have been presented, with focus on the inspection of the inaccessible 
points, such as the rock surface in the main galleries, coated by PVC panels. A climbing 
robot system has been proposed to perform inspection actions in the restricted 
interspace between the rock and the panels. 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper presents a new design of a magnetic robot for climbing planar surfaces 
which main task is the inspection of steel bridges structures of huge dimensions. For 
this reason, robot has no umbilical cord together with a high autonomy.  
The robot will work on different structures; therefore, it must be able to move through 
surfaces with different slopes. In flat surfaces, magnetic robots show a good 
performance, both with the robot supported on the floor or suspended by the 
horizontal plane. For these cases, the robot does not need a considerable tangential 
force, so gravity or magnetic force allows the robot movement. Problems appear when 
inspecting vertical surfaces, where wheels must develop a considerable tangential force 
in order to counter the gravity force. Friction coefficient of wheels with steel is usually 
low, so huge magnetic forces will be required to generate enough tangential force. 
 
KEYWORDS: Robotics, Mechatronics, Bridge Inspection, magnetic-climbing 

INTRODUCTION 

Suspension bridges are key infrastructures in supporting our community. They carry 
pedestrian, heavy, rails or vehicle traffic over natural obstacles [1]. These structures 
require predictive maintenance in common parts as support beam or main towers. 
Some inspection tasks are based on visual inspection or required to place sensor 
system at particular point of interest. 

At this point, the design of a robot with ability to move in flat steel surfaces is 

presented. The robot task is the inspection of steel bridges structures with huge 

dimensions. For this reason, the main goal is to obtain a robot with no umbilical cord 

together with a high autonomy [2]. The system must be able to transit though little 

obstacles like steps or welding cords, which will require the employment of magnetic 

wheels with a considerable size [3]. 
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The robot will work on different structures; therefore, it must be able to move through 

surfaces with different slopes. In flat surfaces, magnetic robots show a good 

performance, both with the robot supported on the floor or suspended by the 

horizontal plane. For these cases, the robot does not need a considerable tangential 

force, so gravity or magnetic force allows the robot movement. Problems appear when 

inspecting vertical surfaces, where wheels must develop a considerable tangential force 

in order to counter the gravity force and allow the robot to work in steel walls. Friction 

coefficient of wheels with steel is usually low, so huge magnetic forces will be required 

to generate enough tangential force. 

This problem becomes critical if the robot, as required, needs high autonomy due to the 

large workspace that bridge inspection requires. Large workspace yields to difficult in 

the employment of umbilical cords, on the other hand, batteries needed for high 

autonomy are large. Taking into account that the inspection areas are very large, a 

considerably high velocity for the robot will be desired. To accomplish all the exposed 

requirements for the robot, a high performance and speed locomotion system like 

wheel will be proposed, instead of other solutions like legs or caterpillar. 

NOVEL DESIGN 

The technical requirements of the prototype are: 

• R1. Should be carry on a sensorization volume of 300 × 200 × 100mm for 
inspection purpose. 

• R2. The payload should be up to 3kg. 
• R3. Movement capability: should be able to execute complete manoeuvres in 

the wall including XY displacements and rotation, 𝛿𝛿 (see Figure 1: Movement 

capability. 

• The rotation radius of 𝛿𝛿 should be as low as possible. 
• R4. Obstacle overpassing: should be able to overpass a 6 mm of obstacle. 
• R5. Linear manoeuvre speed about 0.2 m/s.   

For developing the inspection tasks, we have chosen a 3-wheel configuration as shown 

in Figure 2. 

The two forward wheels (red) are motorized and provide the movement capability 

since the rear one (green) is a passive wheel with two degree-of-freedom.  
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The robot rotation, 𝛿𝛿, is reached by establishing different rotation speed to the forward 

wheels. In this sense, each forward wheel has a motor and they can exert different 

torques (𝑇𝑇1 and 𝑇𝑇2 in Figure 2).  This configuration provides a rotation point along 

the line that connect the axis of both forward wheels. Degree-of-freedom DOF1 of the 

rear wheel allows adapting this wheel to the aforementioned rotation point when the 

speed of motors changes.  

 
Figure 1: Movement capability. 

 
Figure 2: Movement capability. 

In addition, a second degree-of-freedom (DOF2) has been added for ensuring that the 

rear wheel maintains perpendicular to the movement plane during manoeuvres and 

aid to the magnetic holding of the vehicle when, for example, a forward wheel 

overpasses any obstacle. 

About magnetic attraction for ensuring contact between vehicle and wall, both forward 

wheels have been designed as in Figure 3. 

Label 1 corresponds to cylindrical magnets which provide the magnetic attraction to 

attach the wheels to the wall. Label 2 shows two iron plates which conduce magnetic 

flux to the wall to move on. Label 3 is a flexible material with a high friction coefficient. 

Label 4 is a part which holds the magnets and the flexible material part. Finally, label 5 

refers to the gear that connect to the motor for providing rotation movement to the 

wheel. 

g X
Y
d
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Figure 3: Magnetic wheels design. 

Figure 3 shows the magnetic flux direction from magnet, to wall and back.  

 

Figure 4: Magnetic flux between the wheels and the wall. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The proposed design here allows to climb flat surface provides 3 Degrees-of-Freedom 
for inspection tasks. Two forward motorized wheels which provide the movement 
capability since a passive rear one two degree-of-freedom allows to maximize the 
tangential force for avoiding loss of contact between the robot and the surface. 
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ABSTRACT 
While the traffic loads need to be understood toward efficient management of bridges, 
the  loads on each bridge are not well assessed. An easy‐to‐implement vehicle weight 
estimation  technique  toward  Bridge  Weigh‐In‐Motion  (BWIM)  using  wireless 
accelerometers has been developed. An important step of the vehicle weight estimation 
is  the  detection  of  vehicle  passage  timing.  This  study  proposes  an  application  of 
Convolutional Neural Network  (CNN)  to  the wireless  accelerometer  data  to  detect 
vehicle passages. The training data  is created by analyzing video camera records of a 
few hours. After the training process, the passage of the vehicles can be detected only 
from the signals from wireless accelerometers placed at the girder ends. This automatic 
detection  of  vehicle  passage  is  expected  to  allow  the  application  of  vehicle weight 
estimation algorithm to continuously measured bridge response data. The performance 
of the CNN‐based vehicle detection is examined on a two‐span continuous box‐girder 
bridge. The detection success rate  is confirmed high as compared to a simple method 
based on thresholds.  

KEYWORDS: Wireless accelerometers, Bridge Weight‐In‐Motion, Convolutional Neural 
Network   

INTRODUCTION 

While Bridge Weigh‐In‐Motion (BWIM) has long been studied and practiced [1], the 
algorithms are in principle based on strain measurement. Installation of strain gauges 
and cabling are time consuming. The system cost including the installation is thus high 
preventing wide‐spread use on many road bridges.   

To improve the installation difficulty, the estimation of passing vehicle weight only 
using  accelerometers  installed  on  a  bridge  has  recently  been  proposed  [2].  Girder 
deflection numerically  estimated  from  the measured vertical  acceleration  signals  are 
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utilized  and  compared  with  the  deflection  estimated  from  the  influence‐lines.  The 
weight  estimation  performance  has  been  studied  for  single  vehicle  passages  on  a 
highway bridge.   

Deflection  estimation  only  using  accelerometers  has  further  been  improved  by 
employing  inclination,  which  are  estimated  from  longitudinal  acceleration 
measurement  [3][4]. The  low  frequency  components  of  the  longitudinal  acceleration 
include  the  inclination;  the  inclinations  measured  along  a  bridge  and  the  vertical 
accelerations  are merged by  a Kalman  filter  to  estimate  the deflection of  the bridge.   
Because  the  Kalman  filtering  process  does  not  include  numerical  integration,  the 
deflection estimation does not suffer  from  integration error;  the deflection estimation 
can be performed even for cases where multiple vehicles pass the bridge in series.   

To  apply  this weight  estimation  using  acceleration data,  the  timings  of  vehicle’s 
entrance  to  and  exit  from  the  bridge  need  to  be  identified  in  advance.  This  study 
investigate  the  capability  to  estimate  the  vehicle  entrance  and  exit  only  using 
accelerometers on the main girders near the joint.   

VEHICLE PASSAGE RESPONSES AT GIRDER ENDS 

The target bridge is a 2‐span continuous steel box‐girder bridge. The entrance and exit 
of vehicles on this bridge are  investigated using acceleration responses recorded by 4 
wireless accelerometers placed near the girder ends. The sensor arrangement is shown 
in Figure 1.   
      The sample bridge responses are shown  in Figure 2. Small vehicle passage clearly 
shows  the  peaks  corresponding  to  the  entrance  and  exit.  On  the  other  hand,  bus 
passage shows vibration components when the bus drive over the mid‐support point. 
Only  in  terms  of  the  response  amplitude,  the  vehicle  passage  location  cannot  be 
identified.  The  sensor  closest  to  the  vehicle  passage  does  not  necessarily  show  the 
largest response. Therefore, the phase of the signal is also taken into account as shown 
in Figure 3.   

The  target bridge  is a steel,  two‐span continuous, box‐girder bridge on a general 
road (see Figure 1). The bridge has one lane for each direction. On the box girders on 
the  both  sides,  18  battery‐operated  wireless  accelerometers  were  installed  and  the 
tri‐axial accelerations were  recorded at 100 Hz  for 13 day continuously. The wireless 
sensor nodes are Sonas x01 [5], whose accelerometers are Epson M‐A351 [6]. 

Figure 1: Target bridge and its drive lanes 
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Tab. 1. Vehicle passage categories      Tab. 2. Classification accuracy    

(a) passage at 𝐽𝐽�

(b) passage at 𝐽𝐽�

Figure 2: The bridge responses recorded 

during bus passages 
Figure 3: Vehicle passage responses 

(zoom‐in) 

Figure 4: Training data  Figure 5: Estimated Vehicle weight 

Error 
acceptance(s)

Recall Precision Fvalue

CNN  0.5  75.4  80.6  77.9 
1.0  77.9  82.9  80.3 
1.5  80.6  84.9  82.7 

Threshold 
(reference)

0.5  38.7  61.2  47.4 
1.0  41.4  65.0  50.6 
1.5  42.9  66.5  52.2 

Category Vehicle passage Location 

1 yes 𝐽𝐽1 

2 𝐽𝐽2 

3 𝐽𝐽3 

4 𝐽𝐽4 

5 no 
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Using  video  camera  records  taken  at  the  girder  ends,  the  training  data  sets  are 
prepared (see Figure 4). The data sets are categorized into 5 classes shown in Table 1. 
Then, Convolutional Neural Network  is applied  to classify  the vehicle passage based 
on the acceleration measured at four sensors. Table 2 shows the categorization results 
and comparison with categorization based on threshold. 

With  the  convolutional  neural  network,  the  vehicle  classification  accuracy  was 
improved  to  about  80%.  Figure  5  shows  the  vehicle  weight  estimation  using  the 
classification. 

CONCLUSIONS 
By applying Convolutional neural network to girder end acceleration data, the vehicle 
entrance to and exit from a bridge are detected. The detection accuracy is about 80 %. 
The detected vehicles  are  further  analyzed  to obtain  the vehicle weight. The vehicle 
weight distribution is obtained only using the acceleration response measurement on a 
steel box‐girder bridge.   
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